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Abstract

Hydrodynamic instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities usually appear
in conjunction with the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and are found in many natural phenomenon and engineer-
ing applications. They frequently result in turbulent mixing, which has a major impact on the overall flow development
and other effective material properties. This can either be a desired outcome, an unwelcome side effect, or just an un-
avoidable consequence, but must in all cases be characterized in any model. The RT instability occurs at an interface
between different fluids, when the light fluid is accelerated into the heavy. The RM instability may be considered a
special case of the RT instability, when the acceleration provided is impulsive in nature such as that resulting from a
shock wave. In this pedagogical review, we provide an extensive survey of the applications and examples where such
instabilities play a central role. First, fundamental aspects of the instabilities are reviewed including the underlying
flow physics at different stages of development, followed by an overview of analytical models describing the linear,
nonlinear and fully turbulent stages. RT and RM instabilities pose special challenges to numerical modeling, due to
the requirement that the sharp interface separating the fluids be captured with fidelity. These challenges are discussed
at length here, followed by a summary of the significant progress in recent years in addressing them. Examples of
the pivotal roles played by the instabilities in applications are given in the context of solar prominences, ionospheric
flows in space, supernovae, inertial fusion and pulsed-power experiments, pulsed detonation engines and scramjets.
Progress in our understanding of special cases of RT/RM instabilities is reviewed, including the effects of material
strength, chemical reactions, magnetic fields, as well as the roles the instabilities play in ejecta formation and trans-
port, and explosively expanding flows. The article is addressed to a broad audience, but with particular attention to
graduate students and researchers that are interested in the state-of-the-art in our understanding of the instabilities and
the unique issues they present in the applications in which they are prominent.

Keywords: Rayleigh-Taylor instability, Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, turbulence,
magnetohydrodynamics, mixing, numerical methods, shockwaves
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1. Introduction1

The Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) and Richtmyer-Meshkov2

(RM) instabilities are canonical fluid dynamic phenom-3

ena which are readily observed in several engineering4

applications and natural situations. They occur when a5

corrugated boundary, or interface separating two differ-6

ent fluids of different properties,1 is subjected to either7

a gradual (RT) or sudden, impulsive (RM) acceleration.8

RT is most familiarly seen on Earth when a heavier fluid9

is placed on top of a lighter fluid; gravity destabilizes10

the interface separating the fluids resulting in the growth11

of imposed perturbations and ultimately culminating in12

vigorous turbulent mixing. More generally, the RT in-13

stability occurs when a lighter fluid is accelerated into14

a heavier fluid or conversely when a heavier fluid is de-15

celerated by a lighter fluid. Where RT instability is the16

1 We use “properties” here to allow for density variations that were
not present initially, but could arise due to (for example) a shock in-
teraction.

result of a constant acceleration, the RM instability cor-17

responds to the case of impulsive acceleration of an in-18

terface. A typical example of the RM instability is that19

of a shock wave travelling through such an interface.20

The shock impulsively accelerates the interface, which21

in turn becomes unstable.22

RT instability was first described and analyzed by23

Lord Rayleigh [417] and subsequently by G.I. Taylor24

in 1950 [509]. Perturbations present at the interface are25

amplified by the baroclinic vorticity ( 1
ρ2∇p × ∇ρ) de-26

posited as a result of the misalignment between the pres-27

sure gradient and the local density gradient. Generally,28

the evolution of an RT unstable fluid-fluid interface can29

be decomposed into three regimes: i) the linear phase30

in which the amplitude of the interfacial perturbation31

grows exponentially and is obtained from a linearization32

of the perturbation equations; ii) the non-linear phase33

which is marked by saturation of the amplitudes, and34

the appearance of the characteristic mushroom shapes;35

iii) the late-time development characterized by a wide36

range of scales and intense turbulent mixing. The evo-37

lution of RM instability follows a similar path, but the38

linear stage is marked by perturbation amplitudes that39

grow linearly in time. The structures formed by the light40

fluid penetrating into the heavy fluids are termed bub-41

bles, while the structures formed by the heavy fluid pen-42

etrating into the light fluid are called spikes, as nonlin-43

ear mode interactions tend to broaden intrusions of light44

material into heavy and sharpen intrusions of heavy into45

light.46

The RM instability follows the passage of a shock47

wave across a perturbed interface between two fluids of48

different densities [429, 356], and can be treated as an49

impulsive analog of the RT instability. A major dis-50

tinction between the two instabilities is that a perturbed51

interface between two fluids of different densities is RM52

unstable, regardless of the direction of shock wave prop-53

agation (i.e. shocks originating in the light or the heavy54

fluids can both lead to instability), whereas the interface55

is RT unstable only when the acceleration is directed to-56

wards the heavy fluid. This aspect is relevant to physi-57

cal phenomena that arise during the interaction between58

the shock and the material interface, which are also in-59

cluded in the later sections, e.g. Sections 9 and 10.60

As with RT, the instability typically proceeds via linear61

and nonlinear stages, until the fluids eventually become62

subject to turbulent mixing.63

The RT and RM instabilities feature in some of the64

most dramatic phenomena in the universe. Account-65

ing for them and the hydrodynamic mixing they in-66

duce is crucial for understanding supernova dynamics67

[21, 81, 213, 252, 374], and consequently the behav-68
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ior of exploded star material (supernova remnants, or69

SNRs) moving into the interstellar medium long af-70

ter the initial catastrophe [459]. Such instabilities also71

feature strongly in extreme applications in engineering,72

most notably in inertial nuclear fusion. RT and RM in-73

stabilities have been identified as two of the main im-74

pediments to the achievement of net energy gain in in-75

ertial confinement fusion (ICF) efforts [28, 306, 307].76

Indeed, hydrodynamic instability in general is a key77

concern in all forms of nuclear fusion, as any textbook78

on plasma physics will attest (see for example, and ap-79

propriately for this article, the volumes by Goedbloed80

and Poedts [202] and Goedbloed, Keppens, and Poedts81

[203]). Similarly, RT has also been observed to occur82

in geological flows, where it is an example of this insta-83

bility in solids (e.g., [243]) and in magma mushes (see,84

for example, [475]).85

While the focus of this article is on flows driven by86

RT and RM instabilities, it is also important to note the87

role played by the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) [223, 266]88

instability here as it is often the mechanism that un-89

derlies mixing in RTI and RMI flows, as a result of90

the shear between the growing bubble and spike struc-91

tures. Note that the RT, RM, and KH instabilities are92

frequently collectively termed hydrodynamic instabili-93

ties.94

Fundamentally, these instabilities rely on the exis-95

tence of a source of free energy which can drive the96

growth of perturbations at an interface beyond the abil-97

ity to be restrained by any relevant restoring forces.98

The sources of free energy for the above instabilities99

differ: (i) for RT instability, the source is from grav-100

itational forces (or, equivalently, surface acceleration)101

which tend to drive flows where denser material falls102

through lighter material which might otherwise support103

it, displacing the lighter material into buoyant bubbles.104

(ii) The RM instability is an impulsive analogue of the105

RT instability, in which a sudden intense acceleration,106

such as a shock, sets the material in motion, and this107

induced motion continues once the acceleration ceases.108

(iii) In KH instability, by contrast, the source of free en-109

ergy is the tangential relative motion between the two110

components across a shearing surface. This instability111

is familiar as the source of ocean waves, for example.112

The process just described can, however, be stalled113

at any stage through the action of dissipative or restor-114

ing forces. For KH instability, the action of a stabiliz-115

ing gravitational force can lead to the wave amplitude116

growing very slowly, if at all. For all the above insta-117

bilities, viscosity, surface tension, material strength and118

magnetic fields can act to stifle growth, or in some cases119

completely arrest perturbation growth.120

As will quickly become evident in this article, RT,121

RM and KH instabilities manifest themselves in an ex-122

tremely wide variety of physical systems [589, 590,123

593]. While these physical systems may vary in their124

detail, some fundamental principles are shared in com-125

mon. Here, we seek to outline this fundamental physics,126

to provide a common framework in which the instabil-127

ities and the systems in which they occur can be de-128

scribed, and from which more detailed, system-specific129

analyses can be developed.130

There are two major issues that this survey attempts131

to tackle: First, the pace of high-quality publications132

in this area is simply too rapid with outputs from vast133

and diverse scientific and engineering disciplines, with134

thousands of manuscripts appearing each year. While135

this phenomenon is a testament to the vibrancy and rich-136

ness of the field, it has also elevated the barriers to en-137

try for scientists, engineers, and applied mathematicians138

who are setting out to undertake research in these areas.139

There is thus a pressing need to alleviate this challenge140

by offering a repository of significant findings that re-141

flect the current state of the art in these areas.142

Second, while supernovae [81, 252, 374, 422] and in-143

ertial confinement fusion [28, 61, 306] are often almost144

exclusively discussed as two prime examples of the ap-145

plications of hydrodynamic instabilities, several other146

equally important (and interesting) applications in nat-147

ural and engineering flows are less familiar and have148

attracted relatively limited attention. This work endeav-149

ors to rectify this gap, and elevate these key applications150

to the attention of a broad and heterogeneous audience.151

This pedagogical review starts with fundamental and152

general descriptions of the RT, RM, and KH instabil-153

ities, describing in detail the different stages in their154

time-dependent development. This is followed by a re-155

view of progress, along with the challenges in numer-156

ically solving the problem, with emphasis on the tur-157

bulent phase. The review is then extended to include158

discussions of more complicated and relevant settings159

for RT and RM instabilities in applications - chemically160

reactive and explosively expanding flows, MHD flows,161

flows with material strength, ejecta, space plasma and162

astrophysics, etc. Readers that are interested in explor-163

ing specific topics in greater detail will also benefit from164

the comprehensive list of papers included in the bibliog-165

raphy. This tutorial is written keeping in mind the needs166

of a broad audience, spanning graduate students who167

are setting out in this field, engineers tackling a specific168

aspect associated with these flows, or researchers seek-169

ing to identify fruitful directions of potential research in170

these areas.171

In what follows, we will describe more fully the172
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mathematical formulation of the instability growth173

problem, the computational models which may be ap-174

plied to them, and numerous practical and experimental175

examples of interfacial instability growth phenomena.176

In the next section, we first describe the mathematical177

formulation which must underlay an understanding of178

these flows.179

2. Fundamental equations180

The underlying governing equations of fluid dynam-
ics are the dynamical equations for the trajectories of
the tracers from which the fluid is constituted, together
with the evolution equations of fields to which the trac-
ers are coupled. However, typically it is neither useful
nor practical to describe the properties of a fluid at such
microscopic detail, so the equations are reduced by sta-
tistical averaging. In this paper we focus on flows where
the fluids may be represented as a continuum. As a first
step, the equations for the trajectories of the individual
tracers are averaged over an ensemble to generate the
collisional Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the
tracer’s probability density function (pdf) f (x, 3, t) as a
function of time t in a six-dimensional phase space of
spatial position, x, and velocity 3. Then a hierarchy of
equations can be derived for the velocity moments of
this probability density function, such as the density and
velocity

ρ =

∫
µm f (x, 3, t) d3, (1)

ρu =

∫
µm f (x, 3, t)3 d3, (2)

where µm is the molecular mass. Often the conservation
equations for mass, momentum (i.e., Newton’s second
law) and energy (see, e.g., [525])

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3)

∂

∂t
(ρu) + ∇ · (ρuu) = ∇ · σ + fb, (4)

∂

∂t
(ρE) + ∇ · (ρuE) = ∇ · (σ · u + q) + fb · u (5)

are chosen as a suitable model, as these are sufficient181

to capture local thermodynamic equilibrium. Here, the182

specific total energy E, is given by E = e+ 1
2 u2, where e183

is the specific internal energy. The Cauchy stress tensor184

σ and energy flux q capture the effects of both inter-185

tracers forces and higher moments of the pdf than the186

mass, momentum and energy, and must be provided ei-187

ther by evolution equations for these higher-order statis-188

tics, or through an empirical closure. We have also189

included an applied body force fb, specified per unit190

volume. These equations may be augmented by addi-191

tional conservation equations for species densities, elec-192

tromagnetic fields, etc., with additional source terms for193

processes such as species diffusion and resistivity.194

For a continuous flow, the momentum conservation195

equation can be written as196

ρ
Du
Dt

= ∇ · σ + fb. (6)

The advective or material derivative D/Dt = ∂/∂t+u·∇
represents the rate of change of a local variable due to
both the intrinsic time dependence of the variable, and
the differential flow rate of the variable into a particular
point owing to its spatial gradient. The first term on
the right side of Eq. (6) represents the net force per unit
volume on a fluid element due to internal stresses. For
an incompressible flow, this Cauchy stress term can be
separated into isotropic and anisotropic components

σ = −pI + τ, (7)

where p = σii/3 and τii = 0. The tensor τ corresponds
to shearing, or tangential stresses, and is often referred
to as the deviatoric stress tensor. The simplest, most
common, and (fortunately) widely applicable form for
the deviatoric stress tensor is one that is linear in the ve-
locity gradients: τi j = Ai jkl∂uk/∂rl. An isotropic fluid
for which this approximation holds is known as a New-
tonian fluid, in which case Eq. (6) becomes the Navier-
Stokes equations [377, 378, 499]

ρ
Du
Dt

= −∇p + ∇ ·

[
2µ

(
S −

1
3

(∇ · u) I
)]

+ ∇
[
ζ (∇ · u)

]
+ fb, (8)

where µ is the shear viscosity and S is the symmetric
strain rate tensor

S =
1
2

(
∇u + (∇u)T

)
. (9)

We have written Eq. (8) in a form applicable to com-197

pressible and variable-density flows, as these are con-198

sidered widely in this paper, and included the term con-199

taining the bulk viscosity ζ.200

The Navier-Stokes statement of momentum conser-201

vation is supplemented with that of mass conservation,202

which takes the form of a continuity equation. In the203

general case of three-dimensional flows, Eqs. (3) and204

(5) represent four equations in five unknowns (ρ, p, and205

the three components of u). The final and “closing”206

equation is provided by the fluid’s equation of state,207
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Figure 1: Simulation of the classical Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in a two fluid system. During the linear
phase of growth (roughly the first three panels), the
interface amplitude grows exponentially. As the sys-
tem transitions to the non-linear regime, it develops the
characteristic “bubbles and spikes” shown clearly in the
fourth, fifth and sixth panels. Finally, as the perturba-
tion evolves further, turbulence develops as shown in
the seventh and subsequent panels [240]. Reproduced
with permission. c©Elsevier.

Figure 2: Diagram of the RT interface between the flu-
ids: (a) planar interface in equilibrium, (b) perturbed in-
terface. [399]. Reproduced with permission. c©AAPT.

Figure 3: The three initial stages in the evolution of the
RM instability are(from top): Initial perturbation before
shock interaction, vorticity depos-ited by shock interac-
tion causing instability growth and bubble/spikeconfig-
uration when significant roll-up has occurred. Figure
1 of [30] with color added by [471]. With permission
from Shock Waves, c©Springer.
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which specifies the pressure in terms of the density and208

internal energy of the fluid:209

p = p(ρ, e). (10)

It is not necessary to integrate the energy equation in210

a number of physically-relevant limits, such as incom-211

pressible flow (when the material speed is small relative212

to the speed of sound), isothermal flow (when the mate-213

rial temperature is maintained constant for example by214

radiative energy losses), or isentropic flow, which will215

apply in the absence of shocks and allows the effects216

of gradual expansion or compression of the fluid to be217

treated.218

3. Analytical models of single-mode linear instabil-219

ity growth220

In this section, we provide a formal introduction of221

single-mode linear stability theory for RT instabilities,222

a treatment of RM linear growth as a special case, and223

a reinterpretation of these results through a vorticity224

paradigm. When the amplitude of surface perturbations225

is significantly than the wavelength, the resulting flows226

may be treated as a linear superposition of independent227

Fourier single modes. The next section will use this as228

a basis for more complete models which extend into the229

nonlinear regime. We note certain deviations from the230

idealized classical problem and the impact these “real231

life” fluid and material properties have on the RTI.232

3.1. The classical Rayleigh-Taylor problem233

The classical RT problem consists of two semi-234

infinite incompressible (∇ · u = 0) and inviscid (µ = 0)235

fluids in a gravitational field (see Figure 2), with the236

denser fluid at a higher gravitational potential [417].237

The question posed is then: how does an arbitrarily238

small perturbation to the fluid interface evolve from a239

static initial condition?240

The key to solving the classical RT problem is to241

first expand the governing equations about the static242

initial condition, then to linearize the system by con-243

sidering small deviations in ρ, p, and u. In this ap-244

proach, the governing equations are written for a sys-245

tem which is varied from some equilibrium state by a246

small perturbation. The smallness of the perturbation247

allows one to neglect high-order terms in the governing248

equations, thereby linearizing the equations and simpli-249

fying the analysis. The linearized equations are then250

solved for the growth of perturbations, to determine251

whether the perturbations will grow or decay in time;252

that is, whether the system will return to equilibrium253

(stable), or depart from it (unstable). In fact, the van-254

ishing derivatives of ρ in the bulk of either fluid (i.e.,255

anywhere except at the two-fluid interface) reduce the256

continuity equation to257

∇ · u = 0. (11)

Further, continuity of the velocity field requires that258

while this condition is derived away from the fluid inter-259

face, it must nonetheless be maintained there. However,260

the density discontinuity at the interface means that its261

derivatives certainly cannot be ignored there. Thus, ex-262

panding about the unperturbed state (ρ = ρ0, u = 0) by263

writing ρ = ρ0 + δρ, we find to the lowest order in the264

perturbation variables265

∂(δρ)
∂t

+ uz
∂ρ0

∂z
= 0. (12)

For the following equations, we have adopted Carte-266

sian coordinate system for convenience and selected z267

as n, the direction normal to the interface.268

The Navier-Stokes equations reduce in the present269

case to the Euler equations with fb = −ρgẑ [165]:270

ρ
Du
Dt

= −∇p − ρgẑ, (13)

where the constant gravitational field is taken to point271

along −ẑ. Expanding about the unperturbed state (now272

also writing p = p0 + δp), requiring the resulting equa-273

tions to be satisfied for the unperturbed equilibrium and274

writing to first order in the perturbed variables (δρ, δp,275

u) yields276

∇p0 + ρ0gẑ = 0, (14)

ρ0
∂u
∂t

+ ∇(δp) + (δρ)gẑ = 0. (15)

The O(1) equation produces the usual result for hydro-277

static pressure in a fluid,278

p0(z) = p0(0) − ρ0gz, (16)

while the next order equation of perturbation expansion279

constitutes the linearized Navier-Stokes equations for280

the Rayleigh-Taylor problem.281

Fourier transforming Eqs. (11), (12), and (15) in x, y,282

and t, then algebraically eliminating ux, uy, δp, and δρ283

yields284

∂

∂z

(
ρ0
∂uz

∂z

)
− k2

rρ0uz =
k2

r g
ω2

∂ρ0

∂z
uz, (17)

where kx, ky, and ω are the Fourier transform variables285

corresponding to x, y, and t, respectively, and k2
r = k2

x +286
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k2
y . In the bulk of either fluid, we have ∂ρ0/∂z = 0, so287

that Eq. (17) reduces to288

∂2uz

∂z2 − k2
r uz = 0, (18)

which admits the solution289

uz(z) = uz0e−kr |z|, (19)

where uz0 is a constant and we have imposed both conti-290

nuity of uz at the interface z = 0, as well as the boundary291

condition that uz remains finite as z → ±∞. In order to292

determine the dispersion relation ω = ω(kr), we next293

integrate Eq. (17) across the interface to obtain294

s
ρ0
∂uz

∂z

{
=

k2
r g
ω2 Jρ0K uz(0). (20)

Finally, substituting Eq. (19) into this expression yields295

the result296

ω =

√(
ρ1 − ρ2

ρ1 + ρ2

)
krg, (21)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the “bottom” and “top” fluid den-297

sities, respectively. Thus, we find that if ρ1 > ρ2 (the298

denser fluid is on the bottom) then ω is real and the sys-299

tem is stable, while if ρ1 < ρ2 (the denser fluid is on300

top) the frequency is imaginary and the velocity grows301

exponentially in time, uz(t) = uz(0)est, with a growth302

rate s = iω:303

s =
√

krgA A =
ρ2 − ρ1

ρ1 + ρ2
, (22)

where A is known as the Atwood number of the sys-304

tem (In this scenario, we say that the light fluid is being305

accelerated into the heavy fluid).306

Clearly, s is either pure real or pure imaginary. The307

latter possibility indicates oscillation around equilib-308

rium i.e. neutral stability. The former indicates insta-309

bility. A few general observations may be made re-310

garding the classical Rayleigh-Taylor problem, which311

will prove useful as we move to consider more general312

cases of instability. First, shorter wavelength perturba-313

tions are more unstable (grow faster) than longer ones314

since s ∝
√

kr =
√

2π/λ. Second, the degree of in-315

stability increases with the external pressure gradient,316

which in the classical case is supplied by the gravita-317

tional field, g. Third, the degree of instability increases318

with the Atwood number, which ranges between 0 for319

fluids of equal density, and 1 for a light fluid of van-320

ishing density. Thus, the greater the density contrast321

between the fluids, the stronger the instability.322

It is important to note that the analysis developed in323

this section is predicated on the validity of the lineariza-324

tion of the Navier-Stokes equations: the so-called lin-325

ear regime of the RT instability. In particular, the in-326

terface amplitude and velocity must be small compared327

to the natural scales of the problem, the wavelength λ328

and
√
λg, respectively. When this approximation breaks329

down the system transitions to the non-linear regime, in330

which the characteristic “bubble and spike” pattern de-331

velops as a manifestation of the higher harmonics which332

were previously neglected, as shown in the later frames333

of Figure 1.334

3.2. From RTI to RMI: Linear stability335

We now elaborate the results for the RT instability in
greater detail, and make connections to the RM instabil-
ity. As shown above, the RT instability predicts expo-
nential growth rate of perturbations in the linear phase
of the instability, which increases with the perturbation
wavenumber k̃, (≡ kr). It is sometimes written as an
equation of motion for the interface perturbation ampli-
tude a(t),

d2a(t)
dt2 = k̃ga(t)A, (23)

whose solutions are exponential functions of t.336

More generally and in many practical applications,
RT can occur under any time-dependent acceleration
of the interface g(t); constant gravitational acceleration
is just a convenient special case. In the case where
the acceleration g(t) = ∆u δ(t) (i.e. applied instanta-
neously at t = 0) on an initial amplitude of a0, such that∫

g(t) dt = ∆u is the velocity imparted by the impulse,
we can immediately integrate Eq. (23) to get,

da
dt

= k̃a0∆uA. (24)

Richtmyer first derived the compressible perturbed337

equations and determined that theA and a0 terms on the338

right hand of Eq. 24 must take their post-shock values.339

Here, the impact of compressibility can then be sep-340

arated from that of nonlinear and multi-modal growth341

treated in the following sections and given its due em-342

phasis. Hereafter, the + signs will be introduced to343

indicate post-shock quantities. This means that A+ is344

calculated using the post-shock compressed densities ρ+
2345

and ρ+
1 , while a+

0 = (1 − ∆u/Us)a0 where Us is the ve-346

locity of the incident shock wave. This introduces an-347

other key non-dimensional parameter, the Mach number348

M which governs compressibility effects (properties of349

shock waves and discontinuities are discussed in detail350

in the Appendix). The Mach number Ms of the incident351
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shock appears implicitly in Eq. (27) through the mean352

compression rate (the factor that pre-multiplies a0) and353

the induced velocity, hence modifying the growth rate.354

Additionally, Mach numbers defined based on the mean355

velocity of the interface and perturbation growth rate are356

also useful in characterising compressibility effects in357

both RT and RM mixing layers [187]. Flows with Mach358

numbers significantly greater than one exhibit funda-359

mentally different behaviors from the incompressible360

case, and must be described using modified governing361

equations and numerical methods.362

It should be stressed that this is an approximation363

based on incompressibility and impulsiveness of the ap-364

plied acceleration, and other formulae have been sug-365

gested (among others, see for example, Meyer-Blewett366

[357] and Vandenboomgaerde [532]) that provide bet-367

ter agreement with experimental data in certain circum-368

stances.369

The above equation reveals an amplitude growth rate370

that is linear in time rather than an exponential, and371

in fact constitutes the RM instability. While the RM372

instability canonically involves a shock-interface inter-373

action (Figure 3), and hence compressible bulk fluids,374

the growth rate in the linear phase closely approximates375

the incompressible, impulsive solution at early times in376

many practical applications [429].377

Linear stability analysis generally has the limitation378

that it becomes inconsistent at later times (or when the379

perturbation has a finite initial amplitude); eventually380

the perturbation grows large enough to invalidate the381

linearizing assumption, and nonlinear effects begin to382

dominate (when kra(t) > 1). The characteristic bubble-383

spike configurations of RT, and the mushroom-shapes in384

RM instability, are due to the effects of higher harmon-385

ics which come into effect beyond the range of validity386

of the linear analysis. In the case of RT and RM instabil-387

ities in particular, the linear growth phase may be very388

short-lived (and thus the utility of linear theory limited)389

in experiments and applications, which evolve from fi-390

nite amplitude (rather than infinitesimal) perturbations.391

In the next subsection, we briefly describe an alterna-392

tive way to interpret the RT and RM instabilities that393

provides additional physical insight.394

3.3. Vorticity paradigm395

The vorticity paradigm provides a physically intuitive396

perspective, which is useful in understanding the evo-397

lution of the RT and RM instabilities [220]. Vorticity398

(w = ∇ × u) [526] that is localized to a density inter-399

face, will lead to interface perturbation growth under400

the influence of the induced velocity.401

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Contours of vorticity in the two-dimensional
RM instability between air and SF6, from implicit large
eddy simulations (ILES). Also shown are the contour
lines denoting the mass fraction Y1 = 0.5. Upon shock
interaction, baroclinic vorticity is deposited at the inter-
face, causing perturbations to grow and the interface to
roll up into the classic mushroom shape.
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In a compressible, viscous fluid, the vorticity equa-
tion can be obtained by taking the curl of Eq. (8), [584]:

∂w
∂t

+ u · ∇w = w · ∇u − w(∇ · u) +
1
ρ2 (∇ρ × ∇p)

+
µ

ρ2 (∇ρ × ∇ × w) −
4µ
3ρ2 (∇ρ × ∇(∇ · u)) +

µ

ρ
∇2w

+

(
∇ ×

[
1
ρ

(
−

2
3

(∇ · u)(∇µ)

+ 2(∇u) · (∇µ) + (∇µ) × w
)])

. (25)

The left-hand side of Eq.(25) is the rate of change402

of vorticity in a Lagrangian packet of fluid; the first403

term on the right describes the stretching of vorticity404

by the velocity; the second describes dilation of vortic-405

ity by the compressible flow; and the third term is the406

baroclinic generation term. The fourth to last terms on407

the right describe the effect of viscosity and particularly408

variable viscosity in the last term. These viscous terms409

may be non-negligible in general flows [584]. While410

shock waves – agents of the RM instability – occur in411

compressible flows, and physically involve strong gradi-412

ents in fluid viscosity over very short length scales, it is413

the third, baroclinic term in Eq.(25) which is most perti-414

nent to our immediate discussion of the RT and RM in-415

stabilities. In particular, if the pressure and density gra-416

dients at a point are not directionally aligned, then the417

baroclinic term is activated and vorticity is generated or418

destroyed. Thus, the strength of the pressure or density419

gradients, and their degree of alignment, determine the420

amount of vorticity that is deposited on the interface.421

This mechanism is present in both RT and RM instabil-422

ities [584]. In the RT instability, the pressure gradient423

is supplied by the acceleration field (for example, grav-424

ity) which imposes hydrostatic pressure on the fluid. At425

the interface, if the pressure gradient opposes the den-426

sity gradient, but is at a finite angle to it, vorticity will427

be gradually generated, leading to instability. A similar428

mechanism operates in RM, where the pressure gradient429

is supplied by the shock wave and the baroclinic vortic-430

ity deposited at the interface upon shock passage causes431

the perturbations on the interface to grow. The resulting432

evolution of the interface including the appearance of433

roll-ups is shown in Figure 4, using implicit large eddy434

simulations (ILES) of RMI cases (See also, references435

[466] and [467] for reshocked single- and multi- mode436

RMI induced flows, respectively). Finally, we remark437

that vorticity can also be generated on a shock structure438

itself, particularly from nonlinear triple-points that form439

on the shock geometry, and this can also be a source of440

turbulence [584].441

4. Instability development from multi-modal per-442

turbations: linear through turbulent regimes443

In this section, we provide a more detailed treat-
ment of the various stages of development in RT and
RM instabilities arising from multimodal initial pertur-
bations. Hydrodynamic instabilities in experiments and
engineering applications are typically seeded by pertur-
bations that can be characterized as multimodal, and of-
ten contain a broad spectrum of modes. For simplicity,
we consider perturbations that consist of a range of ini-
tial wavelengths [λ1, . . . , λN], all of which are initially
growing in the linear regime. In other words, the ampli-
tude ak of each mode with a wavenumber k = 2π/λk is
growing at a rate that is well described by linear stabil-
ity analysis [145]. For the Rayleigh-Taylor instability,
the initial growth in ak is given by rewriting Eq. (23) for
mode k

äk = Agkak, (26)

the solution of which is an exponential with exponent
s =

√
Agk. Similarly, the RM growth rate due to the

initial impulse is given here by rewriting Eq. (24) ac-
cording to

ȧk = k∆uA+[ak(0)]+, (27)

where [ak(0)] is the initial amplitude of mode k. Re-444

call that subsection 3.2 discusses the behavior which is445

linear in “mode amplitude.” That is still the case for the446

analysis that gets us to Eq. 27 and discussion thereafter,447

even though the shock compression is nonlinear for the448

acoustic characteristics.449

In the following subsections, each distinct stage of450

the development in multimodal RTI and RMI will be451

discussed in greater detail alongside corresponding flow452

visualizations. Note that although the discussion im-453

plicitly pertains to planar geometries, it may be quali-454

tatively applied to more complicated configurations, for455

example cylindrical and spherical geometries.456

4.1. Linear regime457

If individual modes in the initial perturbation458

wavepacket are of sufficiently small amplitudes, their459

early evolution can be described by the linear theories460

discussed earlier. An implicit assumption here is that461

the interface separating the two fluids is initially smooth462

and continuous, such that it can be described as an ex-463

pansion in some orthonormal basis (e.g. as a Fourier se-464

ries). This allows for analysis in terms of amplitudes465

and wavelengths of individual modes (i.e. harmonics)466

in the perturbation.467
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A mode k is considered linear, while its amplitude468

ak satisfies kak < 1 [99, 548], provided kak � 1 ini-469

tially. Typically a more conservative estimate is taken,470

such as ak ≤ 0.1λk [79], beyond which the mode is471

considered nonlinear or saturated. Note that there are472

a wide range of factors such as viscosity, finite thick-473

ness, strong shocks and additional physics that modify474

the initial growth rate compared to the basic forms given475

in Eq. (26) and Eq. (27), a detailed discussion of which476

can be found in [589]. These factors may also affect477

the amplitude at which each mode saturates, however478

for simplicity it will be assumed that a multimode per-479

turbation is growing in the linear regime provided all480

modes satisfy ak ≤ 0.1λk.481

Figure 5a shows the initial condition used in a recent482

fundamental study of turbulent mixing induced by the483

RM instability [519], while the image sequence repre-484

sents early time development and shares the same gen-485

eral trends as observed in other studies of RT mixing486

layers (see Youngs [581]). The initial surface pertur-487

bation shown in Figure 5a contains a superposition of488

modes in the interval kmin = 4 to kmax = 8, while the489

total standard deviation of the perturbation is taken as490

σ = 0.1λmin to ensure that all modes are initially lin-491

ear. The interface also has an initial diffusive thickness,492

which modifies the initial growth rate but has a negligi-493

ble impact on the subsequent evolution [149].494

Shortly after the initiation of the instability (in this495

case by a M = 1.84 shock wave), the layer growth is in496

the linear regime, as shown in Figure 5b. For this par-497

ticular case, the incident shock travels from the heavy498

to light fluids, resulting in a phase inversion of the ini-499

tial perturbation (due to the negative Atwood number500

and as a result a negative growth rate). The initial diffu-501

sive thickness of the interface has also been compressed502

by the shock. While the evolution of RTI growth rates503

from the same initial surface perturbation would differ504

from this case, the layer would look qualitatively simi-505

lar at an equivalent early time. In both cases, the evolu-506

tion of the instability is due to baroclinic torque at the507

interface that results from a misalignment between the508

density and pressure gradients.509

4.2. Nonlinear regime510

Once akmax > 0.1λmin, the layer can be considered511

to have entered the weakly nonlinear regime. In this512

regime, the growth of the highest amplitude modes is513

no longer well described by linear theory, however the514

interface is still smooth and simply connected. Figure515

5c shows a visualization of the previously shown RMI516

mixing layer in this regime.517

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Early time evolution of multimode RM insta-
bility. Shown are contours of volume fraction f1 where
f1 = 1 (red) indicates unmixed heavy fluid and f1 = 0
(blue) indicates unmixed light fluid. Data from Thorn-
ber et al., (2017).
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For a single mode, the bubble (spike) amplitudes are518

defined by computing the distance between the location519

of the bubble (spike) tips and the position of the cor-520

responding unperturbed interface. Thus far, we have521

used the amplitude a to describe the linear and non-522

linear phases of perturbation growth, but as the pertur-523

bation further develops into the highly nonlinear stage,524

new notations of hb (hs) are introduced to measure the525

corresponding mixed zones for the bubble (spike) am-526

plitudes.527

The threshold or “visual” width, perhaps the most of-528

ten used definition, is obtained from large experimental529

or numerical datasets by tracking the 1% and 99% sur-530

faces of the planar-averaged fluid volume fractions (i.e.531

averaged over the homogeneous directions). Other anal-532

ysis has been performed with volume fraction thresh-533

olds of other values, 5%, and 95%, with nearly identi-534

cal results to very late times for the single-mode cases535

[416]. The locations of the bubble and spike tips are536

then used to mark the width of the mixing layer with537

h = hb + hs as the peak-to-peak amplitude.538

While the unperturbed interface has been frequently
taken as the reference from which to calculate hb/hs, the
mixing layer center only gives the same location as the
unperturbed interface at low A, but not high Atwood
numbers. In practice, this can be defined in multiple
ways, however, a robust definition is to take the bubble
and spike tips as the minimum and maximum x posi-
tions of the 50% isocontour of the volume fraction of
fluid 1 f1 = 0.5 (where x refers to the direction of grav-
ity/shock for a heavy/light configuration). The mixing
layer center zc can then be defined as the position of
equal mixed volumes [539], given by∫ zc

−∞

〈 f2〉 dz =

∫ ∞

zc

〈 f1〉 dz, (28)

where 〈. . .〉 indicates a plane average in the statistically539

homogeneous direction(s).540

For multimode perturbations, average amplitudes of541

the bubble and spike fronts, are more representative of542

the spread of the mixing layer than the amplitudes of543

individual peaks. The mixing zones of bubble and spike544

layers, once again denoted as hb and hs, can be defined545

in several ways (see, e.g., [591] for details), with the546

overall width of the layer given by h = hb + hs [136].547

Threshold or “visual” widths for the spikes (bubbles)548

can be defined as the distance between the 1% 5% and549

10% mean mole fraction level of the heavy (light) fluid550

to the original interface position in an inertial frame.551

In the literature, there is considerable interest to eval-552

uate the development of asymmetries in the growth of553

the bubbles and spikes at high A. Ratios of spike-to-554

bubble mixing widths based on 1% 5% and 10% con-555

centration thresholds have been widely utilized. Using556

the previous definition for zc given in Eq. (28), bubble557

and spike integral widths may also be defined [281, 591]558

as559

Wb =

∫ zc

−∞

〈 f1〉 〈 f2〉 dz, (29)

Ws =

∫ ∞

zc

〈 f1〉 〈 f2〉 dz. (30)

This allows for the assessment of asymmetries in the
growth of the bubbles and spikes at high A, while also
retaining the favorable statistical properties of W. The
total integral width is given by,

W =

∫ ∞

−∞

〈 f1〉 〈 f2〉 dz. (31)

For a symmetric (lowA), linear volume fraction profile,560

the width of the mixing layer is of the order of 6W [11,561

578].562

The so-called the “product width” is defined with re-563

spect to a “stoichiometric” mole fraction and is anal-564

ogous to the product in fast reactions [115, 591]. For565

brevity, we will not discuss this further here and refer566

the reader to the above-mentioned references for details.567

Note that some publications (e.g., Ref. [591]) use568

mole fractions instead of the volume fractions used in569

the original definitions, while others use similar defi-570

nitions based on mass fractions. Under the assumption571

that the constituent species of the mixture are intimately572

mixed at the molecular level and that the species tem-573

peratures Ti are equal locally, the volume fraction and574

mole fraction of each species are identical. The mass575

fraction and volume fraction of each species will be dif-576

ferent however. Figure 6 shows contours plots of the577

volume and mass fractions of the heavier fluid in di-578

rect numerical simulations of both the 2D single-mode579

and 3D multi-mode RM instability in order to highlight580

these differences.581

A distinction is generally drawn between weakly non-582

linear and strongly nonlinear regimes. An RTI/RMI583

mixing layer may be considered strongly nonlinear584

when the interface has become multi-valued, as shown585

in Figure 5d. This occurs due to the intense vorticity586

that is generated/deposited at the interface, causing it to587

roll up into saturated vortex structures dominated by lo-588

calized KH instabilities. These roll-ups are also the sites589

of intense molecular mixing between the two fluids, due590

to the stirring motions and increased surface area. The591

interface may no longer be simply connected as regions592
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Contours of heavy-fluid volume fractions (VF) and mass fractions (MF) in the (a) 2D single-mode and (b)
3D multi-mode RM instability at an Atwood number of A = 0.5, taken from direct numerical simulations. Note the
subtle differences in the locations of contour lines for equal values of volume and mass fractions.
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of strong circulation cause material to pinch off and ad-593

vect away from the main layer. This is more pertinent to594

RMI than RTI, due to the initial impulsive acceleration.595

4.3. Mix measures596

In addition to the primary roll-ups that occur due597

to baroclinic vorticity, as the mixing layer continues598

to evolve it begins to develop secondary instabilities599

within the roll-ups and at other sites along the interface.600

This is due to shearing motion that occurs at the inter-601

face, across which a jump in the tangential component602

of velocity exists. In regions where there is strongly603

sheared flow, the interface becomes KH unstable, result-604

ing in the production of increasingly fine-scale vortical605

motions. It is these motions that accelerate the transition606

of the mixing layer from a laminar to turbulent state, of-607

ten generating modes outside the range present in the608

initial perturbation. Since the interfacial surface area609

also rapidly increases, mixing occurs much more effec-610

tively as the layer becomes progressively more turbu-611

lent. Figure 7a shows a visualization of the RMI mixing612

layer in this transitional regime.613

It is often useful to quantify the degree to which the
two fluids are mixed by considering a dimensionless
measure of the mixing state. One such measure is the
molecular mixing fraction [576], given by

Θ =

∫
〈 f1 f2〉 dz∫
〈 f1〉 〈 f2〉 dz

. (32)

Another measure, Ξ, is quantified based on the amount614

of mixed fluid by considering a passive, equilibrium615

chemical reaction between the light and heavy fluids.616

Both Ξ and Θ, often termed the mixedness parameters,617

provide extremely similar measure of the amount of618

molecularly mixed fluid within the layer [89, 116, 592].619

This pair of mix measures, {Θ,Ξ}, can take values620

between 0 and 1, with {Θ,Ξ}= 0 corresponding to621

complete heterogeneity and {Θ,Ξ}= 1 corresponding to622

complete homogeneity of mixing. It can also be shown623

that {Θ,Ξ} are related to the variance of the density624

probability density function (PDF) [312]. The varia-625

tions of {Θ,Ξ} in time can be used to estimate when626

the layer has entered the transitional regime. From typi-627

cal simulations of conventional RTI/RMI configurations628

{Θ,Ξ} will have an initial value close to 1, as the only629

heterogeneity present the flow is due to the surface per-630

turbation (e.g., Zhou et al., 2016). As the instability631

develops, {Θ,Ξ} will decrease and eventually reach a632

minimum, beyond which it increases again and tends633

towards some asymptotic value. The decrease in {Θ,Ξ}634

are due to the inter-penetration of bubbles and spikes, a635

process accompanied by stretching of the layer. As the636

roll-ups of the primary and secondary instabilities de-637

velop however, fine-scale mixing begins to occur and638

eventually overcomes the stretching effect. Thus the639

minimum in {Θ,Ξ} values can be considered to corre-640

spond approximately to the time when the layer has be-641

gun to transition to turbulence.642

More recently, the mixed mass is defined as [592],

M =

∫
4ρY1Y2dV, (33)

where Y1 and Y2 are the mass fractions and ρ is the mix-643

ture density.644

The mixed mass has several attractive features:645

• It is measured from ICF experiments to elucidate646

the degradation of the yield from the mixing in-647

duced by hydrodynamic instabilities (e.g., [317]).648

• It is a conserved quantity. The conservation of
mass is given by

∂ρYm

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρYmu) = ∇ · Jm. (34)

for m = 1, or 2.649

The mass flux for species 1 is given by J1 =

−ρY1V1, and the application of Fick’s law of dif-
fusion gives

J1 = ρD12∇Y1, (35)

where D12 is the binary diffusion coefficient. Often650

in fundamental studies D12 (as well as the viscosity651

µ and conductivity κT) is assumed to be constant,652

however this need not be the case in general. For653

mixtures of more than two species, Fick’s law is654

often still used but with an additional correction655

velocity to ensure mass conservation [403], while656

a more accurate representation is the Hirschfelder-657

Curtiss approximation [236].658

• The normalized mixed mass

Ψ =

∫
ρY1Y2dV∫

〈ρ〉〈Y1〉〈Y2〉dV
. (36)

has demonstrated to provide more consistent re-659

sults for both the RTI and RMI flows when com-660

pared with the traditional mixedness parameters,661
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(a) Transitional regime

(b) “Turbulent” regime.

Figure 7: Transitional and “turbulent” flows in a multimode RMI mixing layer.
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4.4. Mixing transition criteria662

It is important to note that diffusive effects (viscos-
ity, diffusivity, conductivity) will act to moderate the
fluid instabilities, most strongly at small scales, with po-
tentially important ramifications for the evolution of the
mixing layer. To quantify the significance of the diffu-
sivities of mass, momentum and temperature, it is nec-
essary to introduce the Reynolds, Schmidt and Prandtl
numbers. The Reynolds number is the ratio between in-
ertial and viscous forces and is given by

Re =
LU

ν
, (37)

which results in an outer-scale Reynolds number that663

represents the effect of large scales dominating the flow664

[593]. For sufficiently low values of this Reynolds num-665

ber, the growth of secondary instabilities will be sup-666

pressed, and the mixing layer will not reach a state of667

fully developed turbulence.668

For stationary flows, Dimotakis [139] identified a so-669

called mixing transition that is characterised by a re-670

duction in the sensitivity of the flow parameters to the671

Reynolds (and Schmidt) numbers, and occurs for an672

outer-scale Reynolds number of Re ≈ 1–2 × 104. The673

order-one constant, 1−2, was estimated from several ex-674

perimental datasets and the precise value of which may675

be flow or geometry dependent. Results from shear lay-676

ers, jets, and other flows depicted a marked increased677

in mixing quantities and small scale features, once the678

flow has surpassed the mixing transition Reynolds num-679

ber 1 − 2 × 104 [139].680

The notion of a mixing transition can also be681

adapted to flows that are evolving in time [597]. The682

Zhou–Robey hypothesis [596, 597, 434] extended this683

theory to statistically unsteady flows [144], showing684

that an additional, temporal criterion must be satisfied685

to allow the flow to have sufficient time to evolve and686

fill out various scales. Since the flow is self-similar,687

time and length scales are related. More specifically,688

the diffusion layer scale λD, must also be considered689

and the criteria for the new “temporal mixing transition”690

becomes min (λLT , λD) ≥ λ3. Here, the “Liepmann-691

Taylor” scale, λLT , is defined by the outer scale and692

the Reynolds number (Eq. 37) as λLT = 5LRe−1/2
693

[139], and the diffusion layer length scale is given by694

λD = Cd(νt)1/2.695

We now describe in greater detail the Liepmann-696

Taylor and diffusion layer length scales. The697

“Liepmann-Taylor” scale, λLT , is taken as a multiple698

of the Taylor microscale λT , e.g., λLT = (5/2)1/2λT699

[591]. The viscous diffusion length, λD, is proportional700

to (νt)1/2 with various proposed numerical prefactors701

[596, 597, 434, 587], and is comparable to the species702

diffusion length (4Dt)1/2 for order-unity Schmidt num-703

bers. For RTI flow, an analogous diffusion length for704

the mixing region is given by λh = (10ντh)1/2 where the705

growth time scale τh = h/ḣ for a mixing width h.706

The time scale τh is not very sensitive to the exact707

definition of h. In the asymptotic limit of t2 growth,708

λh → (5νt)1/2. We also note that λh and other diffusion709

lengths are comparable in size to the vertical Taylor mi-710

croscale shown in Ref. [591], hence their classification711

as intermediate length scales.712

4.5. The minimum state713

It is critical to stress that a mixing layer that has sur-714

passed the Reynolds number required for the mixing715

transition does not mean that the flow is a fully devel-716

oped turbulence. To illustrate this point, we recall the717

standard definition of fully-developed turbulent flows:718

The requirement that an extended inertial range exist719

between the energy-containing scales, where the large-720

scale eddies might be subject to external forcing, and721

the dissipation scales, where the small-scale motions are722

subject to the viscous actions.723

The key length scales in isotropic and anisotropic724

flows are detailed in [139, 587] and [591], respec-725

tively. The “Liepmann-Taylor” scale, λLT , is the up-726

per boundary of the inertial range that separates the727

energy-containing and inertial ranges. The “inner vis-728

cous” scale, λν, λν = 50LRe−3/4 is the lower boundary729

of the inertial range. This length scale separates the in-730

ertial and dissipation ranges.731

Recall that the mixing transition occurs for an outer-732

scale Reynolds number of Re ≈ 1–2 × 104. This corre-733

sponds to the requirement that λL ' λ3, indicating that734

an inertial range does not exist for such Reynolds num-735

ber. Therefore, the flow field just surpassed the mixing736

transition does not qualify as a turbulent flow, but the737

mixing transition requirement is a gateway for an evolv-738

ing time-dependent flow to eventually become a turbu-739

lent flow. It is a necessary, but not sufficient condition740

for a turbulent flow [587].741

For a sufficiently high Reynolds number, the mix-742

ing layer will eventually transition to a state of fully743

developed turbulence. As for what constitutes a suffi-744

ciently high Reynolds number in order to achieve fully745

developed turbulence, a “minimum state” outer-scale746

Reynolds number, Re? = 1.6×105, has been introduced747

as the lowest Reynolds number beyond which there is748

an established inertial range [587], the textbook defini-749

tion of a fully-developed turbulence. Based on a con-750

sideration of interacting scales, Zhou [587] found that751
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Figure 8: Reynolds numbers based on local and global information, plotted against the initial conditions ka0 at (a)
t = 2.65 ms and (b) f = 5.65 ms. Figure 8 of Mansoor et al. [331]. The dashed lines indicate the minimum state
criterion of Re = 1.6 × 105 in Ref. [587]. The authors found that the Reynolds number defined by Eq. 37 better
characterizes the flow in terms of mixing transition compared to other methods used (see Ref. [331] for detailed
definitions) and demonstrates the physical significance of the minimum state criterion in the context of RMI studies.
This is an Open Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence.

Re? = 1.6× 105, an order of magnitude higher than that752

of the mixing transition.753

For flows that have achieved this “minimum state”754

criterion, there is a complete decoupling between the755

energy-containing scales and dissipation range scales,756

so that the statistics of the energy-containing scales be-757

comes independent of Reynolds number. The Re? is a758

stringent requirement that has not been met in almost all759

experiments and simulations carried out heretofore. See760

however, the very recent work by Mansoor et al. [331]761

with shock tube experiments (Figure 8).762

This “minimum state” criterion also allows for an es-763

timate of the time for turbulence to achieve a fully de-764

veloped state in statistically unsteady flows [593]. Rose765

and Sulem [443] noted the eddy turnover time as the766

length scale of an eddy divided by the typical velocity767

difference across the eddy. The eddy turnover time is768

therefore proportional to the time required for the eddy769

to be distorted, and in this distortion process, generate770

smaller eddies. Approximately one dominant, energy-771

containing eddy turnover time corresponds to the mix-772

ing transition, as noted by Drake et al. [144]. Using773

the same notions, it can be shown that about four eddy-774

turn over times will be needed for the flow to qualify775

for the fully-developed turbulent flows as defined by the776

minimum state [591].777

4.6. Turbulent flows778

The particular case shown here (Figs. 7a and 7b )779

was initialized using a narrowband spectrum of modes,780

so that the low wavenumber modes saturate shortly af-781

ter the saturation of the highest wavenumber modes. In782

contrast, for a broadband spectrum of modes in the ini-783

tial perturbation, the lowest wavenumber modes will784

continue to grow linearly, while higher wavenumber785

modes have already saturated. For RT flows, a per-786

turbation of wavelength λ and initial amplitude h0 will787

saturate upon reaching an amplitude hsat ∼ λ/2π, and788

at a time tsat =
√
λ/2πAg log(λ/2πh0). Thus, the789

low wavenumber modes will reach nonlinearity over a790

longer saturation non-dimensional time tsat
√

2πAg/λ.791

For broadband perturbations, Youngs [579] proposed792

the higher saturation amplitudes of low wavenumber793

modes would allow them to continue growing after the794

short wavelengths have saturated, thereby dominating795

the overall growth rate of the layer at late times. This796

implies the self-similar growth rate of RT and RM mix-797

ing in this regime is dependent on the initial conditions798

[414, 414, 43, 515, 593], when initialized with broad-799

band perturbations.800
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Thus, when a broadband spectrum of modes is801

present at the initial interface, the late-time RT devel-802

opment progressively samples longer wavelengths since803

they are favored as discussed above. This results in a804

mixing front that is self-similar [17, 136, 137, 249, 305,805

575, 576, 577, 578] (i.e. the lateral scale of dominant806

structures is proportional to the amplitude), and grows807

according to808

h = αAgt2, (38)

where α is the turbulent growth rate and h is a measure809

of the amplitude of the mixing layer. A more complete810

expression for h was obtained from a similarity analysis811

by [110, 111, 432] (and independently from a mass flux812

and energy balance argument by [89]) resulting in a dif-813

ferential equation for h: ḣ2 = cRTAgh, with the solution814

h(t) =
1
4

cRTAgt2 +
√

cRT h0Agt + h0. (39)

In the above equation, h0 is the initial amplitude and cre-815

ates a virtual origin effect, while cRT can depend on the816

initial conditions and be identified as 4α at t � t0. Thus,817

the behavior suggested by the above equations can be818

interpreted as describing the envelope of the saturation819

curves of individual modes as they are sampled by the820

flow, with a preference for longer wavelengths as time821

progresses. Since in this scenario (termed bubble com-822

petition [135, 137]), the late-time behavior is dictated823

by the behavior of wavelengths that were prescribed in824

the initial spectrum, α can depend on the amplitudes of825

these initial modes as shown in [123, 135, 432, 415].826

An alternate pathway to self-similarity involves starting827

with a narrow-band spectrum of high-k modes, so that828

the longer wavelengths that dominate the flow late in829

time are seeded through the merger of modes that have830

recently saturated. This behavior is referred to as bubble831

merger, and is expected to result in values of the growth832

rate α that is only weakly dependent on the initial am-833

plitudes [5, 101, 195, 196, 197, 385, 483]. Of course,834

the growth rate α can also depend on additional factors835

such as the entrainment of heavy fluid into the bubbles836

resulting in densification of the bubbles and diminished837

buoyancy [188].838

Elbaz & Shvarts [161] showed that at least G = 3839

mode coupling generations must occur in order for self-840

similar growth to be obtained for both the RT and RM841

flows. Here, time is represented by the number of wave-842

length doublings or “generations”- a physical measure843

of the instability evolution. In terms of mode coupling844

generations, Elbaz & Shvarts assessed that the constant845

acceleration linear electric motor (LEM) experiments846

achieved G = 3.3–4.9 and therefore the reported val-847

ues of α are representative of the self-similar asymptotic848

limit. For the impulsive LEM experiments, however, it849

is estimated that G = 1.25–1.85 generations, hence it850

can be concluded that they did not reach self-similarity851

[161].852

For the turbulent RT mixing layer, self-similar growth853

of the form h = αAgt2 is observed, where α =854

αb + αs. As with θ, the constant α can depend on A855

[83, 90, 314, 580, 569, 591] as well as on the initial856

conditions [581]. For immiscible fluids, surface tension857

may also influence the value of α obtained [200], by858

inhibiting mixing. Results from the LEM experiments859

show that the ratio αs/αb varies significantly with At-860

wood number.861

In this regime, the RM mixing layer experiences self-862

similar decay in a manner analogous to homogeneous863

decaying turbulence. During this period, integral mix864

measures such as the mixing fraction Θ approaches an865

asymptotic value, while the mixing layer width grows as866

h = hb + hs = cRMtθ for some constant exponent θ. The867

specific value of θ can depend weakly on the Atwood868

number as well as the initial conditions as mentioned869

previously, a consequence of the permanence of large870

eddies [491], while cRM also depends on the initial con-871

ditions [161]. Note that experimental results have indi-872

cated that the bubble and spike amplitudes may grow as873

hb ∼ tθb and hs ∼ tθs , where θs > θb, particularly for874

large Atwood numbers, implying asymmetry between875

bubbles and spikes [134]. However, recent numerical876

results [582] show for 0.5 < A < 0.9 that while the ratio877

hs/hb varies initially, it eventually approaches a constant878

value which implies that θb = θs (see also, References879

[111] and [597]).880

It is important to note that in general, a RT mixing881

layer will achieve self-similarity on a shorter timescale882

than a RM mixing layer due to the different dependence883

on t (i.e., distinctive self-similarity scalings: t2 for RT vs884

tθ for RM), hence why it is easier for RT to achieve self-885

similarity in experiments and simulations. This can also886

be explained in terms of the time between successive887

mode generations, which becomes progressively shorter888

for RT but longer for RM, where each new mode gener-889

ation requires ∼ 10 times longer to reach than the pre-890

vious one [161]. The different dependence of h on t891

also implies that the dependence of the Reynolds num-892

ber on t is different. For Rayleigh-Taylor, the outer-893

scale Reynolds number grows as Re ∝ t3, whereas for894

Richtmyer-Meshkov it grows as Re ∝ t2θ−1. Thus for895

θ < 1/2 (as is the case for all but the most extreme896

broad-band perturbation spectra), the outer-scale RM897

Reynolds number decreases in time [593].898
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A visualization of a “turbulent” RM mixing layer is899

shown in Figure 7b. The flow field was generated from900

an implicit large-eddy simulations. Thus, for Figure 7b,901

its verified provenance as “turbulence” cannot be given902

in terms of the minimum state Reynolds number dis-903

cussed above. Instead, it is “indicated” by a number904

of indirect indicators that can be gleaned from the sim-905

ulations. First, we look at “turbulence” as the establish-906

ment of an inertial range, and the stabilization of mix-907

ing measures as a first indicator. We then look at the908

time variation of theta estimates and ensure they have909

stabilized, finally we check that there are still reason-910

able statistics in that the integral length hasn’t grown911

too large. 2
912

5. Numerical methods and formulations913

The focus of this section will be on fundamental nu-914

merical studies of turbulence induced by RT and RM915

instabilities, the various formulations of the governing916

equations used in these studies and the different ap-917

proaches taken to solving these equations numerically.918

In particular, emphasis will be placed on the regimes for919

which each description is valid due to the varying levels920

of approximation made, as well as the strengths, limi-921

tations and requirements of the numerical methods used922

for each description. Note that only continuum methods923

will be considered here.924

5.1. Trade-off between tractability and complexity925

In solving the governing equations of fluid dynamics,926

the trade-off between tractability and complexity is an927

important one as it generally guides the choice of nu-928

merical methods for a particular study. First, assump-929

tions are made in deriving the governing equations to930

improve tractability but also place restrictions on the931

range of validity of the results with respect to real flows932

due to the increasing level of approximation. An ad-933

ditional level of approximation is introduced when the934

equations are discretized and solved numerically, which935

the researcher seeks to minimize by choosing an appro-936

priate numerical method. However, the level of com-937

plexity contained in the system of governing equations938

places a certain number of requirements that the numer-939

ical method must satisfy, which narrows the choice of940

numerical methods for a given problem.941

2 As the flow field is from an implicit large-eddy simulation, it is
difficult to ascertain if such a flow from the “minimum state” crite-
rion. There are many efforts, however, to investigate how an effective
Reynolds number can be estimated [23, 594, 598]. See also, subsec-
tion 6.2.2.

As discussed in earlier sections, the different formula-942

tions of governing equations used to study RT/RM may943

be grouped according to their treatment of the advec-944

tive terms and the mixture. Starting from the assump-945

tion that the mixture may be treated as a continuum,946

a hierarchy of descriptions can be derived where each947

successive level becomes increasingly tractable but has948

a decreasing range of validity. Generally, the first as-949

pect to consider is whether the mixture contains multi-950

ple phases of matter. Historically, numerical studies of951

turbulence arising from RT/RM have focused almost ex-952

clusively on single-phase fluids as this greatly reduces953

the range of physical phenomena that must be consid-954

ered. We also draw a distinction between whether fluids955

of the same phase are miscible or immiscible, as each956

case typically requires a different numerical approach.957

This distinction is important, since many experiments,958

particularly for Rayleigh-Taylor, use immiscible fluids959

to study turbulent mixing.960

Perhaps the biggest distinction however, from an al-961

gorithmic point of view, is whether advection of the962

fluids may be treated as compressible or incompress-963

ible. Assuming incompressibility greatly improves the964

numerical tractability of the problem, as now the pres-965

sure and velocity fields may be considered to remain966

smooth and continuous, which allows for the use of nu-967

merical methods that can take advantage of this assump-968

tion. Needless to say this also reduces the range of va-969

lidity of the results, which will be limited to applications970

where acoustic effects are negligible.971

If acoustic effects are important, as quantified by the972

Mach number, then a fully compressible formulation973

must be used, which allows for the possibility of discon-974

tinuous changes in the flow properties. This requires the975

use of numerical methods that converge to (or approx-976

imate) the weak solution of the governing equations,977

which places restrictions on the ability of the method to978

resolve fine-scale turbulent features (discussed below).979

Another assumption commonly made within the con-980

text of incompressible formulations relates to the At-981

wood number. In the limit of A → 0, variations in982

density can be assumed to be small (and influential only983

through the buoyancy term), and the governing equa-984

tions may be simplified, known as the Boussinesq ap-985

proximation. This may be considered the simplest for-986

mulation that still permits the study of buoyancy-driven987

turbulence.988

Based on this hierarchy of descriptions, the follow-989

ing subsections will detail each of the main formula-990

tions used for the study of turbulence induced by RT991

and RM instabilities; fully compressible, incompress-992

ible variable-density, and incompressible Boussinesq993
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formulations as well as the use of various forms of in-994

terface treatments.995

A review of studies that investigate the effects of vis-996

cosity, conductivity, diffusion, variable-density, com-997

pressibility and surface tension on turbulence arising998

from these instabilities is also included. The different999

approaches to modeling turbulence in these settings will1000

be discussed. For the sake of brevity, studies of the ef-1001

fects of other phenomena such as reactions [104], phase1002

transition [65] and magnetohydrodynamics [69] on RMI1003

and RTI will be neglected here. For a discussion of1004

the application of non-continuum, particle-based meth-1005

ods such as the lattice Boltzmann method [62] to these1006

flows, see Livescu [314].1007

5.2. Compressible formulations1008

The governing equations for multicomponent mix-
tures of compressible, inert, miscible materials are given
in Livescu et al. [314] in a very general form. Here
the presentation will be restricted to binary mixtures of
ideal gases with linear constitutive relations. With these
restrictions, the standard form of the governing equa-
tions is (e.g., [549])

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (40a)

∂ρu
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuu + pI) = ∇ · τ + ρg, (40b)

∂ρE
∂t

+ ∇ ·
([
ρE + p

]
u
)

= ∇ ·
(
τ · u − qc − qd

)
+ ρg · u.

(40c)

In Eq. (40) above, (40a), (40b) and (40c) are statements
of the conversation of mass, momentum and total en-
ergy of the mixture. In addition, these formulations are
supplemented by the equation for the conservation of
mass for species k, Eq. 34. The total energy is given by
E = e + 1

2 u · u, where the internal energy e is related to
the state variables ρ and p through the equation of state.
For ideal gases in thermal equilibrium this relation is

ρe =
p

γ − 1
, (41)

where γ is the ratio of mass-weighted specific heats,
given by

γ =

∑
Ykcp,k∑
Ykc3,k

. (42)

In the general case where γ varies with the mixture1009

composition, many numerical methods which have been1010

used to solve the weak form of Eq. (40) are unable to1011

preserve pressure equilibrium across a material inter-1012

face in the inviscid limit [292, 1]. Various treatments1013

for this pathology have been proposed, some of which1014

are purely numerical [63], while others involve the use1015

of additional equations for “colour functions” such as1016

volume fraction [344, 4]. In many of these treatments1017

some form of conservation is lost, the most benign being1018

a lack of conversation of species energy and the most se-1019

vere being mass conservation. In addition, many of the1020

approaches involving additional equations do not allow1021

for the inclusion of molecular diffusion. However, this1022

was recently rectified by Thornber et al. [520]. Min-1023

imal, fully-conservative, thermodynamically-consistent1024

advection schemes have been proposed in context of1025

WENO methods by [255], and more generally by [553].1026

The specification of a fully defined system of equa-
tions is completed by the constitutive relations for vis-
cous dissipation, thermal conductivity and molecular
diffusion. Newton’s law of viscosity gives the form of
the viscous stress tensor τ previously defined in Eq. (47)
(note that Stokes’ hypothesis of zero bulk viscosity is in-
voked), while the heat flux vector is given by Fourier’s
law of conductivity to be

qc = −κT∇T. (43)

Finally, changes in mixture composition due to species
diffusion give rise to changes in energy which must be
accounted for. This is done via the enthalpy diffusion
flux, defined as

qd =
∑

hkJk, (44)

where hk = ek + p/ρk is the enthalpy of species k. Note1027

that in general, the system of equations and constitu-1028

tive laws given above does not satisfy the second law of1029

thermodynamics due to the exclusion of terms relating1030

to the diffusion of mass due to pressure and temperature1031

gradients and the energy changes associated with these1032

processes [291]. These terms are typically neglected for1033

the sake of simplicity but may be non-negligible at large1034

molecular weight ratios [314].1035

Comparing the (already simplified) compressible for-1036

mulation above to the incompressible variable-density1037

formulation given in Section 5.3, numerical methods1038

must be able to robustly handle shocks and resolve1039

acoustic waves, in addition to capturing fine-scale vorti-1040

cal motions and material interfaces. This represents the1041

key challenge that compressible solvers must overcome1042

and in general some form of trade-off must be made1043

between stably capturing discontinuities and resolving1044

fine-scale structures. For this reason, a more diverse1045

range of numerical methods is available in the literature1046

for compressible formulations as each approach has its1047

strengths and weaknesses. For example, Gauthier [187]1048

used an auto-adaptive multidomain Chebyshev-Fourier1049
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spectral method to perform direct numerical simulations1050

(DNS) of the compressible Rayleigh-Taylor instability.1051

However, for this study the maximum (fluctuating and1052

mean) Mach number was M < 0.04 to prevent the for-1053

mation of shock waves, which lead to Gibbs oscillations1054

and non-uniform convergence in spectral methods. This1055

inability of spectral methods to robustly handle shock1056

waves is one of the main reasons why fundamental stud-1057

ies of compressible turbulence induced by RTI and RMI1058

are typically performed using some form of high-order1059

finite-difference, finite-volume or arbitrary Lagrangian-1060

Eulerian (ALE) methods.1061

Compact difference schemes are one such substitute1062

for spectral methods in fundamental studies of com-1063

pressible turbulence, and their performance relative to1064

spectral methods is reasonably well known from stud-1065

ies using incompressible formulations such as Cook et1066

al. [116]. Olson & Greenough [383] assessed the reso-1067

lution requirements for numerical simulations of a RM1068

turbulent mixing layer using the Miranda and ARES1069

simulation codes. A similar study was also performed1070

using the same codes for compressible RTI [419]. Mi-1071

randa uses a 10th order compact difference scheme for1072

spatial differentiation combined with a 5-stage, 4th or-1073

der Runge-Kutta scheme for temporal integration. Arti-1074

ficial fluid properties are used to regularise sharp gra-1075

dients and discontinuities in the flow. An 8th order1076

compact filter is also applied to the conserved vari-1077

ables at each time step to smoothly remove the high-1078

est 10% of wavenumbers to ensure numerical stability.1079

The other code used in these studies, ARES, is an ar-1080

bitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method that uses a 2nd or-1081

der predictor-corrector method in the Lagrange step and1082

2nd order finite-difference for spatial gradients. Arti-1083

ficial viscosity is used to damp oscillations that occur1084

near shocks and material interfaces. Comparisons be-1085

tween these two methods showed that, as expected, the1086

higher order of accuracy in the Miranda code was im-1087

portant in capturing a broader range of length scales1088

and also resulted in better convergence of large-scale1089

integral quantities. In both methods, a disadvantage of1090

using artificial viscosity to capture shock waves is that a1091

penalty is incurred on the timestep size in order to meet1092

the viscous stability condition, particularly for strong1093

shocks.1094

Another example of the successful application of1095

central-upwind schemes to study RTI/RMI is the hy-1096

brid method of Hill et al. [225], which uses a combina-1097

tion of a 5th order weighted essentially non-oscillatory1098

(WENO) conservative finite difference scheme for1099

shock capturing and a five-point tuned centre-difference1100

(TCD) scheme away from shocks. The TCD scheme1101

is optimised for low-dissipation by minimizing the spa-1102

tial truncation error, at the cost of a reduction in order1103

of accuracy from 4th to 2nd order. To ensure numeri-1104

cal stability, the momentum, energy and scalar convec-1105

tive terms are written in a skew-symmetric form and1106

time integration is performed using a 3rd order strong1107

stability-preserving Runge-Kutta scheme. An issue that1108

is pertinent to all hybrid numerical methods of this form1109

is how to efficiently detect shocks and other disconti-1110

nuities such that the more dissipative upwind method1111

is isolated to the region surrounding the discontinuity1112

and is not activated prematurely or in a large region of1113

the flow. There is also an additional computational cost1114

associated with this detection function, see Johnsen et1115

al. [254] for a comparison of various numerical meth-1116

ods for shock-turbulence interaction, including hybrid1117

central-upwind schemes, and their respective computa-1118

tional cost estimates.1119

The use of front tracking methods (discussed in fur-1120

ther detail in Section 5.4) in conjunction with phys-1121

ical mass diffusion has been applied to model mix-1122

ing between miscible fluids [311]. The main idea be-1123

hind this approach is to minimize numerical diffusion1124

across an interface so that it does not dominate contri-1125

butions from physical diffusion and/or sub-grid models.1126

In Glimm et al. [201], the use of front tracking and1127

large eddy simulation (LES) with dynamically modelled1128

sub-grid terms gave favorable comparisons with data1129

from the Rayleigh-Taylor water channel experiment of1130

Mueschke et al. [372].1131

An important consideration in going from incom-1132

pressible to compressible formulations is preserving sta-1133

bility and high-order accuracy at non-periodic bound-1134

aries, while also avoiding unwanted wave reflections,1135

since the objective often is to represent a very large1136

(or even infinite) physical domain with a finite com-1137

putational one. In incompressible simulations of RTI,1138

the boundary conditions applied in the inhomogeneous1139

direction are typically no-slip or free-slip conditions,1140

placed sufficiently far away that the pressure and ve-1141

locity fields are always uniform at the boundaries. For1142

compressible simulations, the presence of acoustic phe-1143

nomena mean that more advanced treatments are re-1144

quired. These fall broadly into two categories; the use1145

of an absorbing buffer zone or the use of analytical solu-1146

tions of the system external to the domain. In the buffer1147

zone approach, the computational domain is extended1148

(but typically calculations are only performed in one di-1149

mension) and numerical/physical viscosity is gradually1150

increased such that the intensity of any reflected waves1151

is reduced to the point where the impact on the interior1152

domain is negligible. Buffer zones are generally quite1153
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effective for arbitrary systems of equations and are also1154

easy to implement, however they often require user in-1155

teraction and tuning for different simulations.1156

Analytical approaches use one-dimensional charac-1157

teristic analysis of the hyperbolic part of the governing1158

equations to relate the amplitudes of incoming and out-1159

going waves [402]. For non-reflecting boundary condi-1160

tions, setting the reflected amplitude to zero results in1161

the system of equations becoming ill-posed and hence1162

some degree of reflection must be allowed. In prac-1163

tice, the amount of reflection required to maintain well-1164

posedness is minimal and is typically still smaller than1165

reflections that occur using buffer zones. Incoming1166

waves must also be sufficiently planar for the analysis to1167

be valid and the viscosity must be sufficiently small (i.e.1168

the Reynolds number must be large) if the full Navier-1169

Stokes equations are being simulated, since the wave1170

propagation is assumed to only be due to the inviscid1171

part of the equations. The choice by researchers to use1172

one approach over the other therefore depends on the1173

nature of the flow field being simulated, as well as other1174

factors such as ease of implementation and computa-1175

tional cost (with characteristic boundary conditions typ-1176

ically being slightly more expensive).1177

5.3. Incompressible formulations1178

5.3.1. Variable density1179

The generalization of the equations governing
buoyancy-driven incompressible flow to arbitrary den-
sity ratios was is given in Sandoval [458], who consid-
ered the incompressible limit of a two-fluid mixture of
ideal gases. For a general derivation including non-ideal
gas effects and heat conduction, as well as the associ-
ated discussion, see [315]. Note that the incompressible
limit may be obtained mathematically as either p → ∞
or γ → ∞ [314]. The p → ∞ limit leads to uni-
form density in regions of pure fluid (as opposed to a
non-constant background density) and is the one used
in [458]. In this limit, the ideal gas equation of state
reduces to

ρ =
1

Y1/ρ1 + Y2/ρ2
, (45)

where Y1, and Y2 are the mass fractions of species 1 and1180

species 2 respectively and Y1 + Y2 = 1. Each species1181

mass fraction obeys a transport equation (of the same1182

form as Eq. 34), which when summed over both species1183

yields the continuity equation. The governing equations1184

are therefore1185

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (46a)

∂ρu
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuut) = −∇p + ∇ · τ + ρg, (46b)

∇ · u = −∇ ·

(
D

ρ
∇ρ

)
, (46c)

where D is the mass diffusion coefficient (assumed con-
stant) and the viscous stress tensor is given by

τ = µ

[
∇u + (∇u)t −

2
3

(∇ · u) I
]
. (47)

Considering the Reynolds number in isolation does1186

not give the full picture, as in addition to viscous dis-1187

sipation (diffusion of momentum) there will invariably1188

also be some diffusion of mass and heat. To characterize1189

the degree to which these processes affect the flow, the1190

Schmidt number Sc and Prandtl number Pr are required.1191

These parameters are a measure of the ratio of the rate1192

of momentum diffusion to mass and heat diffusion re-1193

spectively, and are given by1194

Sc =
ν

D
, (48)

Pr =
ν

DT
. (49)

HereD is the mass diffusivity between two species and1195

DT = κT/(ρcp) is the thermal diffusivity, with κT being1196

the thermal conductivity and cp the specific heat capac-1197

ity at constant pressure. For many gases, Sc ≈ Pr ≈ 0.7,1198

and it is common in fundamental turbulent mixing stud-1199

ies to set Sc = Pr = 1 [581]. Thus at very low Reynolds1200

numbers, for Pr and Sc ∼ O(1) there will be significant1201

amounts of heat and mass transfer by diffusion, which1202

in such cases will constitute the primary mixing mech-1203

anism (rather than turbulent stirring) between the two1204

fluids.1205

Compared to the Boussinesq approximation (next1206

subsection), the inclusion of variable density intro-1207

duces additional cubic nonlinearities in the momentum1208

equations as well as a non-zero divergence of velocity,1209

which is a consequence of the change in specific vol-1210

ume that occurs when the two fluids mix. This diver-1211

gence term on the right-hand side of Eq. (46c) is derived1212

from Eq. (45) and the species mass fraction equations,1213

with the full diffusion operator in the limit of an infinite1214

speed of sound.1215

This term is also the principal source of addi-1216

tional difficulty that is encountered when solving these1217
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equations numerically, compared to incompressible1218

constant-density or Boussinesq formulations. In in-1219

compressible solvers, the velocity divergence constraint1220

is satisfied by deriving an elliptic equation for pres-1221

sure. This equation is obtained by taking the divergence1222

of the momentum equation, combined with the diver-1223

gence constraint. In constant-density and Boussinesq1224

formulations, combining Eq. (51a) and the divergence1225

of Eq. (51b) results in a constant-coefficient Poisson1226

equation for pressure, which is readily solved through1227

a variety of techniques [284]. For the variable-density1228

formulation however, combining Eq. (46c) and the di-1229

vergence of Eq. (46b) leads to a Poisson equation with1230

a factor of 1/ρ in the coefficients, making its solution1231

more complicated and computationally demanding.1232

Approaches for tackling this problem vary. Sandoval1233

[458] and Cook & Dimotakis [115] use a constant-1234

coefficient Poisson equation for pressure and estimate1235

the ∇ · (ρu)n+1 term using finite differences of u from1236

previous timesteps n and n − 1, the divergence con-1237

straint and the fact that ρn+1 is already known at that1238

point in the solution process. This approach has the ad-1239

vantage that no iteration is required for pressure, how-1240

ever the overall accuracy of the temporal discretiza-1241

tion is reduced. When used in conjunction with a1242

third-order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton time integration1243

method, the scheme remains stable up to a density ratio1244

of 4, while with third-order Runge-Kutta timestepping1245

density ratios up to 10 can be simulated (A. Cook, pri-1246

vate communication).1247

Livescu & Ristorcelli [312] overcome the reduction1248

in accuracy of the temporal discretization by deriving1249

an exact nonlinear equation for pressure (i.e. no finite1250

difference approximation required for un+1). The trade-1251

off for eliminating temporal discretization errors is that1252

the pressure equation now requires an iterative solution,1253

increasing the overall computational cost of the scheme.1254

This approach also only works for triply periodic flows.1255

A third approach is given by Chung & Pullin [108],1256

who use a Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition on the pres-1257

sure gradient terms in the momentum equation. This1258

leads to a constant-coefficient Poisson equation being1259

obtained for the scalar potential of this decomposition1260

and a nonlinear equation for the divergence-free compo-1261

nent that is solved by iteration. This approach ensures1262

that temporal discretization errors are isolated to the1263

divergence-free component. The iteration introduces1264

additional computational cost however, with the conver-1265

gence rate depending on the Atwood number. In addi-1266

tion, ln(ρ) is used instead of ρ in the timestepping as this1267

ensures ρ is always positive after dealiasing, but at the1268

cost of not discretely conserving mass (D. Chung, pri-1269

vate communication). To date, computations have been1270

run using this method up to a density ratio of 10 [186].1271

A similar procedure was used by Livescu et al. [313] to1272

simulate planar RTI between fluids with density ratios1273

as high as 19. Recent simulations have also been per-1274

formed of shear-driven mixing layers between hydrogen1275

and air (density ratio 16) using this method [40]. A key1276

difference with the method of Chung & Pullin is that1277

ρ is advanced in the timestepping, which ensures that1278

mass is conserved but at the cost of a smaller timestep1279

(D. Livescu, private communication). Other approaches1280

have also been presented, typically in the context of in-1281

compressible two-phase flows, such as the method of1282

Dodd & Ferrante [141] who use a pressure-correction1283

technique coupled with a volume-of-fluid method. This1284

approach is quite similar to that of [312], but using only1285

the first step of the iteration.1286

Finally, we note the recent emergence of novel1287

penalty-based approaches [210] that circumvent alto-1288

gether solving the computationally expensive variable1289

density Poisson equation. Instead, a penalty function1290

ε on the divergence of the velocity field is introduced,1291

while the governing equations are recast in perturbation1292

form, with ε as the perturbation parameter [210]. This1293

results in a Poisson equation with constant coefficients1294

that can be solved efficiently without preconditioning.1295

In Guermond & Salgado [210], the authors show that a1296

numerical scheme formulated around these ideas is sta-1297

ble when coupled with monotone methods.1298

There are also a variety of different configurations1299

used in studies of variable-density turbulent mixing.1300

Sandoval [458] and Livescu & Ristorcelli [312] consid-1301

ered the variable-density extension of the homogeneous1302

problem studied by Batchelor et al. [49]. Chung &1303

Pullin [108] also used a triply periodic domain but with1304

the fringe-region technique [60], thus producing a statis-1305

tically stationary flow. Cook & Cabot [115] performed1306

simulations of a planar Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer at1307

an Atwood number of A = 0.5 and Schmidt number1308

Sc = 1. Spatial derivatives in the inhomogeneous di-1309

rection were computed using an eighth-order compact1310

difference scheme to account for aperiodicity. Due to1311

the decreased fidelity of the compact difference scheme1312

versus the spectral scheme used in the homogeneous di-1313

rections, the grid spacing used in the inhomogeneous1314

direction was decreased by a factor of 8/13. Mueschke1315

& Schilling [373] used this numerical method to per-1316

form a DNS of planar RTI with experimentally mea-1317

sured initial conditions. Livescu et al. [313] used a1318

similar approach in the inhomogeneous direction (sixth-1319

order compact differences) to perform numerical simu-1320

lations of planar Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layers for At-1321
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wood numbers ranging from 0.04 to 0.9.1322

While the variable-density formulation allows for ac-1323

curate results to be obtained for mixtures of miscible1324

fluids at arbitrary Atwood numbers, its range of appli-1325

cability is still limited to low-speed flows. Typically,1326

departures from incompressibility are considered to oc-1327

cur starting at a Mach number (mean and/or fluctuat-1328

ing) of M ≈ 0.3 [9]. In general, this precludes the1329

study of the RM instability using this formulation, as1330

although the development of the instability at late time1331

is virtually incompressible for small to moderate shock1332

Mach numbers, the shock wave itself is an inherently1333

compressible phenomenon. This is not always the case1334

however and deviations from the incompressibility ap-1335

proximation are typically handled using two approaches1336

mentioned here. The first approach uses a hybrid solver1337

that switches between compressible and incompressible1338

formulations based on the maximum local Mach num-1339

ber. This was the approach taken by Oggian et al. [382],1340

who found that a threshold value of M = 0.2 was opti-1341

mal. The second approach, valid for initial perturbations1342

that are entirely linear, is to use an equivalent velocity1343

perturbation [515], thus circumventing the need to ini-1344

tialize a shock wave. This approach has been used in1345

conjunction with compressible solvers [515, 517], how-1346

ever it also represents an intriguing way to apply state-1347

of-the-art incompressible solvers to RMI flows.1348

5.3.2. Boussinesq approximation1349

The basic formulation for buoyancy-driven incom-
pressible flow in the Boussinesq approximation is given
in Batchelor et al. [49]. In this approximation, fluctu-
ations in density ρ′ are assumed to be small relative to
the mean density ρ0 and are due to the dependence of
instantaneous density ρ = ρ0 + ρ′ on a conserved scalar
φ = φ0 + φ′ (such as concentration, temperature). Fluc-
tuations in ρ and φ are related linearly by

ρ′ = βBφ
′, (50)

where βB is a constant (e.g. in the case where φ is tem-
perature, βB = −ρ0κ where κ is the coefficient of ther-
mal expansion). The density variations are assumed to
affect the flow only through changes in the buoyancy
force. The equations governing the motion of Boussi-
nesq fluids can therefore be written as

∇ · u = 0, (51a)
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = ν∇2u +
ρ′g − ∇(p − ρ0g · x)

ρ0
, (51b)

∂ρ′

∂t
+ u · ∇ρ′ = D∇2ρ′, (51c)

where ν = µ/ρ0 is the kinematic viscosity and D is1350

the diffusivity associated with φ. The dot product of1351

the acceleration vector g and the position vector x gives1352

the specific potential energy (e.g. due to gravity). The1353

equations may also be equivalently formulated in terms1354

of the fluctuation φ′, for example see Landau & Lifshitz1355

[291] for full details of the derivation of Eq. (51) in the1356

context of free convection. Note that variable-density1357

incompressible limit, Eqs. 51, also applied to mixing of1358

a single gaseous species a two different temperature (for1359

that case D is the heat diffusivity, DT , as use in Pr). A1360

recent review of Boussinesq Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence1361

is given in Boffetta & Mazzino [68].1362

In Batchelor et al. [49], Eqs. (51a)–(51c) were1363

solved numerically using the Fourier pseudo-spectral1364

code of Rogallo [440] developed for homogeneous tur-1365

bulence. This is an important advantage of using the1366

Boussinesq approximation; accurate and efficient codes1367

developed for studying homogeneous turbulence may1368

be applied with little modification to study buoyancy-1369

driven effects. In general, the choice of numerical1370

methods is guided by wanting to minimize dissipation1371

and dispersion errors for a given amount of computa-1372

tional effort. For incompressible flows, this is typically1373

achieved with spectral methods [367].1374

A triply periodic domain was used in [49] and the1375

flow was initialized with homogeneous, isotropic per-1376

turbations to the density field. This homogeneous1377

configuration may be considered to be an approxi-1378

mation of the interior of a fully developed Rayleigh-1379

Taylor mixing layer at a small Atwood number. Planar1380

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layers have also been studied1381

using the Boussinesq approximation, with various ap-1382

proaches taken for dealing with modeling the inhomo-1383

geneous direction. Young et al. [574] applied no flux,1384

no slip boundary conditions in the inhomogeneous di-1385

rection and used spatial discretization with a Chebyshev1386

polynomial basis to handle the aperiodicity. That same1387

study also used a spectral-element method for compari-1388

son, an approach that was also taken by Vladimirova &1389

Chertkov [534] who studied a similar configuration. An1390

alternative approach is to retain periodicity in all three1391

directions by applying a second density interface far1392

away from the primary mixing layer, which will remain1393

Rayleigh-Taylor stable since the top fluid is lighter. This1394

allows for the use of a Fourier pseudo-spectral code in1395

all three directions, as in the studies of Boffetta et al.1396

[67] and Matsumoto [346].1397

Given that changes in density only produce changes1398

in momentum through the buoyancy force in the Boussi-1399

nesq approximation, the equations of motion are in-1400

dependent of the Atwood number, written here as1401
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A ∆ρ/(2ρ0). In this formulation, the role of the Atwood1402

number is merely to rescale the non-dimensional time of1403

the simulation. As explained in Section 4.6 above, for1404

RTI in the self-similar regime h = αRTAgt2 and there-1405

fore Re ∝ A2, so that a higher Reynolds number may1406

be obtained for the same computational effort if the At-1407

wood number is increased. This is why studies explor-1408

ing the scaling of various quantities in the self-similar1409

regime have used a relatively high Atwood number of1410

A = 0.1 [67, 468] or even A = 0.15 [346]. Phys-1411

ically, the Boussinesq approximation is valid only for1412

very low Atwood numbers. For Rayleigh-Bénard con-1413

vection in air at standard atmospheric conditions, Gray1414

& Gioginy [206] found the Boussinesq approximation1415

to give results with at most a ±10% error so long as the1416

maximum temperature difference does not exceed 28.61417

K (i.e. roughly 10% of the mean). This corresponds to1418

an Atwood number of A = 0.05, hence studies aiming1419

to match laboratory conditions or investigate transition1420

to turbulence have typically used A = 0.01 or lower1421

[574, 432].1422

For RT flows, the suitability of the Boussinesq ap-
proximation at different Atwood numbers was investi-
gated in [360] in the linear, nonlinear, single-mode and
turbulent cases using dimensional analysis and scaling
arguments. If the Boussinesq approximation is applied
by taking A = 0 everywhere, except when it couples
with gravity, the solution to the linear stage of growth
is immune to this approximation since the waveform
retains symmetry between the light and heavy fluids.
However, the approximation will significantly affect
spike calculations and (to a lesser extent) bubbles in the
nonlinear stages when the density ratio is� 1. For bub-
bles, applying this approximation to the potential flow
models of [360], the terminal velocity in the Boussi-
nesq approximation is VBoussinesq

b ∼
√

2Ag/k, and thus
overpredicts the true bubble velocity by VBoussinesq

b /Vb ∼√
1 +A. Similarly, the asymptotic ratio of bubble am-

plitudes is obtained from integrating the corresponding
expressions for bubble velocities in time and taking the
limit t → ∞ to give,

hBoussinesq
b /hb ∼

√
1 +A. (52)

Mikaelian [360] obtained the above results by applying1423

the Boussinesq approximation (A = 0 except in gA) to1424

the analytic model in [360], and taking the asymptotic1425

limit. Thus, bubbles are moderately over-estimated by1426

the constant density approximation, and this leads to a1427

maximum error of ∼ 41% at A = 1 [360]. In contrast,1428

spikes exhibit differentiated behavior for ρ2/ρ1 > 1, cul-1429

minating in free-fall at A = 1, and thus cannot be de-1430

scribed by the Boussinesq approximation.1431

5.4. Interface tracking1432

The above formulations and numerical approaches1433

are strictly valid for simulating turbulence between mis-1434

cible fluids. Thus, physical diffusion across a mate-1435

rial interface is either explicitly modelled or treated us-1436

ing interface capturing schemes where the interface is1437

“smeared” across some finite width region within the1438

computational domain. However, there are often com-1439

pelling reasons for modeling an interface as exactly1440

discontinuous without numerical or physical diffusion.1441

One such scenario is when the fluids being studied are1442

immiscible or of different phases (multiphase). An-1443

other scenario is when the interface is of negligible1444

thickness compared to the size of the computational1445

grid, which is the case for flame fronts or the early1446

stages of RM/RT instabilities. Indeed, early research1447

into RT and RM instabilities focused on understanding1448

single-mode growth and typically some form of inter-1449

face tracking was used for this purpose, particularly due1450

to the limited computational resources available at the1451

time [575]. Such simulations were also typically invis-1452

cid. When examining turbulence induced by RTI/RMI,1453

interface tracking was deemed to no longer be appro-1454

priate in situations where significant fine-scale breakup1455

of the interface occurs. However, for situations where1456

the interface radius of curvature is greater than the grid1457

size, such as those discussed above, some form of in-1458

terface tracking remains a viable and sometimes nec-1459

essary approach to modeling the interface evolution in1460

time. In addition to studies of turbulence, other areas of1461

application include the modeling of various multiphase1462

processes such as RTI/RMI in liquid-gas mixtures and1463

shock-induced ejecta.1464

There are three main approaches that have been used
to perform interface tracking in fluid dynamic simula-
tions: (Eulerian) level set methods [476], (Lagrangian)
front tracking methods [199] and volume-of-fluid or in-
terface reconstruction methods [211]. In level set meth-
ods, the location of the interface is implicitly defined
through the use of a level set function φ, the evolution
of which is given by

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0. (53)

The zero level set φ = 0 corresponds to the location1465

of the interface and the level set method consists of ap-1466

proximating the solution of Eq. (53) by discretizing the1467

operators on a fixed grid. In general, φ is initialized1468

as a signed distance function, and is advected accord-1469

ing to the numerical solution of Eq. (53). Near the1470
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interface, the level set function is constantly reinitial-1471

ized to remain a signed distance function, whenever in-1472

formation about the interface location is required. In1473

front tracking methods, the interface is described explic-1474

itly by topologically-linked marker particles which are1475

propagated according to the underlying velocity field1476

(which may depend on the front geometry). A key as-1477

pect of such methods is the handling of topological bi-1478

furcations, particularly in 3D, and typically some form1479

of interface reconstruction is used in regions where bi-1480

furcation is detected. Interface reconstruction methods,1481

specifically the volume-of-fluid method, represent the1482

interface implicitly through a scalar field C that gives1483

the volume fraction of a reference fluid in each cell. The1484

color function C takes values 0 < C < 1 in cells cut1485

by the interface, either 0 or 1 away from the interface,1486

and is governed by an advection equation of the same1487

form as Eq. (53). At each timestep, a reconstruction1488

(typically piecewise linear) of the interface is performed1489

based on the C field. Each interface segment is then ad-1490

vected according to the velocity field and the resulting1491

volume, mass and momentum fluxes are determined.1492

The relative advantages and disadvantages of each1493

approach are discussed in Sethian & Smereka [476] for1494

level set methods, Du et al. [147] for front tracking1495

methods and Scardovelli & Zleski [462] for volume-1496

of-fluid methods and will be briefly summarised here.1497

Level set methods are advantageous for their ease of1498

calculating geometric quantities such as curvature, ex-1499

tension to three-dimensions, and the handling of topo-1500

logical changes. Volume-of-fluid methods also handle1501

topological changes implicitly, can also be easily ex-1502

tended to 3D and conserve mass well. They are also1503

simple to parallelise, since the reconstruction scheme is1504

local. Front tracking methods are inherently more accu-1505

rate than the other two approaches, due to their ability1506

to represent the interface with a much larger number of1507

points. This increased accuracy comes at the cost of1508

requiring explicit handling of topological changes how-1509

ever.1510

The use of interface tracking methods in simulations1511

of turbulent mixing due to RT and RM instabilities has1512

primarily been to study the effects of immiscibility. The1513

level set method was used by Young & Ham [573] to1514

simulate the incompressible RT between two viscous1515

fluids with varying amounts of surface tension. George1516

et al. [189] also performed simulations of RT instability1517

with physical surface tension, using the front tracking1518

code FronTier. Indeed, front tracking has proven useful1519

in determining the degree to which surface tension influ-1520

ences mixing between partially immiscible fluids [200].1521

Volume-of-fluid methods have also been used in simula-1522

tions of turbulent RT/RM [136, 519, 482], however, due1523

to a lack of surface tension the results are only useful1524

in distinguishing between heterogeneous and homoge-1525

neous mixing by inhibiting numerical diffusion and do1526

not constitute a true study on the effects of immiscibil-1527

ity. This is not a fundamental limitation of the volume-1528

of-fluid approach however and there is potential to use1529

a volume-of-fluid approach to study the effects of im-1530

miscibility on RT/RM flows, with surface tension im-1531

plemented through the continuum surface force method1532

[211].1533

The use of some form of interface tracking to resolve1534

gradients that are sharp with respect to the computa-1535

tional grid is also potentially beneficial for modeling1536

early time development of RM and RT flows between1537

miscible fluids. As previously mentioned, front track-1538

ing has also been used to simulate mixing between mis-1539

cible fluids [311], where the front being tracked is typ-1540

ically an isosurface of concentration or temperature. In1541

addition to the front tracking approach, there is poten-1542

tial for combining volume-of-fluid interface reconstruc-1543

tion with a diffuse interface model, such as the newly1544

proposed five-equation model of Thornber et al. [520].1545

This would allow for steep gradients present during the1546

early time evolution of RM and RT to be accurately re-1547

solved, while also retaining the simplicity of a diffuse1548

interface approach once the gradients are captured suf-1549

ficiently on the computational grid.1550

6. State of the art in numerical simulations1551

The mathematical formulations discussed in Section1552

5 describe completely, at the continuum level, the evo-1553

lution of the flow field that ensues from a given initial1554

condition (assuming well-posedness). Under suitable1555

conditions, as discussed in Section 4.6, the flow will1556

become turbulent. The wide range of scales accompa-1557

nying turbulence is described in full by the governing1558

equations. However, in order to obtain a numerical solu-1559

tion, these equations must be discretized without losing1560

a significant amount of information about the fine-scale1561

structure of the flow in the process. In particular, tur-1562

bulent motions at scales smaller than the Nyquist wave-1563

length of the computational grid employed will be lost1564

(or reappear as an aliased wavenumber), while scales1565

that are close to the grid scale will be severely impacted1566

by the numerics. This will in turn affect the evolution1567

of the grid-resolved flow field in time, since there ex-1568

ists a cascade of energy from large to small scales, and1569

this energy is only dissipated at the very smallest scales1570

by viscosity [126]. The handling of the impacts of fi-1571
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nite grid resolution when simulating unsteady, turbulent1572

flow is addressed in this section.1573

6.1. Direct numerical simulation1574

In order to retain a complete description of the tur-
bulent flow field numerically, all the scales of motion
must be resolved in the discretization (both spatially
and temporally). Approaches that conform to this re-
quirement are referred to as DNS, whereby the numer-
ical solution that is obtained is considered to be inde-
pendent of the numerical method and the grid resolu-
tion used. This can be achieved at the continuum level
through simulations in which the following criteria are
met: (i) the Navier-Stokes equations are solved with all
relevant transport terms using an appropriate high-order
method and (ii) the numerical resolution employed is
such that the entire dynamic range of scales of motion
is resolved. Simulations in which only condition (i)
is satisfied are sometimes referred to as Navier-Stokes
simulations. As a result of the above criteria, in com-
putational terms DNS is often prohibitively expensive,
particularly for problems of practical interest (i.e. flows
at high Reynolds numbers and/or complex geometries).
In fully developed RT/RM turbulence, multiple scales
must be adequately resolved: the initial interface thick-
ness, the dominant wavenumber in the initial condition,
the Kolmogorov scale η at which viscous dissipation oc-
curs and when mass diffusion is present, the Batchelor
scale ηB at which scalar dissipation occurs. For RT tur-
bulence, the outer-scale Reynolds number is typically
defined by Eq. 37,

Re ≡
hḣ
ν
, (54)

where L = h andU = ḣ. Combining Eq. (54) with Eq.
(38) and h/η = Re3/4, the following expression for η is
obtained:

η =
( ν2 )0.75t−0.25

√
αAg

. (55)

The above scaling has also been suggested by [115, 432]
and verified through DNS in [115, 89, 432]. Thus, scale
separation in self-similar RT implies a Kolmogorov
scale nearly independent of time (while the large scales
grow as ∼ t2), a result that is fortuitous to the design of
numerical simulations since the smallest flow scales dic-
tate the grid resolution. A second concern, is the growth
of grid-generated, spurious modes that can nevertheless
be driven by the buoyant forces in the flow. The cri-
terion for the growth of such numerical modes may be

given in terms of a grid Grashof number

Gr∆x =
g∆ρV
ρν2 ∼

2Ag∆x3

ν2 , (56)

where ∆x is the mesh size. For mesh-generated numeri-1575

cal modes to be stabilized by viscous diffusion, ∆x must1576

be such that Gr∆x < 1. When mass diffusion is present,1577

this condition for resolution requirement may be further1578

modified to Gr∆x = 2Ag∆x3/(ν +D)2 < 1.1579

However, there are a few issues with the above def-1580

initions and analyses. Firstly, the assumption that the1581

Kolmogorov scale is representative of the smallest ed-1582

dies in the flow is predicated upon the presence of an1583

inertial range in the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum1584

i.e. the turbulence is fully developed. In a tempo-1585

rally developing flow, such as a mixing layer, this is1586

not always the case. Secondly, mixing layers can be1587

anisotropic as well as inhomogeneous, making the def-1588

inition of a single Kolmogorov scale problematic. Typ-1589

ically, in planar mixing layer configurations, the defini-1590

tion of length scales such as the Kolmogorov scale, as1591

well as the calculation of spectra is restricted to the ho-1592

mogeneous directions in which isotropy prevails [115].1593

A Kolmogorov scale can also be defined in the inho-1594

mogeneous direction, but will not necessarily equal the1595

value of η defined in the other directions for significant1596

degrees of anisotropy (e.g. the early time RMI mixing1597

layer). It is also difficult to estimate a priori the value(s)1598

of η for the duration of the simulation, as well as the1599

contributions of motions smaller than η.1600

Given the above considerations, the DNS label is ap-1601

plied in practice if the grid resolution in a simulation1602

is fine enough to accurately resolve most of the dissi-1603

pation in the flow, since this will result in reliable first1604

and second order statistics [367]. This can be ensured1605

by verifying the higher-order statistics such as the dis-1606

sipation rate E are sufficiently converged in the tempo-1607

ral, spatial and spectral domains. This requirement also1608

translates to the smallest resolved length scale being of1609

O(η), not equal to η. For Schmidt numbers greater than1610

one, it is also necessary to ensure that scalar dissipa-1611

tion is accurately resolved. In addition to requiring suf-1612

ficient grid resolution at the small scales, the domain1613

size must ensure the largest scales in the flow are ac-1614

curately represented. In the inhomogeneous directions,1615

this will be dictated by physical constraints (e.g. mix-1616

ing layer width), while in the homogeneous directions1617

two-point correlations of the solution should decay to1618

zero within half the domain length in order to obtain a1619

proper statistical representation. If this is not the case,1620

the solution is said to be “box-constrained” and multiple1621

independent realisations must be performed [518].1622
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In spite of the above restrictions, DNS still plays an1623

important role in fundamental studies of turbulent mix-1624

ing, where the problem can be designed such that it con-1625

tains a tractable range of scales. Such canonical prob-1626

lems are used to gain insights into the nature of turbulent1627

mixing in an idealized configuration, so that such in-1628

sights may then be applied to developing reduced-order1629

models for complex scenarios such as inertial confine-1630

ment fusion implosions, core-collapse supernovae or the1631

many other applications that are discussed in the follow-1632

ing sections of this paper.1633

There are multiple ways in which numerical errors1634

arise and affect the flow field during simulations. One1635

major source of errors are truncation errors that result1636

from approximating gradients or interpolation, which1637

reduce the level of fidelity with which fine-scale mo-1638

tions in the flow can be resolved. These errors corre-1639

spond to numerical sources of dissipation and disper-1640

sion, due to similarities with their physical counterparts1641

in their effect on the flow field. Errors also stem from1642

the finite representation of continuous functions, known1643

as aliasing errors. These errors arise through nonlinear1644

interactions leading to the spurious generation of modes1645

that are not in the set of modes being represented and1646

whose contributions are added incorrectly to the flow1647

field. Finally, errors due to finite grid resolution are also1648

introduced at scales near the grid spacing, where tri-1649

adic interactions that occur between scales (because of1650

nonlinearities in the governing equations) are not repre-1651

sented properly. In principle, these errors will diminish1652

as the grid resolution is increased and should be neg-1653

ligible in a fully resolved DNS. As stated previously1654

in Section 5.3, a suitable numerical method for DNS1655

should minimize the effects of the various errors for a1656

given computational effort. This aim guides much of1657

the choice of numerical algorithms in DNS studies.1658

Flows with shock waves present an additional com-1659

plication, since the thickness of the shock is typically1660

much smaller than η. Hence, resolving the shock to1661

the point where its thickness is determined by physical1662

viscosity is often prohibitively expensive. The conven-1663

tional form of the governing equations is also not valid1664

within the shock wave, particularly for strong shocks,1665

due to non-equilibrium effects and ill-posedness[481].1666

Some calculations have been performed with fully re-1667

solved shock waves, for example the simulations of1668

early-time RMI by Margolin & Reisner [335] or shock-1669

turbulence interaction by Ryu & Livescu [450]. How-1670

ever, the typical approach when simulating such flows1671

is to use a shock-capturing approach [209], where the1672

internal structure of the shock is lost but the jump con-1673

ditions across the shock are still enforced. With this1674

approach, it is important to minimize the impacts of the1675

extra numerical dissipation that is introduced in order to1676

stably capture the shock, as discussed in Section 5.2.1677

6.2. Large eddy simulation1678

As previously discussed, for Reynolds numbers of
practical interest, DNS is not a feasible approach, sim-
ply due to the prohibitive amount of computational ef-
fort needed to simulate the full range of scales present in
a turbulent flow for any significant period of time. Fur-
thermore, most of this effort is expended in computing
the evolution of scales that contain a minority of the en-
ergy in the flow, viz. the small-scales. These consider-
ations motivate the modeling approach known as large-
eddy simulation (LES), where the unsteady dynamics of
the largest scales are explicitly computed while the in-
fluence of the smaller scales, which are statistically uni-
versal, is modelled. Conceptually, LES involves a low-
pass filtering operation, where the flow field is decom-
posed into a filtered and residual component. The equa-
tions of motion for the filtered component are derived
from the original governing equations and will contain
contributions arising from residual motions, which are
supplied by some form of closure model. It is important
to note that the filtering operation must be independent
of the grid resolution and defined as

f (x, t) =

∫
G(r, x) f (x − r, t) dr (57)

for some function f (x − r, t). In other words, the fil-1679

tering operation is a convolution of f with some kernel1680

function G, where G depends on a characteristic filter1681

width ∆ and potentially also the grid position x. In prac-1682

tice, the ratio of the grid spacing h to the filter width1683

is fixed, so that the following trade-off exists: for a1684

given grid resolution, resolving a wider range of modes1685

comes at the expense of improving the accuracy of the1686

approximation for modes that are already resolved. If1687

∆ = h then the residual component of the flow field may1688

also be called the subgrid component, while the filtered1689

component may also be called the resolved component1690

[406]. This is the terminology used in the following1691

sections which, although formally inappropriate when1692

∆ > h, is convenient for the purposes of the present dis-1693

cussion.1694

6.2.1. Explicit subgrid modeling1695

If a closure model for the residual stresses is pro-1696

vided, either in physical or wavenumber space, then1697

the modeling approach is referred to as explicit subgrid1698

modeling or explicit LES. Within explicit LES, a further1699
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distinction is made based on whether or not the error1700

of the numerical approximation for the filtered govern-1701

ing equations is negligible, similar to the requirement1702

of negligible numerical error when conducting DNS of1703

the full governing equations. In order to obtain grid-1704

independent solutions the filtering operation must be1705

performed explicitly, with negligible numerical error1706

produced when ∆/h � 1. This approach is sometimes1707

referred to as pure LES [406]. However, in order for1708

the LES to generate useful results, a significant portion1709

of the turbulent kinetic energy in the flow should be re-1710

solved. Considering homogeneous turbulence as an ex-1711

ample, assuming a Kolmogorov k−5/3 model spectrum1712

and requiring that 80% of the TKE be resolved gives1713

kcL11 = 15 [405], where kc is the cutoff wavenumber1714

and L11 the integral length scale. Calculating accurate1715

statistics at large scales requires that L ≥ 20L11 [518],1716

therefore at least 48 modes need to be resolved, requir-1717

ing a minimum grid resolution of 963. In addition, for1718

negligible numerical error a filter width to grid spacing1719

ratio of at least ∆/h = 4 is required for most schemes1720

[106], bringing the minimum required grid resolution in1721

this example to 3843. If instead 90% of TKE is required1722

to be resolved, then the grid resolution requirement now1723

becomes at least 9603. Therefore, as noted by Pope1724

[406], the optimal value of ∆/h for a given grid reso-1725

lution most likely corresponds to some non-negligible1726

amount of numerical error being retained, so that the1727

modeling error is reduced. In the limit of ∆ = h the1728

explicit filter may be dropped altogether, with the filter-1729

ing instead being performed implicitly by the numerical1730

method [277]. Despite some obvious drawbacks, this1731

approach is often desirable for multicomponent flows.1732

This is due to the fact that an explicit convolutional filter1733

cannot satisfy positivity/boundedness of the flow vari-1734

ables (i.e. density, mass fractions) without also intro-1735

ducing aliasing errors [117].1736

For flow at high Reynolds numbers, the requirement1737

that the majority of TKE in the flow be resolved im-1738

plies that the filter width ∆ be located in the inertial1739

subrange of the energy spectrum. This represents the1740

ideal case for the application of LES, as (i) it is in this1741

regime that the various assumptions inherent in simple1742

subgrid models (i.e. eddy viscosity models) are well jus-1743

tified and (ii) accurate estimates of the residual quanti-1744

ties are available. This second point becomes increas-1745

ingly valuable when estimates of the residual motions1746

are required in models for other subgrid processes such1747

as chemical or nuclear reactions. For cases where the1748

filter width is not located in the inertial subrange, such1749

as under-resolved, transitional or laminar flow, the sub-1750

grid model can provide too much dissipation, particu-1751

larly if it is relatively simple in construction [405]. For1752

laminar and transitional flow, it may be possible to ob-1753

tain accurate results using DNS or more sophisticated1754

subgrid modeling techniques. In the case of the flow be-1755

ing under-resolved, which is commonly the case in ap-1756

plied computations (as opposed to canonical problems),1757

it can often be challenging to satisfy both the resolution1758

of the full problem at hand and the necessary separation1759

between the large and filter length scales.1760

In incompressible flows, there are only a handful of1761

terms in the filtered governing equations requiring clo-1762

sure; namely the residual stress tensor as well as subgrid1763

mass/scalar fluxes in the case of multicomponent flow.1764

A wide range of closure models exist for these terms,1765

and the most commonly used models are summarized in1766

the review articles of Lesieur & Métais [299] and Men-1767

eveau & Katz [353] and the book by Sagaut [455]. In1768

contrast, for compressible flows there are more terms re-1769

quiring more complicated closures due to the presence1770

of the energy equation. Additional complications also1771

occur in flows with discontinuities such as shock waves,1772

where the combination of a subgrid model and numeri-1773

cal dissipation can be excessively dissipative. The sub-1774

grid motion in a computational cell containing a shock1775

is also significantly different from the case of canonical1776

turbulence that subgrid models are typically constructed1777

to represent, hence a common approach is to set the sub-1778

grid interaction to zero in these zones [77]. Some pop-1779

ular models include those of Vreman et. al [537], the1780

stretched-vortex model as well as the use of artificial1781

fluid properties [117].1782

The above approaches are in contrast to so-called1783

‘structural’ models [185], which aim to represent struc-1784

tural aspects of some sub-grid field (typically vortic-1785

ity), and compute the effect of such a field on the re-1786

solved scales. An example of this approach is the Non-1787

linear LES (NLES) method of Burton [82, 83] which1788

was applied to RT mixing at A > 0.9. In [82], the1789

subgrid stress is not modeled using an eddy viscosity1790

approach, but is computed directly from a sub-grid ve-1791

locity field uS GS . In the approach of [82], uS GS is con-1792

structed from a corresponding multifractal sub-grid vor-1793

ticity field generated by the repeated application of a1794

scale-invariant multiplicative operator. This process en-1795

sures the sub-grid vorticity field ωS GS satisfies multi-1796

fractal scale-similarity as found in experimental obser-1797

vations. The corresponding sub-grid velocity field is1798

obtained by integrating the vorticity field through the1799

Biot-Savart integral. The advantage of such structural1800

LES schemes is that they imply sub-grid fields with the1801

same scale-similarity as observed in experiments, while1802

the computational cost is comparable to conventional1803
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LES. The NLES model belongs to a broader class of1804

structural models, of which the sub-grid stretched vor-1805

tex model suggested by [364, 410] was an early suc-1806

cessful example. In the stretched vortex model, sub-1807

grid stresses are computed from an assumed distribu-1808

tion of nearly cylindrical sub-grid vortex structures that1809

are aligned with the resolved field strain rate over a fast1810

timescale.1811

6.2.2. Implicit subgrid modeling1812

Calculations that exclude the use of an explicit filter1813

and subgrid model are referred to as ILES or Monotone1814

Integrated LES (MILES) and can be used to obtain ac-1815

curate statistics of the large scales in very high Reynolds1816

number flows [576, 71, 146, 208]. ILES aims to tackle1817

several of the identified challenges for explicit LES with1818

non-dissipative algorithms, namely the need to (i) en-1819

sure monotonic behavior at shock waves and contact1820

surfaces, (ii) provide minimal dissipation in the early1821

linear and non-linear stages of instability growth, (iii)1822

formally separate the filter and mesh scale or ensure nu-1823

merical dissipation and dispersion do not conflict with1824

the explicit model, and (iv) consider non-equilibrium ef-1825

fects.1826

ILES use the numerical dissipation of the underly-1827

ing algorithm to provide the dissipation necessary to re-1828

move energy from the smallest resolved scales - acting1829

as an implicit sub-grid model. In principle, any suf-1830

ficiently dissipative numerical method can be used to1831

perform ILES, provided there is sufficient scale separa-1832

tion in the flow being simulated so that the largest scales1833

of motion are insensitive to the specific mechanism by1834

which energy is removed from the flow. Although some1835

numerical methods do aim to mimic specific sub-grid1836

models, or have explicit stabilization terms, for most al-1837

gorithms the dissipation rate is a complex function of1838

the pressure, density and velocity field and does not di-1839

rectly map to an explicit sub-grid model. However, this1840

does not preclude the use of ILES, since Kolmogorov’s1841

assumption of the independence of large scales from the1842

dissipative scales may be applied directly to any sub-1843

grid dissipation mechanism. Thus, as long as the spe-1844

cific numerical dissipation mechanism does not impact1845

the resolved large scales, the large scales will evolve1846

physically. This may be seen in the very good agree-1847

ment in large scale quantities between substantially dif-1848

ferent ILES codes when applied to an identical problem1849

[519], including individual terms in the turbulent trans-1850

port budgets [521].1851

For the majority of numerical methods which do not1852

attempt to mimic specific subgrid model, the numerical1853

dissipation is introduced necessarily to ensure mono-1854

tonicity of the solution to the governing equations. This1855

is introduced as higher-order modelling approaches ap-1856

propriate to incompressible flows with low density con-1857

trasts may lead to unphysical results around shocks and1858

strong contact discontinuities. For the purposes of nu-1859

merical stability, energy must be removed from the flow1860

at high wavenumbers by the numerics, using physically-1861

motivated limiting approaches, and thus plays a simi-1862

lar function to an explicit sub-grid model. In practice,1863

this is typically achieved by using a non-oscillatory nu-1864

merical method, such as the flux-corrected transport,1865

piecewise parabolic or Godunov finite-volume methods.1866

Most approaches employ at least second-order accurate1867

schemes. The advantage of higher-order methods is1868

that the implicit subgrid model is nonlinear and heav-1869

ily weighted towards the smallest scales resolved by the1870

grid, which improves the computational efficiency of1871

the calculation since it increases scale separation. Use1872

of these schemes also allows for discontinuities such1873

as shock waves and material interfaces to be robustly1874

handled in an ILES calculation. The implicit filtering1875

operation is also naturally anisotropic wherever there is1876

anisotropy in the grid (this is also true of explicit LES1877

schemes with implicit filtering).1878

Given that each numerical method has a unique dissi-1879

pation mechanism and magnitude, an ILES practitioner1880

must pay careful attention to the properties of their nu-1881

merical method to chose the appropriate grid resolution1882

for a given problem. This is typically established by1883

undertaking computations of single mode instability de-1884

velopment at very coarse grid resolution (e.g. 8-16 grid1885

points per wavelength), equivalent to the resolution of1886

very high wavenumber modes on a much larger grid.1887

The total needed grid size for a specific problem can1888

then be computed once the minimum number of points1889

to accurately evolve a single mode is established, along1890

with the expected integral scale and the requirement for1891

the resolution of a given proportion of total kinetic en-1892

ergy (as already discussed).1893

There are three key caveats to consider in the appli-1894

cation of the ILES. The first is that the dissipation from1895

the subgrid model may not enforce any expected uni-1896

versality of the unresolved scales. The second is that1897

there is no formal point-wise grid independence, which1898

may be gained in explicitly filtered LES. This means1899

that for each grid, a different flow is being computed.1900

While methods exist for defining the effective Reynolds1901

number (and hence viscosity) in an ILES calculation1902

[23, 136, 594, 598], it remains problematic to evaluate1903

during the simulation itself, although this is also true of1904

many explicit LES models. Thirdly, when estimates of1905

subgrid motions are required for models of other sub-1906
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grid processes (such as reactions), it is only possible1907

to use methods based on the resolved scales (see e.g.1908

[516]).1909

To expand on the third point, the flows being solved1910

in ILES have the same rate of subgrid transfer for mass,1911

momentum and energy (assuming the same numerical1912

scheme is used for each equation) and therefore the1913

Schmidt and Prandtl numbers are nominally equal to1914

one [314]. However, flows of sufficiently high Reynolds1915

numbers that have passed the mixing transition (as de-1916

scribed in Section 4.6) should be insensitive to specific1917

values of viscosity and diffusivity [139, 587, 593], at1918

least when the rate-controlling processes in the flow are1919

determined by the resolved large scales. With this in1920

mind, most ILES of compressible turbulent mixing are1921

performed in the nominally inviscid limit, as the con-1922

tributions from viscous terms to the resolved scales of1923

motion will be negligible in comparison with numerical1924

dissipation.1925

Therefore, an appropriate application of ILES is in1926

computing the high Reynolds number limit of statistical1927

quantities that depend on the energy containing scales,1928

in flows where the rate-controlling processes are also1929

determined by these scales. Free shear flows, as well1930

as RT and RM induced mixing layers, satisfy this re-1931

quirement in the self-similar regime, and hence ILES is1932

expected to be effective at accurately computing integral1933

quantities such as mix width for these flows in the high1934

Reynolds number limit.1935

During linear, non-linear growth of perturbations,1936

and transition to turbulence, the small scale proper-1937

ties may become under-resolved on a given grid, but1938

may not yet be turbulent. In that period of mixing1939

layer development, both explicit and implicit LES may1940

not give accurate results for properties of the sub-grid1941

scales such as mixing. Until models of unresolved mix-1942

ing during transition are developed, an approach is a1943

combination of DNS of the initial, laminar and transi-1944

tional growth and then LES (implicit or explicit) of the1945

late time self-similar growth. In RM in particular, the1946

Reynolds number varies as t2θ−1, and thus may reduce1947

in time for some initial conditions. In that case, DNS1948

may also need to be employed at late-time.1949

A comprehensive analysis of the applicability of sev-1950

eral numerical methods to RT/RM turbulence can be1951

found in the comparative numerical studies known as1952

the α-group and θ-group collaborations respectively,1953

which mostly comprised results from ILES codes. In1954

the α-group study, six compressible codes and one1955

incompressible code were used to investigate self-1956

similar Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence evolving from a1957

high-wavenumber, narrowband, multimodal perturba-1958

tion in the nearly incompressible regime. The codes1959

used in the α-group study included three solvers based1960

on the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM); FLASH,1961

WP/PPM and NAV/STK. Three other compressible1962

codes were used including ALEGRA and HYDRA,1963

both ALE codes with optional interface reconstruction1964

capabilities, and the Lagrange-remap code TURMOIL.1965

The Lagrange-remap method used in TURMOIL is sim-1966

ilar to an ALE method and operates on a staggered grid.1967

Multiple Lagrangian advection steps may be run, par-1968

ticularly at low Mach number, prior to a remap back1969

to the initial grid. A distinguishing feature of this ap-1970

proach is that the Lagrangian phase is non-dissipative1971

in the absence of shocks, while the dissipation in the1972

remap phase is independent of the Mach number, mak-1973

ing it well suited for computing nearly incompressible1974

flows. A direct quantification of the amount of numer-1975

ical dissipation introduced in the remap phase is also1976

available with this method, which is useful for estimat-1977

ing the level of grid independence obtained when per-1978

forming DNS [581]. The relative resolving power of1979

each of the codes in the α-group study was compared by1980

examining the critical wavenumber Ncrt, beyond which1981

the spectra of fluctuating volume fraction depart from1982

the expected Kolmogorov inertial range.1983

For the θ-group study, seven compressible codes (and1984

an additional interface reconstruction code) were used1985

to perform simulations of turbulent mixing induced1986

by the multimode, narrowband RM instability. The1987

codes used in the study include the previously discussed1988

ARES, Miranda, FLASH and TURMOIL as well as1989

the conservative finite difference code Triclade [478]1990

and two high-order Godunov methods, Flamenco [184]1991

and NUT3D [522]. As previously discussed, for stan-1992

dard Godunov methods, pressure and density fluctua-1993

tions scale asO(M) in the incompressible limit, contrary1994

to the theoretical O(M2) scaling [512]. This results in a1995

kinetic energy dissipation rate of E ∼ 1/M in the stan-1996

dard formulation of these schemes and hence any low-1997

Mach features in the flow are heavily damped. In Fla-1998

menco, a correction for this behaviour is applied in the1999

reconstruction phase [514], restoring the correct scal-2000

ing of pressure and density in the incompressible limit2001

and significantly enhancing the fidelity of the numeri-2002

cal method for little additional computational cost. The2003

algorithm has also recently been extended to include2004

a DNS capability [209], as well as a semi-Lagrangian2005

moving mesh option [409]. This approach maintains the2006

favorable properties of Godunov finite-volume meth-2007

ods, namely robust shock capturing and good resolution2008

of material interfaces, while also improving the ability2009

to resolve fine-scale vortical motions.2010
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Comparisons between the various codes in the θ-2011

group collaboration found that there was very good2012

agreement in the representation of the large scales of2013

motion for quantities such as the turbulent kinetic en-2014

ergy spectra and the growth exponent θ. The main2015

sources of disagreement between the codes were in gen-2016

eral confined to higher wavenumbers and determined to2017

be due to the different dissipative properties of the var-2018

ious numerical methods. The study also gave some in-2019

sights into the relative advantages and disadvantages of2020

each of the main approaches to modeling compressible2021

turbulent mixing. One such issue is in the definition2022

of initial conditions, with algorithms based on finite-2023

differences requiring that there be a smoothly varying2024

profile across the material interface to avoid oscillations2025

due to Gibbs phenomena. Other algorithms, such as2026

finite-volume methods, are able to initialize with a sharp2027

profile, provided an appropriate cell-average is speci-2028

fied.2029

7. Effects of material strength on RT instabilities2030

7.1. Preliminary remarks2031

The classical presentation of RT and RM instabilities2032

presented in previous sections is indeed useful, as it rep-2033

resents the simplest manifestation of the phenomenon2034

and allows one to develop an intuition regarding the2035

fundamental physics at work. However, as is evident2036

from the myriad of applications discussed in this issue,2037

the RT instability’s “real world” manifestations are in-2038

evitably complicated by any number of “non-classical”2039

considerations. At first glance, these complications can2040

easily be viewed as an annoyance in which the funda-2041

mental physics is obscured by “non-fundamental” de-2042

tails which introduce deviations from the classical be-2043

havior. However, if the experimental or observational2044

tools for probing a system are sufficiently precise, these2045

deviations may provide a means of studying, and even2046

quantifying, the complicating physics. One such exam-2047

ple is found in the behavior of solid materials under ex-2048

treme pressures where they exhibit hydrodynamic prop-2049

erties more typical of fluids.2050

The essential point suggesting the possibility of in-2051

ferring material strength through RT growth measure-2052

ments in solids is that material strength tends to sup-2053

press this growth (e.g., [421, 391]). Thus, at one ex-2054

treme is the case of classical RT growth (no strength),2055

while at the other extreme (infinite strength) RT growth2056

is suppressed entirely. Between these extremes lies a2057

wide range in which the RT instability will be more or2058

less suppressed, and the degree of this suppression may2059

be used as a window into the material’s strength. Un-2060

fortunately, this window is more translucent than trans-2061

parent, as material properties such as strength are decid-2062

edly non-constant as the material evolves from its initial2063

ambient condition to the pressures and temperatures re-2064

quired to generate measurable RT growth in solids.2065

Material strength is conventionally separated into two
regimes, those of elastic strength and plastic deforma-
tion. Elastic deformation is assumed to be reversible up
to a certain yield stress, described by the shear or bulk
modulus. This assumption is reasonable under dynamic
loading conditions, but does not take into account longer
term deformation mechanisms such as ductility, creep,
brittle failure or fatigue [113, 162, 342, 425]. For a typ-
ical metal under tensile loading in ambient conditions,
irreversible plastic deformation starts once the stress ex-
ceeds a yield threshold of Y ∼ 100 MPa = 1 kbar. More
generally, yield occurs where the von Mises condition
is exceeded, i.e.

1
2

si jsi j =
Y2

3
(58)

where

s = τ −
1
3

(tr τ) I (59)

is the stress deviator. Typically the material is assumed2066

to deform so as to return the stress onto the von Mises2067

yield surface. However, the yield strength increases by2068

an order of magnitude (or more) under the high pres-2069

sure dynamic conditions required to achieve RT growth2070

in solids [390]. Thus, one can no longer speak of the2071

strength Y of a material, but instead must speak of the2072

strength Y(p,T,∆∆∆), which is a function of the ma-2073

terial’s pressure and temperature, and in more realis-2074

tic material models, additional variables including the2075

strain rate and dislocation density, among others. These2076

models will be described in detail in Section 7.3.2077

The purpose of this section is to introduce the rel-2078

atively new field of dynamic RT strength experiments2079

and to provide a general picture of both the complexities2080

and the promises it contains. We begin in Section 7.22081

by discussing the experimental platform for RT strength2082

experiments and the diagnostics available for obtain-2083

ing the relevant data. Next, in Section 7.3 we provide2084

an overview of some common material strenth models2085

which, when used in conjunction with hydrodynamic2086

simulations, allow material strength to be inferred from2087

the experimental data. Finally, in Section 7.4 we present2088

an example of the results obtained from this platform as2089

well as the methods for inferring strength estimates.2090
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Figure 9: Schematic of the indirect-drive RT strength
platform, showing the hohlraum, multi-layer abla-
tor/reservoir, ripped sample target, and backlighter. Soft
x-rays from the hohlraum ablate material from the
multi-layer ablator and foam reservoir, generating a
plasma that expands across a vacuum gap and ramp-
compresses the rippled sample. The bottom inset shows
the initial ripples and simulated ripple growth, both with
and without strength [283]. Reproduced with permis-
sion.

7.2. Experimental Rayleigh-Taylor strength platform2091

A number of related platforms have been developed2092

to extract strength-relevant RT data from high energy2093

density experiments. In this review, we restrict our2094

consideration to the indirect-drive platform which has2095

been applied at both the National Ignition Facility (NIF)2096

and the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE)’s Omega2097

laser. This method, as depicted in Figure 9, builds upon2098

the concept first suggested by Barnes, et al. [46] and the2099

development of “indirect” hohlraum-based reservoir-2100

gap ramp drives [159]. In this platform, laser beams en-2101

ter a hohlraum, which generates an intense x-ray source2102

that in turn is incident upon a multi-layer ablator and2103

foam reservoir. The reservoir is thereby converted into2104

a plasma, which expands across a gap and is incident2105

upon a sample with preformed sinusoidal ripples, gen-2106

erating an RT instability in the solid rippled sample.2107

These ripples grow [589, 590], and are characterized at2108

a later time via face-on x-ray radiography [391, 392].2109

A brief word is in order regarding the platform’s pri-2110

mary diagnostic of face-on x-ray radiography. In a tra-2111

ditional analysis of the RT instability the amplitude of2112

the unstable interface provides the metric by which the2113

RT growth is quantified. In the present platform, how-2114

ever, a direct measurement of this interface’s amplitude2115

would require side-on radiography (i.e., perpendicular2116

to the plasma drive) with a pulse duration much shorter2117

than is currently achievable. In addition, it would cre-2118

ate undesirable sensitivities to the planarity of the drive,2119

as deviations from planarity would generate blurring of2120

the radiographic image, along with corresponding un-2121

certainties in the measured RT growth. As a result,2122

the platform is restricted to using face-on radiography,2123

which probes the integrated opacity through the target2124

package rather than directly measuring the amplitude of2125

the rippled interface [449]. More will be said regarding2126

the corresponding RT growth metric later in this section.2127

As noted in Section 7.1 and discussed in detail in2128

Section 7.3, in order to infer material strength from2129

an RT experiment, it is necessary to compare experi-2130

mental RT growth to hydrodynamic simulations. Thus,2131

it is necessary to define a metric for quantifying RT2132

growth which both represents the experimentally acces-2133

sible data (transmission of face-on radiography) and is2134

calculable in a hydrodynamic simulation. To this end,2135

we begin by noting that the absorbed x-ray intensity is2136

proportional to the integrated density3:2137

Iabs(r, t) = ζ

∫ z2(t)

z1(r,t)
ρ(r, z, t) dz, (60)

where we take the plasma drive to be incident along the2138

z-axis, z1(r) = za3(t) + a cos(kr) is the rippled sample2139

interface with wavelength λ = 2π/k, amplitude a, and2140

mean location za3(t), z2(t) is the sample’s flat “back” in-2141

terface, r is a radial coordinate perpendicular to z, and2142

ζ is a constant of proportionality. The transmitted in-2143

tensity Itrans(r, t) = I0 − Iabs(r, t) will be periodic with2144

the same period as z1(r, t), as the thicker portions of2145

the sample (along ripple maxima) will absorb some-2146

what more of the x-ray source photons than the thin-2147

ner portions (along ripple minima). In order to iso-2148

late this effect, we Fourier transform to wave-number2149

space, Ĩtrans(k), and evaluate at the wave number of the2150

preformed ripple, k = 2π/λ. Finally, we define the2151

growth factor, GF(t), as the ratio of the k-component2152

of Ĩtrans to its t = 0 value:2153

GF(t) =
Ĩtrans(k, t)
Ĩtrans(k, 0)

. (61)

3Strictly speaking, the absorbed x-ray intensity is actually propor-
tional to the integrated opacity, not the density. However, for a given
material the opacity is proportional to the density, and in a typical RT
strength experiment only the rippled layer of the target has nontrivial
opacity. Thus, to a very good approximation the density may serve as
a proxy for opacity.
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For a constant density sample this expression reduces to2154

the geometric growth of the rippled interface, while in2155

the more general case of a density varying sample, such2156

as is realized in RT strength experiments, it continues2157

to represent the experimentally accessible data obtained2158

via face-on radiography.2159

The growth factor defined in Eq. (61) is the primary2160

metric for comparing experimental data and hydrody-2161

namic simulations, a comparison which, when favor-2162

able, allows one to infer the material strength by inquir-2163

ing directly of the simulation. In order to do so, how-2164

ever, the simulation requires a strength model be spec-2165

ified, which describes the dependence of the material2166

strength on properties such as the pressure, temperature,2167

and strain rate. Thus, it is the subject of these models to2168

which we now turn.2169

7.3. Material strength models2170

In material science and engineering there exist a num-2171

ber of “strengths” which characterize different aspects2172

of a material’s response to applied stress. In the present2173

review the term strength will be synonymous with yield2174

strength or flow stress, both of which are common terms2175

in the literature. Thus, the strength Y of a material is2176

the lowest stress which will produce a plastic (perma-2177

nent) deformation in the material. Meanwhile, the shear2178

modulus G, which will also be relevant in the following2179

discussion, is the ratio of the shear stress to the frac-2180

tional elongation of the material (the shear strain) re-2181

sulting from that stress.2182

As outlined in Section 7.1, the dynamic conditions2183

required to realize the RT instability in solids involve2184

exploring a wide range of pressures and temperatures,2185

over which the material strength varies considerably. As2186

a result, we cannot speak of the strength Y of a material,2187

but are instead required to specify the strength (func-2188

tion) Y(p,T, · · · ). Indeed, even experiments designed2189

to probe material strength at a specific pressure (e.g.,2190

lead strength at 400 GPa [283]) are in fact integrated ex-2191

periments that begin at ambient conditions, ramp and/or2192

shock to some peak pressure at or near which data is2193

taken, and eventually decompress as the experiment2194

ends. Thus, the RT growth captured by the experimental2195

diagnostic is a result of the integrated strength along the2196

entire history of the experiment prior to data collection,2197

not simply the strength at a specific set of conditions2198

(i.e., pressure, temperature, etc.).2199

To summarize the above considerations, the ultimate2200

task of an RT strength study might be described as fol-2201

lows: first, obtain some number of RT growth mea-2202

surements with various “loading” (pressure) and tem-2203

perature histories; then “invert” this data to obtain the2204

strength function Y(p,T, · · · ). Of course, this inversion2205

is by no means unique even for large data sets, and,2206

given the practical limitations of obtaining experimental2207

time at the few experimental facilities capable of reach-2208

ing the necessary conditions, in practice the available2209

data sets will be relatively small, perhaps ∼ 10 mea-2210

surements. The path forward is thus:2211

1. postulate a functional form of Y(p,T, · · · ) based ei-2212

ther on phenomenology or a microscopic model;2213

2. perform hydrodynamic simulations of the var-2214

ious experiments using the postulated form of2215

Y(p,T, · · · ) along with varied sets of its unknown2216

parameters;2217

3. identify the parameter sets of Y(p,T, · · · ) consis-2218

tent with the experimental data;2219

4. if the “strength at given conditions (p∗,T∗)” is2220

desired, evaluate Y(p∗,T∗, · · · ) for all consistent2221

parameter sets; the variation in these evaluations2222

gives an estimate of the uncertainty in the material2223

strength under those conditions.2224

Of course, the variations obtained in step four above2225

will depend on the specific strength model employed2226

(i.e., the functional form chosen for Y(p,T, · · · )), so in2227

general this procedure is typically repeated for several2228

model choices and the strength evaluations, and their2229

spreads, are compared across models. To provide some2230

concrete background, we now briefly outline two com-2231

mon material strength models used in the present con-2232

text.2233

7.3.1. Steinberg-Guinan model2234

The first and simplest dynamic strength model, which2235

includes the effects of pressure-hardening (the increase2236

in material strength with pressure) and temperature,2237

was developed by Steinberg, Cochran, and Guinan in2238

1979 [496]. The model begins by expressing the mate-2239

rial’s shear modulus as a modified Taylor expansion in2240

pressure and temperature:2241

G(p,T ) = G0

[
1 +

(G′p
G0

)
p

η1/3
c

+

(
G′T
G0

)
(T − T0)

]
, (62)

where ηc = ρ/ρ0 is the compression (the ratio of the2242

density to its ambient value), and G0, G′p and G′T are2243

parameters whose value is typically determined via ex-2244

periments at ambient conditions (p = 0 and T0 ≈ 3002245

K). The essence of the Steinberg-Guinan (SG) model2246

is the assumption that the material strength’s variation2247

with pressure and temperature is identical to that of the2248
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shear modulus, with the exception of an additional mul-2249

tiplicative work-hardening function:2250

Y(p,T ) = Y0 (1 + βWε)n

×

[
1 +

(Y ′p
Y0

)
p

η1/3
c

+

(
G′T
G0

)
(T − T0)

]
,(63)

where ε is the material strain, βW and n are work-2251

hardening parameters, and Y0 and Y ′p are additional un-2252

known parameters. Note that it is assumed within the2253

Steinberg-Guinan model that the temperature depen-2254

dence of the material strength is the same as that of the2255

shear modulus (thus, the coefficient of the temperature-2256

dependent term in Eq. (63) is the same as that in2257

Eq. (62)).2258

As outlined above, even this “simplest” material2259

strength model has eight parameters which must be de-2260

termined by fitting to experimental data. Fortunately,2261

given the nature of the Steinberg-Guinan model as a2262

Taylor expansion, the majority of these parameters can2263

be fitted by static or low strain-rate experiments (e.g.,2264

Hopkinson bar [239], Kolsky bar [276], diamond-anvil2265

cell [354]). Thus, when “inverting” RT strength data2266

to obtain Steinberg-Guinan parameters, the majority of2267

these parameters are typically maintained at their am-2268

bient values, with variations of only a few parameters2269

(and often only one: Y0) considered.2270

7.3.2. Steinberg-Guinan-Lund model2271

An extension of the Steinberg-Guinan model that ac-2272

counts for strain-rate effects (i.e., the faster a material2273

deforms, the stronger it is) is known as the Steinberg-2274

Guinan-Lund (SGL) model [497]. In this model the2275

shear modulus continues to be given by Eq. (62), while2276

the material strength is of a similar form to Eq. (63), but2277

with the addition of strain-rate dependent term:2278

Y =
[
Y0(1 + βWε)n + YT (ε̇p,T )

] G(p,T )
G0

, (64)

where YT (ε̇,T ) represents the thermally activated part2279

of the material strength. The strain rate is taken to be of2280

the form [237, 143, 216, 275]2281

ε̇p =
1

C1
exp

2UK

kBT

(
1 −

YT

YP

)2 +
C2

YT
, (65)

where YP (known as the Peierls stress) is the maximum2282

value of YT , 2UK is the energy required to form a pair2283

of “kinks” in a dislocation segment of length LP, and2284

kB is the Boltzmann constant. The constants C1 and2285

C2 are typically treated as material-specific parameters2286

in hydrodynamic codes, but can also be related to mi-2287

croscopic model variables. Given an equivalent plas-2288

tic strain rate, Eq. (65) can be solved numerically for2289

the rate-dependent strength YT , from which the total2290

strength may be computed via Eq. (64).2291

7.3.3. Other material models2292

Before leaving this section, a word should be said2293

regarding other material models in the literature. One2294

common material strength model of the same gen-2295

eral class as the Steinberg-Guinan models, but some-2296

what more physically motivated, is the Preston-Tonks-2297

Wallace (PTW) model [407]. This model goes beyond2298

the Steinberg-Guinan model by including strain-rate ef-2299

fects, but in a way whose details differ from the simpler2300

Steinberg-Guinan-Lund model. From a computational2301

standpoint, the PTW model is interchangeable with the2302

SG or SGL models, and can be constrained in the same2303

way described above. However, the detailed implemen-2304

tation of this model is somewhat more involved and2305

therefore beyond the scope of this brief review. Models2306

have also been developed which capture the transition2307

from plastic deformation to brittle failure, e.g. [469].2308

Besides the phenomenological models discussed thus2309

far, there are also material models based directly on2310

the underlying microscopic physics, such as the Liv-2311

ermore Multiscale (LMS) model [48, 47]. The LMS2312

model begins with a quantum mechanical inter-atomic2313

potential and builds up the macroscopic properties of2314

shear modulus and strength through large-scale compu-2315

tational methods. As a result of its microscopic char-2316

acter, the LMS model has somewhat fewer easily tun-2317

able parameters than the phenomenological models de-2318

scribed above, while a more detailed discussion is be-2319

yond the scope of this review.2320

7.4. Inferring material strength through hydrodynamic2321

simulation2322

Having introduced the experimental RT strength plat-2323

form and discussed a pair of representative material2324

models, we now proceed to discuss the hydrodynamic2325

simulations that provide the crucial link between experi-2326

mental data and the hitherto unknown material strength.2327

These simulations allow for the direct calculation of the2328

RT growth factor of Eq. (61) as a function of time, ac-2329

cording to the prescription outlined in Section 7.3. The2330

corresponding experimental datapoint can be evaluated2331

in an analogous way from face-on radiographic data, a2332

typical example of which is shown in Figure 10 [283].2333

On the left side of the target the sinusoidal modulation2334

of the transmitted x-ray intensity is clearly visible. This2335

intensity is correlated to the material thickness through2336

the presence of both undriven ripples (i.e., ripples not2337
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Figure 10: Radiographic data and analysis plots from
an RT strength experiment performed on lead at NIF
with a ∼ 400 GPa peak pressure [283]. The modu-
lated x-ray intensity is clearly visible in the left half
of the target, indicating the sinusoidally-varying thick-
ness of the rippled lead sample. The right half con-
tains a knife-edge, undriven ripples and “steps” of vari-
ous thickness, which provide a means of inferring ripple
growth through establishing a lookup table, as shown at
bottom right.

Figure 11: Simulated growth factor curves for a hypo-
thetical RT strength experiment and several variations of
the SG strength model parameter Y0 (with all other pa-
rameters held fixed; see. Eq. (63)). Experimental data,
which is used to constrain the SG parameter space, is
also shown.

subject to the laser-induced pressure drive) at bottom-2338

center of the target, as well as the “steps” of various2339

unknown thicknesses at bottom-right.2340

For a given set of material strength model parameters2341

and one or more experimental data points the question is2342

then asked: is the experimental data consistent (within2343

errors) with the simulated growth factor? If not, that2344

portion of parameter space is excluded. As the num-2345

ber of experiments increases, ideally performed at dif-2346

ferent pressures and temperatures, the parameter space2347

consistent with the growing data set is narrowed, reduc-2348

ing the uncertainty in the material model. Finally, the2349

model space consistent with the experimental data can2350

be evaluated for material strength, thereby inferring the2351

strength of the material itself. This procedure can be re-2352

peated for a number of strength models, providing not2353

only a specific value of the material strength at the spec-2354

ified pressure, temperature condition, but also an indica-2355

tion of its uncertainty, through the distribution of these2356

evaluations.2357

Figure 11 illustrates the procedure for constraining2358

strength models, from which the material strength can2359

be inferred. In this example, a number of simulations2360

with variations in Y0 are performed, while the remain-2361

ing Steinberg-Guinan parameters are assumed to be oth-2362

erwise constrained (i.e., well known) and are therefore2363

held constant. In this case, as indicated by the figure,2364
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Figure 12: Upper (orange) and lower (blue) bounds on
the material strength Y(p,T, ε) of a hypothetical mate-
rial, based upon the data and simulations represented
in Figure 11. The temperature, T , and compression,
ηc = ρ/ρ0, are held constant in order to represent the
result in three dimensions.

the RT strength data is consistent with 15 kbar . Y0 .2365

20 kbar. Values of Y0 greater than 20 kbar would sup-2366

press RT growth to a greater extent than that observed in2367

the experiments, while values less than 15 kbar would2368

result in excessive growth. Finally, given this range of2369

Y0 values, the strength of Eq. (63) can be evaluated at2370

the conditions of interest.2371

Figure 12 shows the result of the procedure outlined2372

above, which consists of upper and lower bounds for the2373

material strength at any given (p,T, ε). While the tem-2374

perature is held constant in this plot for the sake of visu-2375

alization, it is generally the case that as long as the mate-2376

rial does not approach its melt surface (p,T = Tmelt(p)),2377

temperature effects on material strength are typically2378

much smaller than the effects of pressure and strain, as2379

indicated by the fact that G′T /G0 is typically an order of2380

magnitude smaller than (Y ′p/Y0) (see Eq. (63)) [496, 54].2381

There are a variety of methods for defining the up-2382

per and lower bounds of this function, depending on2383

whether the experimental errors represent, for example,2384

a 1σ standard deviation, an absolute limit on the error,2385

or something else. Regardless of the precise definition,2386

however, as the number of experimental data points in-2387

creases, the separation of the upper and lower bounds2388

represented in Figure 12 will be reduced, particularly if2389

experiments are performed at varying peak pressures. It2390

is possible that after a sufficient number of data points2391

are obtained, the parameter space consistent with the2392

data will be reduced to the null set, in which case one is2393

forced to conclude that the model form in question (e.g,2394

Steinberg-Guinan, PTW) is insufficient to describe the2395

material in question over the range of conditions probed.2396

8. Ejecta2397

Ejecta is a term used in a variety of fields for im-2398

pulsively generated flows, often laden with particles.2399

Such flows may be generated by a variety of mecha-2400

nisms: driven externally, for example by the energetic2401

impact of a body such as a bullet or a meteorite onto2402

a surface [114]; or internally as a result of the rapid2403

release of energy by phase change or violent chemi-2404

cal reaction (see for example, Sec. 9). At the time of2405

writing, another rather timely example is the role of vi-2406

olent respiratory events such as coughs and sneezes in2407

transferring respiratory diseases between infectious and2408

susceptible individuals [75, 464]. This pertains directly2409

to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,2410

in particular regarding the social distancing strategies2411

which are critical to limiting transmission [33, 74, 107]2412

(Figure 13). In each case, the cloud of dense ma-2413

terial generated will initially move ballistically, until2414

any diffuse medium through which it passes starts to2415

have an aerodynamic effect. Once particles have swept2416

through a column-density of diffuse material compara-2417

ble to their own column density, they will start to be sub-2418

ject to significant drag forces, which may even be strong2419

enough to lead to the particles breaking up. The result-2420

ing particle-laden flows are often turbulent and subject2421

to internal multiphase instabilities driven by buoyancy2422

differences between their components.2423

The initial particle creation can result from a variety2424

of processes. When volcanic ejecta form, the primary2425

breakup mechanism is the result of a violent dissolution2426

of gases as the geological pressure confining the lava is2427

released; for impact and shock-driven ejecta, the mech-2428

anism is the formation of jets by processes akin to RM2429

instability. For most astrophysical ejecta, the fluid flow2430

becomes clumpy as a result of rapid cooling of mate-2431

rial due to expansion and radiative losses, leading to its2432

collapse into a thin sheet, and this thin sheet then frag-2433

menting as it expands further.2434

The initial ballistic nature of the expansion once2435

the dense ejecta have formed results in a characteris-2436

tic kinematic signature, where the velocity of the mate-2437

rial varies linearly in position with the time of the initial2438

impulsive driving event, the ‘kinematic age’, being (to2439

a good approximation) τkin ' 1/(d3/dx). This kine-2440

matic signature can be clearly seen in spectroscopic ob-2441
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Figure 13: Multiphase turbulent gas cloud from a human sneeze. The fluid dynamics data is relevant for evaluating
social distancing strategies during the COVID-19 outbreak. Image reproduction showing the semi-ballistic largest
drops, visible to the naked eye, and on the order of mm, which can overshoot the puff at its early stage of emission
(Bourouiba, 2016a,b). The puff continues to propagate and entrain ambient air as it moves forward, carrying its
payload of a continuum of drops (Bourouiba et al., 2014), over distances up to 8 meters for violent exhalations such
as sneezes (Bourouiba, 2020). Figure 1 of Balachandar, Zaleski, Soldati, Ahmadi, and Bourouiba, [35]. c©
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Figure 14: The explosively-driven ejection nebula around Eta Carinae. Image Credit: NASA, ESA, HST; Processing:
Judy Schmidt. Reproduced under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic Licence.
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Figure 15: Ejecta jet generated by plane shock incident
on the surface of a sample with a cylindrical ‘divot’, ex-
panding into vacuum. This high-resolution backlit ra-
diograph shows the tip of the ejecta plume, which col-
lapses to the jet expected for this perturbation geome-
try close to its base, and the break-up of a thin sheet at
its heads into clear thread-like structures oriented along
the jet, and likely then into particles although the parti-
cles cannot be individually resolved. From [552], based
on previously unpublished data from the experiments of
[219].

servations in astrophysics, as applied for example to the2442

spectacular explosive ejecta seen around Eta Carinae,2443

Figure 14 [352].2444

For the case of shock-driven ejecta, the situation is2445

similar to that considered in the previous section, where2446

the effects of strength on the linear development of2447

RT and RM instabilities, and the corresponding use2448

of the arrest of perturbation growth in the linear and2449

weakly non-linear phases to infer material properties2450

were discussed. If the stress on the interfacial material2451

due to RMI is sufficient to exceed the material’s yield2452

strength in the non-linear phase, then the material will2453

fail and perturbation growth will continue. However,2454

the strength of the material will still play a role compro-2455

mising the growth rate and preventing the formation of2456

a fully-developed turbulent mixing cascade described in2457

the sections on fluid instabilities. Instead, the flow will2458

tend to take the form of penetration of discrete, dense2459

ejecta particles into the diffuse medium or vacuum be-2460

yond the sample.2461

This surface ejecta process has been the subject of2462

experimental study over a long period, and has been the2463

subject of significant recent progress in modeling and2464

theory, much of which has been summarized in a spe-2465

cial issue of Journal of Dynamic Behavior of Materi-2466

als [85, 86]. These experiments have been performed2467

using a variety of shock drivers, including gas guns2468

[430, 53], high explosives [84, 361] and high-power2469

lasers [173, 219, 484, 442, 489] (see Figure 15). These2470

different techniques offer distinct capabilities both in the2471

extent to which the drive pressure can be tuned to ex-2472

plore different scenarios, and the diagnostics which can2473

be applied to the resulting ejecta.2474

Eventually, the ejecta particles will become entrained2475

in the surrounding gaseous flow, a process which results2476

in a variety of complex multi-phase dynamical phenom-2477

ena. For volcanic ejecta, see e.g. Figure 16, buoyancy2478

is created by the dissolved gases and the heating of en-2479

trained air [171, 555], often generating a plume of ma-2480

terial which rises high into the atmosphere. This form2481

of volcanic eruption is named after the Roman author2482

Pliny the Younger, who observed the eruption of Vesu-2483

vius in A.D. 79, and accurately described the formation2484

of the plume and associated flows in his letters 4. As the2485

particle-laden plume rises, expands and cools, it even-2486

tually loses buoyancy and collapses, often generating2487

pyroclastic surges which move rapidly across the land-2488

scape and can deposit the volcanic ejecta in deep layers.2489

8.1. Surface ejecta physics2490

Particulate ejection from the surface of a dense mate-2491

rial as a result of a shock wave driven through the mate-2492

rial is now well-recognized as being an extreme limit of2493

the RM instability where the Atwood number A tends2494

to -1 [138]. The low density of the material ahead of the2495

shocked interface has a substantial effect on the asymp-2496

totic behaviour of the growing mixing layer. Rather than2497

evolving to a fully self-similar state at late time in which2498

the growth law is controlled by the evolution of turbu-2499

lence, jets of dense material propagate away from the2500

surface at close to constant velocity, while the bubbles2501

slow as these quasi-ballistic jets remove the kinetic en-2502

ergy of the fluctuations from the surface.2503

Indeed, the initial kinetic energy per unit area, K0 '

ρλȧ2
k for a perturbation of characteristic size scale λ =

2π/k is one of the dominant characteristics of ejecta
flows. Here the growth rate of the RM instability in the
fluid regime ȧk can be approximated by the

ȧk = k∆uA+(a+
0 + a−0

)
/2, (66)

4Pliny’s uncle, the author and natural historian Pliny the Elder,
used a pillow strapped to his head to protect him from falling pumice
ejecta particles. Pliny the Elder sadly died near Pompeii, having sailed
there to observe the eruption and rescue friends. See Pliny, ”Letters”.
Book VI, Letters 16 & 20
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Figure 16: The particulate ejecta plume from the eruption of Mount St. Helens, May 18, 1980. Image Credit: USGS.
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Figure 17: Rad RM experimental package geometries encase in acetal plastic a 76 mm diameter plane-wave HE
lens used to uniformly detonate an HE booster cylinder in contact with a buffer plate; the sample/target is mounted
onto the buffer plate on top of the acetal plastic as well. The target design incorporates momentum trapping concepts,
as illustrated (d) together with the target perturbation schemes.The targets were machined to a diamond turn finish
that included four bands of sinusoidal corrugations, λ = 500µm but with varying amplitudes. Each corrugation band
was eight wavelengths wide and separated by flat regions that were 5 mm wide. Over each corrugation band and
intervening flat region was positioned a velocimetry probe used to measure jump times and velocity histories over the
duration of the experiment. The proton beam is aligned into the page, along the perturbations. Figure 2 of Buttler et
al. [84] with permission. c©Cambridge Univ. Press.
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where the subscript − and + denote the pre- and post-2504

shock quantities, respectively. Here, the Meyer-Blewett2505

formula [357] should be used since it is A < 0. Note,2506

however, that since the flows are nearly incompressible,2507

the Meyer-Blewett formula will likely give values close2508

to the RM formula. (e.g., Eq. (27))2509

This process can be strongly affected by material2510

properties such as strength and surface tension. The2511

growth will be suppressed where the yield strength is2512

Y >
∼ K0/λ, i.e. the work done against the yield strength2513

in growing to nonlinear amplitude would be greater than2514

the kinetic energy deposited at the surface by the shock2515

interaction, as discussed in the previous section (see2516

also, e.g., [400, 84] for more detailed quantitative cri-2517

teria). As the movement of material into the spikes2518

leads to loss of kinetic energy in the bulk perturbations,2519

these material property effects can become increasingly2520

important at later times. The late-time growth of the2521

bubbles can also be affected by interactions with lay-2522

ered spall breakup of the substrate material, if the shock2523

which drives the ejecta growth is not supported [88].2524

Spall is an internal material brittle failure or rupture2525

(cracking) which occurs when the material is placed2526

under tensile loading due to unsteady pressure waves.2527

Cracks initiated due to spall may be sufficiently large to2528

cause a separation from the bulk of the material. This2529

effect is of course amplified if the surface is shocked on2530

multiple occasions [551].2531

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the2532

process of ejecta production and breakup in more de-2533

tail, and describe theoretical approaches to the different2534

stages of the development of the ejecta cloud and exper-2535

imental and computational evidence of the processes at2536

work. We will also consider examples of analogous pro-2537

cesses in other contexts, such as high-velocity impacts,2538

astrophysical jets and diesel injection.2539

8.2. Spike formation2540

While the dominant mechanism for the formation of2541

ejecta from shocked metal surfaces is believed to be2542

via the formation of jets from microscopic surface im-2543

perfections, the planar symmetry of the shock-surface2544

interaction can be broken up by other effects, such as2545

the presence of grain structure or sub-surface inclu-2546

sions, which can also lead to ejecta formation. However,2547

the impact of such sub-surface perturbations scales in-2548

versely with their depth, limiting their overall effect.2549

While it is possible to estimate RM linear instability2550

growth rates in fluids by taking the asymptotic behav-2551

ior of impulsively-accelerated, incompressible RT, with2552

minor empirical corrections for compressibility effects,2553

Figure 18: Comparison of expermental pRad data from
Buttler et al. [84] (above) with 2D numerical calcula-
tions [207]. The experimental data show both the grow-
ing spikes and the sub-surface structures which drive
them, which in this case has a far sharper structure than
expected for an incompressible flow. Reproduced with
permission.

Eq. (66), the details of the jet formation process can be-2554

come more important in the context of ejecta formation.2555

The direct effect of the interaction of the shock with the2556

perturbed surface is that the reflected rarefaction intro-2557

duces transverse motions in the material. Due to the rel-2558

atively low Mach number of transverse motions, these2559

soon result in the formation of jets of material (known2560

as spikes) where they are compressive, or draw-back of2561

the surface (bubbles) where they are expanding. The2562

form of the spikes varies with the topology of the initial2563

perturbation: an initial pit or divot in the surface leads2564

to a localized jet, while a groove will lead to the forma-2565

tion of a sheet of ejecta. A surface with a raised feature2566

will lead to the formation of a divot in the post-shock2567

surface surrounded by an expanding ring of ejected ma-2568

terial, a process somewhat analogous to the impact of a2569

droplet on a fluid surface, or on a larger scale to a mete-2570

orite impact. A surface with regular machining grooves2571

will generate an array of parallel sheets.2572

While the underlying equation (66) is based on in-2573

compressible flow, Figures 17 and 18 illustrate clearly2574

that the sub-surface structures in real experiments can in2575

fact have very high-density contrasts. The velocity field2576

below the surface is imprinted by the reflected rarefac-2577

tion, as usual, but in this case the rarefaction is strong2578

enough that the material breaks up into sharply defined2579

layers, as also observed by [310].2580

Buttler et al [84] performed experiments using a va-2581
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Figure 19: Experimental data (from [84], with permis-
sion) illustrating the effect of varying the initial ampli-
tude of the perturbation, and hence the RM instability
growth rate, on the growth of ejecta jets. For low initial
amplitudes, the post-shock strength of the material can
suppress or arrest the spike growth. For higher initial
amplitudes, ejecta jets can escape, but discrete clumps
of material form at the jet tips, and the effects of strength
and surface tension eventually act to cause the supply
of material entering the jets to cease. Reproduced with
permission.

riety of initial surfaces to study the effect of strength on2582

the growth rate of the bubble tips over time, as illus-2583

trated in Figure 19, and related these results to a simple2584

and effective theory.2585

In addition to the change in perturbation amplitude,2586

or peak expansion rate of the ejecta front if the mate-2587

rial fails, another important factor is the total mass of2588

material which is ejected from the surface. As with2589

other forms of RMI, the source of dense material into2590

the ejecta sheets is controlled by the dynamics of the2591

bubbles: the process of bubble merger can lead to sheets2592

or jets pinching off, but for a sufficiently regular surface2593

this process of bubble merger will be suppressed.2594

The form of the grooves on the initial surface can be2595

quite variable, dependent on the details of the surface2596

preparation. However, the form of the bubbles which2597

form is rather weakly dependent on the initial surface2598

profile (e.g. [103]). It is helpful in this context to look2599

at the shock-surface interaction as the introduction of2600

vorticity primarily at the surface, where the sub-surface2601

velocity field is determined – at least primarily – by the2602

Biot-Savart law [220]. From Kelvin’s circulation the-2603

orem, this vorticity remains essentially pinned in the2604

material in which it is initially deposited when there is2605

no barotropic source (i.e. for supported shocks, or when2606

surface spallation has suppressed pull-back). As the sur-2607

face evolves, the details of the initial surface profile en-2608

coded into the vorticity distribution tend to be dragged2609

into the spike of ejecta. As a result, the bubble, as well2610

as the lower-velocity part of the spike, tends to relax2611

towards a self-similar form (e.g. [190, 550]).2612

This self-similar dependence may be derived from
the following argument. The perturbation kinetic en-
ergy per unit area, K , will reduce as a result of loss of
material into the jets as

dK
d t
' −
3

λ
K , (67)

where 3 ' (K/ρλ)1/2 is the velocity of material at the
base of the jet. Integrating, we find

K ∝
1

(1 + t/τ)2 , (68)

or
3 ∝

1
1 + t/τ

(69)

as discussed by [190, 103, 550]. Here, τ = λ/(3π30)2613

where 30 is a characteristic velocity roughly equal to the2614

jet tip velocity.2615

In the region of the spike between the bubble, where
the material is still being accelerated by pressure in the
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bulk, and the tip, where the mass distribution depends
in detail on the initial surface, mass conservation then
implies that the distribution of mass above a velocity 3
over time for the jet as a whole can be described by a
function with the general form

M(3, t) ∝ ln
[
max

(
30

3
, 1 +

t
τ

)]
. (70)

8.3. Particle formation2616

In the previous section, we discussed the growth of2617

the bubble and spike structure typical of high density-2618

ratio Richtmyer-Meshkov in pure fluids. For real ma-2619

terials, subject to strength or surface tension, the spikes2620

will tend to break up into discrete particles at late times.2621

It is important to understand the size distribution of2622

particles, as this affects their transport and reactivity.2623

There is extensive literature on the break-up of fluid jets,2624

which has been surveyed for example by Eggers [160],2625

however this tends to concentrate primarily on continu-2626

ous rather than impulsive jets.2627

The process of particulate formation typically oc-2628

curs in two phases. An initial process of rapid pri-2629

mary breakup occurs before there is a significant in-2630

teraction of the ejecta jets with their environment, as a2631

result of the balance between local kinematic perturba-2632

tions within the dense fluid and restoring forces such as2633

surface tension and elastic strength. This process is en-2634

hanced in importance for the impulsively-driven ejecta2635

jets, compared to the essentially continuous jets of fluid2636

considered in contexts such as fuel injection or inkjet2637

nozzle flows.2638

Once the interaction of the ejecta with any gas in its2639

environment becomes significant, an additional reser-2640

voir of kinetic energy becomes available, due to the rel-2641

ative motion of the ejecta particles through their envi-2642

ronment. This leads to an additional secondary breakup2643

process driven by drag on the ejecta particles. Of2644

course, which process dominates the initial breakup de-2645

pends on the balance between the level of initial per-2646

turbations and the density of the gaseous environment:2647

Andrews and Preston [12] consider the case where there2648

is no primary breakup, and the breakup from sheets into2649

filaments and particles is driven entirely by shear insta-2650

bility effects.2651

8.3.1. Primary breakup2652

As it moves away from the surface, the motion of2653

the spike material becomes close to kinematical. For2654

a simple initial surface profile and pure fluid physics,2655

this spike can remain entirely smooth. However, in the2656

faster components of the spike which are sensitive to2657

the initial surface profile, the velocity field will typi-2658

cally not be strictly monotonic. Moreover, as kinemat-2659

ical expansion continues, the surface area per unit vol-2660

ume becomes increasingly large and the local strain rate2661

reduces; viscosity and plasticity will also lead to the loss2662

of kinetic energy. Hence, for real materials, further ex-2663

pansion of the jet requires an increasing fraction of the2664

available initial kinetic energy and, unless it is sufficient2665

to retract the jets entirely, the breakup of the jet into dis-2666

crete particles [190], and the cessation of mass loss into2667

it, becomes inevitable on energetic grounds. This pri-2668

mary breakup process can be enhanced by the effects of2669

non-monotonic expansion velocities, non-uniform mass2670

flux and capillary instability. The effect of the non-2671

monotonic expansion velocity is analogous to the for-2672

mation of internal working surfaces in high Mach num-2673

ber fluid jets (e.g. [412]), with additional breakup pro-2674

cesses resulting from, e.g., caustic formation in ejecta2675

sheets with small lateral motions.2676

8.3.2. Secondary breakup and atomization2677

The process of secondary breakup is generally con-2678

sidered to be the result of a balance between aerody-2679

namic forces on the particles, their inertia, and restor-2680

ing forces such as material strength and surface ten-2681

sion. A variety of breakup models have been developed2682

[386, 528], which capture an essentially similar set of2683

physical processes with varying fidelity.2684

In addition to these dynamical processes driving par-2685

ticle breakup and atomization, high temperatures caused2686

by the shock energy deposition and increased surface ar-2687

eas due to jet growth and particle formation can act to2688

significantly enhance the rate of chemical reaction be-2689

tween flow components [87], leading to another route2690

to eventual break-up.2691

8.3.3. Experimental particle sizing2692

A variety of techniques have been applied to the char-2693

acterization of the particle size distribution in experi-2694

ments. These techniques have complementary benefits2695

and limitations, in terms of their ability to measure the2696

properties of single particles against the population as2697

a whole, and the completeness of the sampling that is2698

achieved.2699

Holography [490], shadowgraphy [441] and phase2700

Doppler anemometry [52] allow the properties of single2701

particles to be characterized, but as a result are limited2702

to rather small total numbers of particles, and particular2703

experimental geometries. The Mie scattering diagnos-2704

tic gives a measure of the ejecta particle population as2705

a whole, by measuring the angle by which light is di-2706

verted as a result of diffraction around individual parti-2707
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cles [465], while multi-wavelength extinction measures2708

the loss of light along the direct path [494]. In both2709

approaches, valuable additional information may be ob-2710

tained by measuring at more than one probe wavelength.2711

Such measurements provide statistics for the particle2712

population as a whole, which can be applied to cases2713

where the particle number would overwhelm a tracking2714

diagnostic but adds complexity to the interpretation of2715

the results.2716

8.4. Modeling2717

8.4.1. Direct simulation2718

The details of the ejecta production process have been2719

modelled using both continuum flow [207, 309, 442,2720

263] and molecular dynamic [586, 192, 102, 151, 479,2721

103, 153, 558] codes. Comparisons between these tech-2722

niques [103, 154, 157] tend to emphasize their good2723

agreement on the overall properties of the jet forma-2724

tion, but complementary strengths. Molecular dynam-2725

ical studies include the effects of constitutive proper-2726

ties modelled in an ab initio consistent manner (subject2727

to the accuracy of the numerical scheme and the inter-2728

atomic potential), but to date have been constrained to2729

domain sizes far smaller than the most relevant experi-2730

mental data. Continuum studies are not limited to small2731

scales, but do require supporting models for constitutive2732

properties such as strength, surface tension and frag-2733

mentation. Established models for these properties are2734

not available or well validated at the mesoscopic scales2735

and extreme conditions under which ejecta jet formation2736

and breakup occur.2737

8.4.2. Particle transport2738

Once ejecta particles have formed, the trajectories2739

they follow in a vacuum will be determined purely by2740

kinematics. However, in a medium of finite density,2741

they will be subject to the usual hydrodynamical forces2742

of drag and lift, and may also be subject to inter-particle2743

collisions and breakup. Given the number of particles2744

produced from a surface, it is generally impractical to2745

model in detail the propagation of each individual par-2746

ticle, and so some statistical model must be applied to2747

the population. Many computational codes have been2748

developed for the modeling of particle- and droplet-2749

laden flows in a wide variety of applications, such as2750

diesel sprays [386, 204], fire suppression [205], flu-2751

idized beds [105], pyroclastic flows [530, 140], spray2752

irrigation and inkjet printing. These approaches can be2753

categorized broadly as (i) Eulerian-Lagrangian, where2754

the particle populations are modelled using representa-2755

tive Monte-Carlo particles, e.g. [112, 182, 361, 351],2756

and (ii) Eulerian-Eulerian, where the particle popula-2757

tions are modelled using a smoothed continuum phase2758

field [530, 140]. In each case, many choices are avail-2759

able for the completeness with which processes such as2760

drag are modelled, as well as the level of detail with2761

which properties such as the particle size distribution2762

are treated, whether by random sampling, binning at2763

some resolution, or moment-based techniques.2764

It is often the case that differing approaches suit2765

different applications, with Eulerian-Lagrangian tech-2766

niques being particularly appropriate for modeling2767

the initial ballistic expansion phase, while Eulerian-2768

Eulerian approaches, similar to the RANS techniques2769

described elsewhere in this tutorial for modeling turbu-2770

lent mixing flows, can capture cases where drag is dom-2771

inant, or where particles are compacting into an ejecta2772

bed. The above modeling methods may also be applied2773

to flows where a particle population is already present2774

due to the seeding of the initial flow, as discussed the2775

explosive RT/RM section.2776

9. Reactive flows2777

9.1. Preliminary2778

In this section, we discuss the occurrence of RT and2779

RM instabilities in flows with chemical or nuclear re-2780

actions accompanied by heat release. Typically, the re-2781

action time scales are orders of magnitude shorter than2782

the flow timescales so that the hydrodynamic timescales2783

which are set by the above interfacial instabilities deter-2784

mine the rate and efficiency of the overall process. Re-2785

acting RM and RT instabilities occur in a wide array of2786

applications and natural situations including SCRAM-2787

JET combustion, ICF, type Ia supernovae, vapor cloud2788

explosions, multiphase combustion in propulsion appli-2789

cations and gas turbines.5 However, the flow in all the2790

above applications can be analyzed in the framework of2791

premixed or non-premixed combustion.2792

In premixed combustion, a homogeneous mixture of2793

fuel and oxidizer is ignited resulting in a self-sustaining2794

flamefront that then separates the burned material from2795

the unburned. The development and propagation of the2796

flamefront is dictated by the balance between chemical2797

reactions, diffusion (of heat and mass) across the re-2798

action front and convective development of the front.2799

Heat conduction across the reaction front results in the2800

combustion of additional unburned gases, so that the2801

flame front propagates forward with a flame speed.2802

RT and RM instabilities often aid the transition of the2803

5See [41, 118, 505] for recent studies.
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Figure 2: Oblique views of the Sn crystal for the 3 roughness amplitudes at the onset of the 
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surface: the jetting of material has been substantially 

enhanced by the sub-surface spall, and it is clear that the 

free surface of the material is close to breaking up alto-

gether into a fragmentary layer of low-velocity material, 

with far higher mass than that in the ejecta jets.

In Fig. 9, we compare the cumulative ejecta mass dis-

tributions for our calculations to data from experiment. 

The longer inter-shock interval results in less high-

velocity ejecta and more low-velocity ejecta, moving the 

results of the calculation closer to experiment. In future 

work, we will investigate whether further increasing the 

inter-shock interval and expanding the domain of the cal-

culation improves this agreement further.

Discussion

In previous experimental studies at AWE [2], a phenom-

enon referred to as ‘grass formation’ was observed around 

the melt threshold. The grass was a form of high-density, 

low-velocity surface ejecta, which formed when the post-

shock material was around or above the melt threshold. The 

ejection of the grass from the surface occurred after a sig-

nificant induction period. Bristow and Hyde hypothesized 

that the grass resulted from internal collisions within the 

spalled structure at the material surface, but it was not pos-

sible to test this using the diagnostics available at the time. 

A similar phenomenon, of delayed formation of intense, 

low-velocity ejecta, has been seen in more recent experi-

ments at LANL [12] and at AWE, which were diagnosed 

Fig. 7  Pressure field, masked to positions where the material corresponding to the Pb sample is present, as the reshock passes through the 3D 

region of the numerical sample, a at t = 1.45 μs, for the short interval case and b at t = 2.5 μs, for the longer interval case

Fig. 8  Later time, failure structure. As before, the left plot is for 

the calculation with the shorter time between shocks, here shown at 

t = 1.9 μs, while the right plot is for the calculation with longer coast, 

and is shown at t = 2.9 μs. Cells with failure parameter 𝛼 > 1.3 have 

been removed, illustrating the effects of cavitation and spall in these 

calculations

Figure 20: Examples of the results of direct simulation of ejecta production processes. (a) molecular dynamics (from
[152]); (b) continuum simulation (from [551]) – here cells below a certain density threshold have not been rendered,
to give an impression of the jet break-up and sub-surface spall structures.

flamefront to a turbulent state, which is accompanied2804

by an increase in the surface area available for com-2805

bustion. As a result, the burning velocity for the tur-2806

bulent flame is higher than the laminar counterpart.2807

Through a sequence of processes initiated by RM or RT,2808

and the transition of the flame brush to turbulence, the2809

flame deflagration may transition to a detonation front,2810

a process termed DDT (deflagration-to-detonation tran-2811

sition). Turbulence generated from hydrodynamic in-2812

stabilities are thus key to DDT, without which the run-2813

up distances of the corresponding 1D flame would ap-2814

proach lengthscales of kilometers [343, 293].2815

When the fuel and oxidizer are separated by a diffuse2816

interface, the resulting combustion is confined locally2817

to the interface and is rate-limited by the diffusion. This2818

scenario is referred as non-premixed combustion, and2819

results in a flame that propagates in neither the fuel nor2820

the oxidizer streams. As a result, non-premixed or dif-2821

fusion flames are safer, but less efficient since the burn-2822

ing is dictated by the mixing process across the inter-2823

face. Thus, hydrodynamic instabilities can significantly2824

influence the outcomes in diffusion flames through local2825

stretching of the flame surface as well as enhancing the2826

mixing through the deposition of localized vorticity. In2827

the extreme cases, hydrodynamic instability-driven tur-2828

bulence can improve the mixing between fuel and ox-2829

idizer streams through increased entrainment, thereby2830

resulting in higher burning efficiencies.2831

Based on the above discussion, we may classify2832

reacting RM and RT flows in to four distinct cate-2833

gories (i) non-premixed RM, (ii) premixed RM, (iii)2834

non-premixed RT and (iv) premixed RT. In premixed2835

RM/RT, the flame front separates burned and unburned2836

mixtures, so that the density difference across the inter-2837

face can lead to instability when a suitable acceleration2838

is applied (impulsive or otherwise). In non-premixed2839

RM/RT, a sharp or diffuse interface initially separates2840

fuel from the oxidizer. When accelerated impulsively2841

by a shock or through other means accompanied by heat2842

addition, stirring at the interface brings the fuel and oxi-2843

dizer streams in direct contact followed by flame forma-2844

tion. While reacting flows occurring in applications are2845

complex and involve multiple physical processes, the2846

above classification allows us to study each component2847

process in detail by isolating it from other physics.2848

9.2. Applications2849

Early interest in the interaction of a shock with a2850

flame bubble was motivated by a desire to enhance mix-2851

ing in scramjet applications. In hypersonic flight, to2852

minimize losses and heat load, the combustion must oc-2853

cur in a supersonic gas stream which reduces the resi-2854

dence times and requires greater and more efficient mix-2855

ing [567, 333, 334, 538]. Marble et al. [333] suggested2856

using shock-induced mixing associated with the RMI to2857
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accelerate the mixing process between a cylindrical col-2858

umn of Hydrogen fuel and the ambient air. In a typical2859

scramjet configuration (or a Shcramjet: shock-induced2860

combustion ramjet [533]), the fuel jet is supersonic and2861

is intersected by an oblique stationary shock at every2862

cross-section along its length. The authors of [333] ap-2863

plied thin body theory to show that the spatial develop-2864

ment of the cross-section of the cylindrical jet is equiv-2865

alent to the temporal development of a fuel jet that is2866

processed by a moving shock wave. The latter unsteady2867

configuration is simpler to investigate in experiments2868

and can be interrogated with detailed time-dependent2869

diagnostics. A secondary benefit of the baroclinic vor-2870

ticity deposition is that it can result in jet liftoff away2871

from the wall, avoiding the possibility of excessive wall2872

heating [538]. The use of standing shock waves to en-2873

hance mixing and combustion through RMI eliminates2874

the need to use active strategies such as shear layer exci-2875

tation or intrusive injection features such as struts which2876

would also require additional cooling [568].2877

RMI-mediated mixing also plays a significant role in2878

multiphase detonation which occurs in propulsion ap-2879

plications with liquid fuels or in dust explosions. Pulse2880

detonation engines (PDEs) or rotating detonation en-2881

gines (RDEs) rely on detonative combustion which is2882

more efficient, and are expected to outperform engines2883

designed around the Brayton cycle [260]. However, for2884

practical applications these devices must be powered2885

by high-density liquid fuels to maximize the thrust-to-2886

weight ratios. The resulting multiphase detonations in-2887

volve a complex sequence of events (Figure 21) includ-2888

ing the shock-driven breakup of the fuel particles, evap-2889

oration and mixing, and reactions. The timescales for2890

these processes depend strongly on the particle sizes and2891

can overlap, further complicating the analysis. As the2892

fuel particle is processed by the detonation wave, RMI2893

leads to stretching of the interface followed by breakup2894

into child particles. The timescales of breakup, and2895

the details of the particle distribution following breakup2896

will depend on the Weber number among other param-2897

eters. Following breakup, the increase in temperature2898

will lead to droplet evaporation resulting in a supercriti-2899

cal fuel vapor cloud that will react with the ambient oxi-2900

dizer after a chemical induction time. Depending on the2901

parameters of the problem, RMI can strongly influence2902

the droplet breakup process as well as the subsequent2903

mixing between the supercritical fuel and the ambient.2904

Interfacial instabilities in a reactive context also play2905

an influential role in dust cloud explosions, which have2906

been observed in coal mines [95, 125], food process-2907

ing facilities and other industrial facilities [158, 251].2908

A related problem is the augmentation of explosive per-2909

formance through the addition of reactive particles to a2910

charge [262, 241, 308, 16, 178].2911

In the latter scenario, the interaction of the detonation2912

with the particle layer might be influenced either by the2913

shock driven multiphase instability (SDMI [394, 536,2914

10], a multiphase analog of RMI) or the RT instability.2915

SDMI is observed when a particle layer is dispersed by2916

a shock as shown in Figure 22, so that the interaction2917

of the shock and the density gradient at the gas/particle2918

interface leads to vorticity formation which culminates2919

in particle jetting.2920

Figure 21: Fuel droplets processed by a shock front
in a multiphase detonation application. Inset shows de-
tails of the droplet deformation due to shock interaction,
breakup of the parent droplet through shock-driven in-
stabilities, and subsequent evaporation.

Figure 22: Dispersal of particle layer by an explosive
shock wave, and subsequent formation of particle jets
resulting from SDMI. Images reproduced from [178]
with permission.

RT instabilities have also been identified as im-2921

proving the performance of ultra-compact combustors2922

(UCCs) in gas turbine systems [119, 585]. UCC designs2923

under consideration have the potential to greatly reduce2924

the weight of gas turbine engines, thus increasing the2925

thrust to weight ratio. In addition, the compact size2926

allows for the inclusion of a reheat cycle between tur-2927

bines, thus increasing the efficiency of the system. Most2928

common UCC designs involve the admission of fuel2929
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Figure 23: Evolution of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf showing the RT-dominated thermonuclear flame (gray iso-
surfaces) as well as the outer extent of the greatly expanded star. Spatial coordinates are scaled by the initial radius
of the white dwarf. Panels (A) – (F) correspond to 1.26, 1.49, 1.57, 1.65, 1.76 and 1.9 s after ignition. Images are
reproduced from [183] with permission.

and oxidizer streams tangentially into a circumferen-2930

tial combustor chamber, while the g-loading is provided2931

centrifugally through high-speed rotation. Such a con-2932

figuration in which a non-premixed fuel and oxidizer in-2933

terface is subjected to high g-loading (∼ 300g0–3000g0)2934

is susceptible to the development of the RT instability2935

at the flame site. RT instability is also influential in pre-2936

mixed formulations of the UCC concept, where pressure2937

waves generated from ignition can accelerate the flame-2938

front resulting in an increase in the flamespeed [119].2939

Similarly, pressure gain combustors using shock-2940

flame interactions have been recently considered as a2941

means to improving the efficiency and specific fuel con-2942

sumption of gas turbines. A promising approach is to2943

allow shock waves to interact with the pre-mixed flame2944

within the combustor, so that RM instabilities increase2945

the flame surface area and hence the heat release rate2946

[316]. The enhanced heat release rate can lead to an2947

expansion of the burned gas, accompanied by the for-2948

mation of additional pressure waves which can in turn2949

drive further instabilities at the flame front. Prelimi-2950

nary experiments have shown a parabolic dependence2951

of the flame heat release rate with the shock Mach num-2952

ber [316].2953

At the astrophysical scale, RTI has been hypothe-2954

sized to trigger DDT in type Ia supernovae explosions2955

of white dwarfs in binary systems. The mechanism2956

underlying the supernova explosion in this system is2957

runaway thermonuclear burning in a dense, electron-2958

degenerate carbon-oxygen star which is driven over the2959

Chandrasekhar stability limit by accretion from a binary2960

companion. Recent simulations by [183] summarized in2961

Figure 23, used high-resolution numerical simulations2962

to investigate the deflagration process. The mass of a2963

stable white dwarf can exceed the Chandrasekhar limit2964

through accretion from a neighboring star, resulting in2965

a sequence of processes (core contraction, compression2966

of core material, accompanying increase in temperature,2967

and acceleration of thermonuclear reactions) that cul-2968

minates in a runaway process and ignition [183]. The2969

ensuing thermonuclear flame propagates radially out-2970

ward initially with a laminar flame speed, but soon suc-2971

cumbs to the growth of RT unstable modes. The onset2972

of RT on the flamefront signals a significant spike of2973

the flame speed to a turbulent velocity, while the rising2974

plumes of hot burned gas are interspersed with cold jets2975

of unburned material that descend towards the core as2976

reported in [183]. For a detailed overview of RT flame2977

simulations in the context of SN Ia objects, we point2978

the reader to the references discussed in Hicks [224].2979

The detailed simulations of [183] show a complex ar-2980

ray of processes in which RT instability corrugates the2981
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flame surface across an ever-widening range of scales,2982

secondary structures are observed on the flamefront and2983

the counterflow of burned and unburned material trig-2984

gers the KH instability which further increases the mix-2985

ing and the flame speed. Comparison of computed spec-2986

tra of carbon and oxygen from the simulations of [183]2987

with Ia observations [253, 170] show a discrepancy in2988

the velocities associated with these elements. The au-2989

thors of [183] hypothesize the higher velocities in the2990

observational data imply these elements occur in the2991

outer layers of the expanding star, and that the flame has2992

undergone a transition to a detonation likely instigated2993

by RT. The higher flame velocity of the detonation and2994

the more complete burning would explain the observa-2995

tion of C/O in the outer layers (while the total energy2996

burned from detonation models are in broad agreement2997

with observations [545]). SN Ia are used as standard2998

candles, since their light curves appear to satisfy a self-2999

similar solution parametrized by the peak luminosity3000

and the rate of decay [384].3001

However, a significant source of uncertainty in the3002

empirical relations used to collapse the different light3003

curves is the precise explosion mechanism, including3004

whether a DDT is observed and the mechanisms that3005

drive it. A second source of uncertainty arises in the3006

modeling of turbulent, expanding flames in regimes of3007

relevance to type Ia supernovae. Owing to the wide sep-3008

aration in scales, numerical simulations must make use3009

of subgrid models to describe flame behavior. A param-3010

eter that governs the subgrid model is the flame speed3011

which could either be the RT flame speed, or the re-3012

sult of the flame interaction with the ambient turbulence3013

[224].3014

9.3. Flame Physics3015

When chemical/nuclear reactions and heat release are3016

present alongside instability-driven mixing, the result-3017

ing flow evolution can be very complex governed by3018

multiple scales and parameters. In both premixed and3019

non-premixed flames, ignition is accompanied by gen-3020

eration of pressure waves, the acceleration from which3021

can further enhance (or impede) the growth of the un-3022

derlying instability. In non-premixed flames, the forma-3023

tion of the reaction zone can sometimes alter the stabil-3024

ity of the flow. Often, the initial perturbation seed for3025

RT/RM in premixed flames is the growth of modes due3026

to the Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability [345, 124, 290].3027

The DL instability occurs due to hydrodynamic effects3028

induced by the thermal expansion of the burned gas, and3029

is dependent on the density ratio σr = ρu/ρb between3030

the unburned and burned gases. The thermal expansion3031

induces a jump in the tangential velocities across the3032

perturbed interface, while the resulting vorticity induces3033

perturbation growth at all wavenumbers according to3034

linear stability analysis [124, 290]. However, Mark-3035

stein [336] argued based on observations, that small-3036

scale perturbations must be stabilized due to curvature-3037

dependent local stretching. This effect is captured by3038

modifying the flame speed (S f ) according to [345, 336].3039

S f = S f ,∞ − κLM , (71)

where S f ,∞ is the laminar flame speed of the unper-3040

turbed flame, LM is the Markstein length that sets the3041

cutoff for the critical wavelength, and κ = ∇ · n is the3042

interface curvature. The consequence of Eq. (71) is3043

to differentially modify the flame speeds at the crests3044

and troughs in such a way as to stabilize the DL in-3045

stability [345, 336] for wavelengths shorter than λc =3046

4πσrLM/(σr − 1). Spherically expanding flames such3047

as those occurring in the astrophysical applications3048

[7, 8] approach the infinitesimally thin flame limit as3049

their radius increases, and are thus particularly vulnera-3050

ble to DL instabilities without the stabilizing effect of a3051

diffusion thickness.3052

Massa and Jha [343] argued for an alternate mech-3053

anism for the stabilization of small scales on a flame-3054

front. From a linear analysis of the premixed RM con-3055

figuration, the authors of [343] showed that small scales3056

on the flame surface are damped by a competition be-3057

tween combustion and baroclinic effects. The suppres-3058

sion of small scales is thus expected to depend adversely3059

on the reactivity of the mixture and is more pronounced3060

for weak shocks. Small-scale perturbations may also3061

be affected by the increased diffusivity as a result of the3062

temperature increase on the flame surface. In many situ-3063

ations, this leads to diffusive broadening of the flame as3064

well as a relaminarization of the flame surface as small-3065

scale features are lost to diffusion. Both RT and RM3066

instability growth rates are compromised when the per-3067

turbations are imposed on an initially diffuse interface3068

[149].3069

In addition to seeding perturbations, the DL insta-3070

bility could also potentially play a role in the self-3071

acceleration of a spherically expanding flame. Akker-3072

man et al. [7] illustrate such a scenario comprised of the3073

following sequence: an initially laminar, smooth and3074

spherical flame is formed as a result of energy depo-3075

sition; as the flame front expands it is susceptible to3076

the formation of cusps and creases due to the DL in-3077

stability; the flame surface area increases as a result of3078

the appearance of these features, thereby increasing the3079

consumption rate of the fresh charge; the flame speed3080
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Figure 24: Flame evolution showing mechanism of pulsating behavior from DNS of [404]. Images correspond to
fuel mass fractions of 0.05 (red) and 0.95 (blue), and correspond to instances of minimum (a) and maximum (b) flame
speeds. In (b), flame collision is visible. Images are reproduced from [404]. Reproduced with permission.

then continually increases leading to a sustained self-3081

acceleration of the flame. During the self-acceleration3082

phase, the flame may additionally be unstable to the3083

growth of RT modes. While DDT driven by RT may3084

be possible eventually in a self-accelerating flame, the3085

authors of [7] show the required time and length scales3086

are too large for it to be a concern in terrestrial applica-3087

tions.3088

An RT-unstable flame front may also exhibit self-3089

regulating behavior [183, 224]. The flame speed in-3090

creases through turbulent wrinkles generated by RTI.3091

However, a corrective to this trend is that as cusps form3092

on the flame front they might be lost to burning due to3093

their high curvatures (Eq. (71)). As a result, a measure3094

of balance may be achieved between the production of3095

flame surface through RTI and the corresponding losses3096

due to cusp burning [224]. However, it is not clear if3097

this balance will be maintained through late times as the3098

RT-unstable flame front is populated by low wavenum-3099

ber modes which have low curvatures and are thus likely3100

to survive the burning process with their flame speeds3101

largely unaffected.3102

From detailed DNS, [404] showed an alternate mech-3103

anism for self-acceleration of a turbulent flame brush re-3104

sulting from a self-generated pulsating instability. Fig-3105

ure 24 shows the problem setup in which an initially3106

laminar, unstrained flame is passed through an isotropic3107

turbulent flow field with a characteristic velocity scale3108

Ul. In [404], the authors show that the evolution of the3109

flame surface area is a competition between the turbu-3110

lent flame growth and the negative contribution due to3111

intermittent flame collisions (Figs. 24). The balance be-3112

tween the continuous flame growth and the intermittent3113

flame collisions results in a pulsating behavior of the3114

flame surface area which leads to great variability in the3115

turbulent flame speeds.3116

The pulsating behavior described above can establish3117

an alternate pathway to flame acceleration, RM insta-3118

bility and a runaway process ultimately leading to DDT.3119

The pulsations produce progressively stronger pressure3120

waves, which initiate RM as they pass through re-3121

gions of misaligned density gradients within the flame.3122

The RM instability further intensifies the turbulence3123

within the flame brush, leading to even stronger pres-3124

sure waves. Thus, the RM instability is self-generated3125

and driven by the pressure waves that stem from the pul-3126

sating flame, rather than an external source. Eventually,3127

the overpressures strengthen to a point where the result-3128

ing waves reach the detonation CJ velocities as hypoth-3129

esized and observed in the simulations of [404]. The3130

above sequence of events could explain the DDT mech-3131

anism in SN Ia events, where the acceleration effects3132

observed in terrestrial applications due to confinement3133

are not available. Similarly, the configuration studied in3134

[404] of a premixed flame is relevant to SN Ia, where3135

convective turbulence in the core may be present prior3136

to ignition. When the flame is formed, it will then prop-3137

agate through this pre-ignition core convection field and3138

interact with it [384].3139

In the following, we provide a brief review of the sig-3140

nificant progress that has been made in our understand-3141

ing of RM and RT flames. Note that this review is not3142

intended to be comprehensive, but our hope is to pro-3143

vide the reader merely with a summary of significant3144

trends in these areas of research and to identify poten-3145

tial opportunities for further progress.3146

9.4. RM Flames3147

The earliest experimental studies of a shock interac-3148

tion with a flame were undertaken by Markstein [337,3149
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Figure 25: Planar shock interaction with a spherical n-butane-air premixed flame from the experiments of Markstein
[340] . Images correspond to timestamps of (from left to right) 0, 0.1, 0.14, 0.7, 2.5 and 3.5 ms. Reproduced from
[448] with permission..

338, 339, 340], who examined the passage of a planar3150

shock through a n-butane-air stoichiometric flame. The3151

experiments were conducted in a vertical shock tube, in3152

which a premixture of fuel and air were admitted, while3153

the shock was introduced by rupturing a diaphragm sep-3154

arating compressed and ambient air. From high-speed3155

photography, and pressure tracers, the authors diag-3156

nosed multiple interactions, first between the incident3157

shock and the flame, and followed by interactions be-3158

tween reflected shocks and expansion waves. The in-3159

teractions resulted in funnels (spikes in the RMI con-3160

text), of cold air penetrating the flamefront, corrugating3161

the flame surface and enhancing burning. The funnel3162

features were correctly attributed to RM (due to shock-3163

/flame interaction), and RT (due to subsequent expan-3164

sion wave interactions with the flame).The experiments3165

were extended to a curved flame surface by Marsktein in3166

[338, 340], where the effect of shock strength was also3167

studied. In [448], results from experiments by Mark-3168

stein were summarized for the first time for a spherical3169

flame interacting with a planar shock (figure 25). Re-3170

sults were also included for the case in which the flame3171

was perturbed by a fine-grid perturbation. Shortly af-3172

ter shock interaction, the flame surface was dominated3173

by small scales, while larger scales due to RMI asserted3174

themselves at late times.3175

Recent experiments include the study by Thomas et3176

al. [511] of a shock interaction with a spheroidal ethy-3177

lene flame bubble. In the experiments, the flame was3178

distorted by the passage of several reflected shocks, ul-3179

timately leading to a turbulent state as well as transition-3180

ing to a detonation wave. Figure 26 shows high-speed3181

Schlieren images from the experiment, including the ap-3182

pearance of RM-created spike strands at late times.3183

Rudinger [448] presented a wave diagram approach3184

for analytically computing the interaction of a planar3185

(1D) shock with a flame surface approximated using3186

small perturbation theory. Early simulation work was3187

performed by Picone et al. [396] who reported 2D sim-3188

ulations of a cylindrical flame-like region driven by a3189

planar shock under conditions similar to Markstein’s ex-3190

periments [337, 339, 340]. In their simulations however,3191

the flame was represented without reactive effects as a3192

region of reduced density and higher temperature. A3193

nonlinear theory of vorticity deposition was proposed3194

to explain the simulation results.3195

In Batley et al. [45], the authors used a 2nd order3196

Godunov solver to compute the shock-flame problem3197

using a 1-step Arrhenius reaction, and a temperature-3198

dependent thermal conductivity, while taking Pr = Le =3199

1. The simulations corresponded to the experimental3200

configuration of Scarinci and Thomas [461]. More re-3201

cently, Dong et al. [142] reported results from simu-3202

lations of an ethylene/oxygen/nitrogen premixed flame3203

subjected to an incident shock with a Mach number of3204

1.7, followed by repeated reflected shocks. The simula-3205

tions used a detailed (35-step) mechanism for ethylene3206

combustion, and reproduced the results of the experi-3207

ments of [511].3208

Khokhlov et al. [269] employed 2D and 3D nu-3209

merical simulations to investigate the modification of3210

a stoichiometric acetylene-air flame due to shock in-3211

teraction. They found that the shock induces RMI at3212

the sinusoidally-perturbed flame site, and the associ-3213
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Figure 26: Schlieren images of an ethylene flame bubble processed by an incident shock (traveling rightward), and
later by a reflected shock (traveling leftward), from experiments of [511]. The incident shock Mach number was 1.7.
Images are reproduced from [511] with permission..

ated vorticity deposition sustains the flame to late times3214

against the stabilizing effects described in the Markstein3215

model above. The formation of a “funnel” due to RM3216

instability is evident in their simulations, as it trans-3217

ports fresh unburned material towards the flame. At late3218

times, the mushroom head detaches from the rest of the3219

spike, and proceeds to burn out leaving behind a cusped3220

spike. The simulations of [269] showed an increase in3221

the energy release rate of a factor of 20–30 for the RM3222

flame over the unshocked case. Additionally, the en-3223

ergy release rate per unit area was also found to increase3224

weakly with the shock Mach number, as the increased3225

density at higher shock strengths leads to greater mass3226

flow through the flame.3227

When a circular flame is repeatedly reshocked [270],3228

the complex shock-flame and shock-shock interactions3229

were observed to eventually lead to DDT. In their 2D3230

simulations, Khokhlov et al. [270] found RM to be the3231

dominant mechanism in the deformation of the flame3232

surface, while the shear-driven KH instability only con-3233

tributed to a third of the total turbulent kinetic energy at3234

any scale. The transition to detonation occurs at the end3235

of a sequence of processes initiated by the RM instabil-3236

ity [270]. As the flame is repeatedly reshocked, a tran-3237

sition to a turbulent flame brush is observed. The corru-3238

gated flame surface creates pressure fluctuations, which3239

lead to localized hot spots. The hot spots represent sharp3240

gradients in the chemical induction time, so that the lo-3241

cation of the minimum induction time ignites sponta-3242

neously. The accompanying reaction wave propagates3243

in the direction of the gradient of the induction time, and3244

can eventually strengthen to a detonation propagating at3245

the CJ velocity. Houim and Taylor [242] observed sim-3246

ilar dynamics in their simulations of a Hydrogen flame3247

with detailed chemistry, under multiple shocks. The ap-3248

pearance of hot spots in their simulations precedes the3249

formation of a detonation through the reactivity gradient3250

mechanism. However, in contrast to [270], the authors3251

of [242] found the hot spot formation is not due to flame3252

corrugation, but essentially a 1D process also observed3253

in their unperturbed flame simulations.3254

Using experiments in a vertical Hele-Shaw cell, La3255

Fleche et al. [288] investigated RMI on a cellular flame.3256

The Hele-Shaw plates had a gap width of 5mm, and3257

filled with a Hydrogen-air mixture at ambient pressure3258

and ignited using spark electrodes. As cellular fea-3259

tures develop on the flame (due to thermo-diffusive in-3260

stabilities), an expanding shock parallel to the flame-3261

front is launched. The shock interacts with the flame,3262

triggering RM seeded by the cellular structures (Fig-3263

ure 27). Both light-to-heavy and heavy-to-light inter-3264

actions were studied, with the RM in the latter situa-3265

tion resulting in a phase inversion of the seeded pertur-3266

bations. More recently, Yang & Radulescu [566] pre-3267

sented a more complete work, whose Figs. 4, 7 or 93268

show a similar sequence as the one we just described.3269

Haehn et al. [217] reported experimental results of3270

RM-driven combustion in a novel configuration of di-3271

rect relevance to the ICF application. In their experi-3272

ments, a planar shock is refracted through a spherical3273

bubble containing a stoichiometric premixture of H2, O23274

and Xe, so that the shock-focusing at the downstream3275
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Figure 27: Experimental Schlieren images of the interaction of an expanding shock with a cellular flame [288]. The
cellular features on the flame surface provide the initial perturbations for the subsequent RM instability due to shock
passage. Images reproduced from [288] with permission..

pole of the bubble raises the temperature beyond the3276

ignition point. The experiments were the first of their3277

kind to extend the widely studied shock-bubble interac-3278

tion (SBI) problem to the reactive flow scenario. During3279

the shock “implosion”, the transmitted shock becomes3280

curved, and is thus stronger as it reaches the focal point,3281

before reflecting from the downstream implosion center3282

[217].3283

Figure 28 is a typical diagnostic image from the ex-3284

periments of [217], using Mie scattering and chemilu-3285

minescence. The Mie scattering reveals the outline of3286

the cloud of droplets resulting from the bubble atomiza-3287

tion from shock impact. The chemiluminescence im-3288

ages are time-exposed, and responsive to the OH rad-3289

ical. Thus, a triangular shape is indicative of a re-3290

action front that is propagating outward as the bub-3291

ble traverses downward. This behavior was observed3292

at low Mach numbers (Figure 28 (a)) when the reac-3293

tion timescales were long compared with the bubble3294

deformation timescales. At higher shock Mach num-3295

bers (Figure 28 (b)), the greater shock focusing resulted3296

in much faster reaction timescales, so that the com-3297

bustion process was completed before the bubble was3298

completely deformed. This resulted in an oblate shape3299

for the time-exposed reaction cloud seen in Figure 283300

(b). The bottom figure which corresponds to a later3301

time shows no OH signal, suggesting the combustion3302

has proceeded to completion while the bubble is still3303

undergoing deformation. The results from the react-3304

ing shock-bubble experiments of [217] were also repro-3305

duced numerically by [133] in their 3D simulations, us-3306

ing detailed H2-O2 chemical kinetics. The simulations3307

revealed complex vortex dynamics due to secondary in-3308

stabilities, which were inhibited in the presence of reac-3309

tions and heat release.3310

In contrast to the extensive studies of premixed RM3311

summarized above, the corresponding non-premixed3312

problem has received little attention in spite of its signif-3313

icance to applications such as multiphase combustion.3314

In [531], results from a comparative study of premixed3315

and non-premixed combustion were reported at differ-3316

ent incident shock Mach numbers. For the conditions3317

of their shock tube experiment, the RMI-induced mix-3318

ing did not result in the combustion of a pure Hydro-3319

gen bubble in an oxygen environment. In contrast, pre-3320

mixed bubbles of H2/O2 (in O2 or N2 surroundings) un-3321

derwent ignition when shocked at the same Mach num-3322

bers. Billet et al. [63] and Attal et al. [24] reported3323

2D results from simulations of a non-premixed shock-3324

bubble flame interaction problem. In both studies, the3325

effects of detailed chemistry and transport coefficients3326

were included, while the problem setup involved an ini-3327

tially quiescent cylindrical H2 bubble embedded in air,3328

and shocked by a Mach 2 planar shock. The develop-3329

ment of the diffusion flame proceeds through a com-3330

plex sequence of events, and is fundamentally different3331

from the premixed examples discussed earlier. Ignition3332

was first observed in a thin rib connecting the kidney-3333

shaped vortex features on either side. The thin ridge3334

is flanked on either side by air, and thus constitutes a3335

double-diffusion flame surface. As the vortices develop3336

more small-scale features, increased mixing is observed3337

leading to combustion within the vortex cores. The cor-3338

responding sinusoidally perturbed, non-premixed RM3339
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Figure 28: Experimental images from Mie scattering and Chemiluminescence showing the reacting shock-bubble
interaction problem at early (top) and late (bottom) times. The images correspond to shock Mach numbers of (a) 1.65
and (b) 2.83. Images are reproduced from [217]. Reproduced with permission.

problem was studied by Attal et al. [25] using high-3340

resolution numerical simulations with detailed chem-3341

istry(figure 29). When no initial shock was present, ig-3342

nition at the interface resulted in the formation of spon-3343

taneous combustion waves, which then accelerated the3344

interface through RT and RM instabilities. The result-3345

ing growth rates were found to depend on several factors3346

including the thickness of the interface, initial tempera-3347

tures, degree of non-planarity of the combustion waves,3348

reactivity of the mixture etc. In addition, when an ini-3349

tial shock passed through the interface, the resulting3350

development depended on the sequence of the shock-3351

interactions. When the interface was first processed by3352

the combustion wave followed by the incident shock, an3353

RM-like growth was observed. In the opposite scenario,3354

a variable-g RT growth was observed, where the initial3355

amplitude for the RT was seeded by RM from the inci-3356

dent shock passage.3357

9.5. RT Flames3358

In the experiments of [163], a combustible mixture3359

of Hydrogen and air was pressurized in a cylindrical3360

container and spark ignited. The diagnostics included3361

high speed photography of the flame front, from which3362

the radial trajectory of the expanding flame could be in-3363

ferred. The authors in [163]concluded from the radial3364

trajectory that the flame was RT unstable, and corrob-3365

orated by the observation of flame bubbles ascending3366

towards the unburned material. RTI was also found to3367

be influential in the transition of so-called tulip flames3368

(TF) to distorted tulip flames (DTF) in premixed com-3369

bustion. Xiao et al. [564] performed 2D numerical sim-3370

ulations of a stoichiometric mixture of Hydrogen and3371

air confined in a long duct, and found the RTI to be3372

responsible for the flame transition to DTF. The tulip3373

flame is characterized by cusps, which collapse when3374

the flame touches the walls of the duct. This generates3375

strong pressure waves, which in turn provide the desta-3376

bilizing acceleration for RTI development. The growth3377

of RT modes at the flame front causes further deforma-3378

tion, leading to the formation of the DTF [564].3379

Hicks [224] performed 3D simulations of a premixed3380

RT flame front to investigate the accuracy of commonly3381

used subgrid models for flame thickness and flame3382

speeds in astrophysical calculations. The simulations3383

were initialized with a multimode perturbation, while3384

reactions were modeled using a bistable reaction term3385

implemented in an advection-diffusion-reaction equa-3386

tion. The simulations revealed the flame widths were3387

thinner than suggested by traditional turbulent combus-3388

tion models, likely due to stretching by the RT modes.3389

Similarly, the observed flame speeds were in disagree-3390

ment with traditional models which typically assume3391

S t ∼ Ul, where Ul is the laminar flame speed. The au-3392

thors of [224] attribute the failure of standard turbulence3393

models to the formation of cusps on the flame surface,3394

which are unaccounted for in the models. The likeli-3395

hood of cusp formation and their prevalence scales with3396

the RT forcing, so that at large values of gL (where L3397

represents a dominant RT scale and g is the acceleration)3398

such features are widely present. The cusps increase the3399

flame surface area, as well as creating a focusing effect3400

for the thermal flux [224] enhancing the flame speed be-3401

yond the theoretical estimates.3402
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Figure 29: Contours of scaled density, H2O mass fraction and scaled temperature from 2D numerical simulations
of a sinusoidally perturbed, non-premixed H2-O2 flame shocked by a Mach 1.2 planar shock. Images are reproduced
from [25].

Reactive RT driven by reactions with timescales3403

longer than the instability timescales (the so-called3404

slow reaction regime) were investigated numerically by3405

Chertkov et al. [104]. The authors were interested in the3406

Boussinesq limit, with a 1-step reaction implemented3407

in an advection-reaction-diffusion model. The resulting3408

phenomenology is categorized into a mixed phase and3409

a segregated phase. The mixed phase is observed for3410

t < τr, where τr is a characteristic reaction timescale,3411

and resembles a non-reacting RT, where the mixing be-3412

tween the cold reactants and hot products dominates3413

the proceedings. For t > τr, the reactions within the3414

mixing layer dominate as there is a return to the pure3415

phases due to the formation of hot products from the3416

mixed material. This is accompanied by a noticeable3417

shift of the center of the mixing layer towards the reac-3418

tant stream seen in figure 30. The authors point out sim-3419

ilarities between reactive RT and immiscible RT, since3420

in both cases mixing is suppressed with a shift toward3421

pure phases.3422

Finally, Attal and Ramaprabhu [27] reported the dy-3423

namics of non-premixed single-mode and multimode3424

RT mixing layers. The problem setup consisted of a3425

sharp, perturbed interface initially separating a fuel and3426

oxidizer, and evolving under the influence of gravity3427

while instability-driven mixing improved burning at the3428

flame site. Heat addition within the mixing layer was3429

observed to modify the stability of the underlying RT3430

flow. For instance, for an initially unstable configura-3431

tion, heat addition from reactions resulted in the for-3432

mation of a third, intermediate layer which caused the3433

flame interface near the spikes to stabilize. In con-3434

trast, when the initial configuration was stable, reactions3435

within the flame region resulted in subsequent instabil-3436

ity.3437

9.6. Concluding Remarks3438

Since Markstein’s early experiments [337, 339, 340],3439

significant progress has been realized in the study of re-3440

acting RT and RM instabilities. The vast majority of3441

these studies have investigated the premixed RM prob-3442

lem, likely due to its relevance to the Scramjet appli-3443

cation. Similarly, a lot of the activity in the premixed3444

RT community has revolved around the astrophysical3445

application of type Ia supernovae events. In compari-3446

son, the non-premixed RT and RM flame problems have3447

received little attention, in spite of their potential rele-3448

vance to multiphase combustion applications. Experi-3449

mental studies of such flow configurations remain chal-3450

lenging due to difficulties associated with achieving the3451

initial ignition (requiring very high initial temperatures3452

or pressures), the ability to sustain the flame, as well as3453

demands placed on the diagnostics. Numerical simula-3454

tions can play a role here in the design of experiments3455

of non-premixed RT/RM, and in the identification of3456

fruitful regimes for exploration. However, a significant3457

source of uncertainty for simulations is the accuracy of3458

chemical kinetic mechanisms for high pressure condi-3459

tions. Available detailed chemistry mechanisms need3460

to be validated either using first-principles approaches3461

such as molecular dynamics or experimental techniques3462

at high pressures. To compound the difficulty further,3463

experiments at high pressures are often conducted with3464

diluents such as inert gases for safety considerations.3465
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Figure 30: Vertical slices of temperature (or a reaction progress variable) from the reacting RT simulations of [104].
The top row of images correspond to a reaction time τr = 1600, while the bottom row is obtained for τr = 16. The
simulations depict a transition from a mixed phase (t < τr) to a segregated phase ( t > τr). Images are reproduced
from [104] with permission.

The effect of such added diluents at high pressures must3466

be properly accounted for in constructing and validating3467

reaction mechanisms for such regimes. Finally, we echo3468

the remarks of Oran [384] who called for greater syn-3469

ergy and collaboration between the astrophysical and3470

the chemical combustion research communities.3471

10. Explosively expanding single and multiphase3472

flows3473

10.1. Preliminary remarks3474

This section hopes to shine some light on the role3475

of RT and RM instabilities that arise in explosively3476

driven flows. In these flows, a highly compressed, high-3477

pressure, high-density region of fluid is suddenly al-3478

lowed to expand radially and the front between the ini-3479

tially compressed fluid and the ambient undergoes RT3480

and RM instabilities. A range of environmental and3481

engineering applications exhibit features of this explo-3482

sively driven flows.3483

This section offers a brief discussion of these instabil-3484

ities in flows issued from and related to the detonation of3485

an explosive charge. The study of RT and RM instabili-3486

ties in this extreme regime is particularly difficult using3487

experiments due to the challenges of obtaining detailed3488

measurements, while simulations are complicated by3489

the restrictive grid and time-stepping requirements. For3490

homogeneous explosives, i.e. bare explosive charges,3491

these instabilities occur at the material front (or contact3492

discontinuity) between the explosive products and the3493

surrounding medium. In the case of heterogeneous ex-3494

plosives, i.e. explosives in which metal particles are ei-3495

ther embedded within the charge or emplaced surround-3496

ing the charge, the instabilities take place between the3497

explosive products and the surrounding medium, but3498

also at the advancing front of the particle cloud. The RT3499

and RM instabilities in these rapidly expanding flows3500

are substantially more complicated than their classical3501

counterparts.3502

Explosive flows could be classified into two broad3503

categories: i) homogeneous explosive driven flows, in3504

which only an energetic reactive substance is involved3505

and the resulting flow is entirely in the gaseous phase; ii)3506

heterogeneous explosive driven flows, in which the ex-3507

plosively driven flow is a mixture of gaseous products of3508

the detonation process along with the particulate matter3509

that was initially seeded as part of the multiphase ex-3510

plosive. In both cases, the evolution of the pressure and3511
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density profiles in the flow is such that RT and RM in-3512

stabilities occur multiple times within the typical period3513

of interest. In this section, we discuss these hydrody-3514

namic instabilities in the context of homogeneous and3515

heterogeneous explosives where the hydrodynamic in-3516

stabilities occur at the material front between two gases3517

or at the particulate front.3518

In subsection 2, we give an overview of the flow fol-3519

lowing the detonation of explosive charges. Next, we3520

report on the gas-particle counterpart to the classic two-3521

fluid RT and RM instabilities. The final subsection sum-3522

marizes the state-of-research concerning the character-3523

ization of hydrodynamic instabilities in particle laden-3524

flows and the explosive flow regime.3525

10.2. Some examples of explosives flows3526

We first consider a few examples of explosively ex-3527

panding flows and the observations of RT and RM in-3528

stabilities in them. Figure 31 shows the surface of a3529

very rapidly expanding turbulent reactive material front3530

resulting from a thermobaric test. The effect of RT and3531

RM instabilities is clearly seen in the highly wrinkled3532

nature of the expanding front. The early growth of these3533

instabilities and their later development into a highly3534

turbulent interface is often not easy to observe in such3535

explosively driven flows, due to the rapid evolution of3536

the process and the intense brightness associated with3537

an explosion. The difficulties associated with describing3538

the initial detonation process are avoided if we consider3539

the problem of a sudden release of a highly pressurized3540

spherical or cylindrical region of gas into an ambient3541

of much lower pressure. In this section, we will refer3542

to these idealized configurations as spherical or cylin-3543

drical shock tubes, as they are analogous to the classi-3544

cal planar shock tube problem, and the sudden release3545

is equivalent to bursting of the diaphragm in a conven-3546

tional shock tube. Figure 32 shows Schlieren images3547

of flow resulting from sudden release of pressurized gas3548

initially contained within a glass sphere. The outermost3549

sphere, seen in frame (b), is the outward propagating3550

primary shock (PS), which is observed to be stable. In3551

contrast, the material interface (or the contact surface)3552

between the gas initially contained within the sphere3553

and the ambient undergoes instability, which later de-3554

velops into the highly turbulent interface seen in frame3555

(c).3556

The presence of particles (or droplets) in the rapidly3557

expanding fluid greatly alters the nature of RT and RM3558

instabilities. In addition to the density jump across the3559

gas-gas interface between the initially pressurized and3560

the ambient fluid, in the multiphase case, we also have3561

a strong density jump across the particle front. The par-3562

ticle front separates the high-density fluid-particle mix-3563

ture from the lighter, particle-free fluid, and thus can un-3564

dergo RT and RM instabilities. Two different configura-3565

tions have been considered in these studies. In the first3566

configuration, the particles are embedded within the ex-3567

plosive and thus at the end of detonation, the region3568

of high-pressure, high-density gas contains the particles3569

and the mixture rapidly expands into the ambient. The3570

time evolution of the interface in this scenario show-3571

ing the development of RT and RM instabilities can be3572

seen in Figure 33 for a spherical explosive charge of ni-3573

tromethane embedded initially with zirconium particles.3574

The second configuration often considered is a spher-3575

ical or cylindrical explosive charge surrounded by an3576

annular region packed with particles. Examples of ex-3577

periments studying this configuration include those by3578

Frost et al. [177] or, more recently, by Hughes et al.3579

[247]. In a weak cylindrical casing, Frost et al. set3580

up an annulus of packed glass particles sandwiched be-3581

tween two thick annuli of packed iron powder in an at-3582

tempt to enforce quasi-two-dimensionality of the glass3583

particles dispersal. A PETN (pentaerythritol tetrani-3584

trate) chord ran through the length of the arrangement3585

and was lit at the far end, opposite the camera. The3586

explosive was chosen to limit afterburn, and the cylin-3587

drical geometry allowed for better optical access and3588

quantification of instabilities. High-speed recordings of3589

the post-detonation flow showed in detail the formation3590

of late-time aerodynamically stable particle jets. These3591

can be seen in the top row of snapshots in Figure 34.3592

Interestingly, a substantial difference in the particle jet3593

instabilities is observed in the top row between the dry3594

powder (left frame) versus the water-saturated wet con-3595

dition (right frame). Hughes et al. [247] furthered the3596

study of this type of configuration through experiments3597

that were instrumented specifically to capture gas, par-3598

ticles and gas-particle flow data. Note that these ex-3599

periments were significantly more energetic than those3600

studied in Frost et al. [177], using 8.5lbs of Composi-3601

tion B in contrast with the few grams of PETN. How-3602

ever, the particle mass-to-charge ratio remained consis-3603

tent at around 10-13. The middle and bottom row snap-3604

shots of Figure 34 show axial and transverse views of3605

a tungsten-particle shot (left) and a steel-particle shot3606

(right). Luminescence of the tungsten particles aside,3607

one can clearly distinguish different shapes of instabili-3608

ties between these shots. The instabilities in the exper-3609

iments involving steel particles display numerous fine3610

structures leading the particle front, comparable to the3611

observations made by Frost et al. In contrast, the in-3612

stabilities in the experiments involving steel particles3613
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are manifested as bright and dark striations following3614

a bright and dense leading band of particles.3615

It is thus clear that though the fundamental mecha-3616

nisms of RT and RM instabilities remain the same, their3617

manifestation in terms of observed evolution of material3618

interfaces in explosively driven flows can show substan-3619

tial variations. The factors that seem to influence the3620

evolution are (i) the geometry of the problem (spherical3621

versus cylindrical expansion), (ii) instability of rapidly3622

expanding single-phase gas-gas interface versus multi-3623

phase particulate front, (iii) particles being initially em-3624

bedded within the high-pressure, high-density gas ver-3625

sus emplaced outside, and (iv) other factors such as ini-3626

tial pressure and density ratio between the inside and3627

the ambient, size, density and packing volume fraction3628

of the particles, etc.3629

Figure 31: Rapidly expanding turbulent reactive front
resulting from a thermobaric test [32]. Reproduced with
permission.

10.3. Phenomenology of explosively driven flows3630

The wave diagram in Figure 35 represents the main3631

events that follow the detonation of an explosive charge3632

surrounded by a bed of particles in spherical or cylin-3633

drical geometry. Ignoring for the moment the parti-3634

cle cloud, as the explosive charge detonates, at the end3635

of the detonation there exists a spherical or cylindri-3636

cal region of very high-pressure, high-density gas sur-3637

rounded by the ambient fluid. What follows next can3638

be approximately thought of as a spherical or cylindri-3639

cal shock tube problem. An outward propagating blast3640

wave (BW) and an inward propagating expansion wave3641

(EW) are generated. The contact interface (CI) forms as3642

the discontinuous surface between the outward moving3643

Figure 32: Schlieren images of pressurized glass sphere
experiment: a) before explosion; b) strong blast wave
phase; c) end of reshock phase. The secondary shock
is visible near the top left corner of the picture.[120].
Reproduced with permission.

detonation products and the shock-heated air and is RT3644

unstable. Due to the over-expansion of the flow near the3645

origin, the tail of the expansion wave typically turns into3646

a secondary shock (SS) wave. The initially weak sec-3647

ondary shock wave starts expanding outward, entrained3648

within the detonation products. As it strengthens, the3649

secondary shock wave turns and implodes [78]. The de-3650

celeration of the contact interface during this phase of3651

the flow promotes the growth of RT structures at its in-3652

terface. Eventually, the secondary shock wave reflects3653

off the origin and propagates out and interacts with the3654

contact interface initiating RM instability. This interac-3655

tion reverses the direction of travel of the CI which be-3656

gins to move outward. The SS continues as a transmit-3657

ted shock and the interaction also generates a weaker,3658

reflected, tertiary shock that travels inward and reflects3659

off the origin. Meanwhile the CI slows and eventually3660

heads back toward the origin where it encounters the3661

outward moving tertiary shock. This process continues3662

until there is not enough energy left to repeat itself [78].3663

With the added presence of particles, the interaction3664

of the primary shock, gas contact and the secondary3665
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Figure 33: Development of instabilities on fireball sur-
face from detonation of a charge packed with zirco-
nium particles saturated with nitromethane [176]. Re-
produced with permission.

shock with the particle cloud must be considered. When3666

particles are initially distributed within the explosive3667

(and within the high-pressure products of detonation)3668

the process is similar to that of the single-phase limit,3669

especially when the particles are very fine. Figure 353670

depicts the scenario where particles are emplaced ini-3671

tially around the high-pressure gas region. In this case,3672

the particle cloud presents an inner front and an outer3673

front, across which the gas-particle density increases3674

and decreases, respectively. As the primary shock, and3675

later the secondary shock propagate over the particle3676

cloud, both the inner and outer fronts can undergo RM3677

instability. Also, due to the deceleration of the particle3678

bed, after the rapid initial acceleration, the outer front3679

also undergoes RT instability.3680

The instability of a CI in a detonation problem re-3681

sulting from a spherically or cylindrically expanding3682

material front is in several ways more complex than3683

those considered in corresponding planar configurations3684

[122, 328, 329]. For example, classical studies have3685

considered the simplified problem of an isolated inter-3686

face with a density jump, with uniform fields on either3687

side of the interface, and with a controlled evolution of3688

the interface. In contrast, in a spherical or cylindrical3689

shock tube, the PS and SS remain very close to the CI,3690

so that the CI cannot be considered to be spatially iso-3691

lated. At later times, as the secondary shock approaches3692

and interacts with the CI, the evolution of the interface3693

switches from RT instability to RM instability. Since3694

the SS passes from heavy-to-light gas, the CI instability3695

is expected to first decay, change phase, and then grow3696

linearly due to the RM instability. After the passage of3697

the SS, the instability again switches from RM to RT3698

instability. Thus, the time evolution of perturbation at3699

Figure 34: Top row: dispersal of a layer of dry (left)
and wet (right) glass particles shown at t = 12ms.
[177]. Middle row: axial view of the dispersal of lay-
ers of tungsten particles (left) and steel particles (right)
by composition B at t = 3.67ms. Bottom row: trans-
verse view of the dispersal of layers of tungsten parti-
cles (left) and steel particles (right) by composition B at
t = 3.60ms [247]. Reproduced with permission.

the CI is quite complex. Furthermore, in the detonation3700

problem the compression rate on either side of the CI3701

is not the same, nor is it spatially uniform. These fac-3702

tors make the instability of a detonation-driven material3703

front a non-classical one.3704

The above non-classical instability of an explosively3705

driven CI was considered by [328, 329, 122], who pur-3706

sued the following steps: (1) Solve the mean flow equa-3707

tions for the detonation products and obtain the base3708

flow solution, (2) Linearize the perturbation equations3709

and expand in terms of spherical harmonics or cylindri-3710

cal modes, (3) Solve the linearized perturbation equa-3711

tions as an initial value problem, (4) Perform the cal-3712

culation for different harmonic modes and identify the3713

most amplified mode. The key point to note here is3714

that since the base flow is time-dependent, the stability3715

analysis does not lead to a standard eigenvalue problem.3716

Most interestingly, even in the time-dependent problem,3717

the linear perturbation evolves to a global eigenmode3718

and the growth rate is independent of the details of the3719

initial perturbation. The advantage of such a numerical3720
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Figure 35: Schematic wave diagram for the detonation
of a heterogeneous explosive.

approach is that except for the assumption of linearity,3721

the analysis considered both the base flow and the per-3722

turbation to be fully compressible, while the complex3723

radial structure of the base flow was also retained in the3724

analysis.3725

In the numerical simulations, an initial half-Gaussian3726

perturbation in density was added to the base flow in3727

the high-pressure region. Immediately, the phase of the3728

density perturbation reversed and began to grow into a3729

Gaussian-like shape as did the temperature perturbation.3730

The radial velocity is also Gaussian-like, while the per-3731

turbed transverse velocity and pressure modes near the3732

contact interface appear to be odd functions centered3733

around the contact. In Figure 36, the radial structure of3734

the perturbation eigenmodes are plotted for the n = 643735

spherical harmonic mode.3736

The results of the stability analysis are presented in3737

Figure 37 as the integrated perturbation amplitude plot-3738

ted against time and compared against the theoretical3739

model for perturbation growth by Epstein [164]. The3740

results are for spherical geometry, where the different3741

frames are for different spherical harmonic mode num-3742

bers. Note that the spikes in the curves are due to sign-3743

changes that occur during interaction with the SS. Ex-3744

cellent agreement between the theoretical and numerical3745

results for the middle range of wavenumbers (i.e., for3746

n = 16, 32, 64) is observed, and is maintained through3747

the collision of the secondary shock and the contact in-3748

terface. A key finding is that, despite its simplifying3749

assumptions, the instability theory of Epstein predicts3750

the RT instability of the CI during its initial decelera-3751

tion quite well. Even more remarkably, the theory is3752

able to predict accurately the evolution of the perturba-3753

tion during the RM instability and during the late-time3754

RT instability.3755

Similar linear stability results were obtained for much3756

higher pressure ratios that are typical of the detona-3757

tion problem. Also, cylindrical geometry was consid-3758

ered with similar good agreement between the numeri-3759

cal simulation results and the simple theoretical model3760

of Epstein. These results are presented in [122]. The3761

above results are for the gas-gas contact interface and3762

the corresponding results for a multiphase situation for3763

the instability of the particulate front were discussed in3764

[121, 330].3765

Figure 36: Radial structure of the perturbation modes
obtained at nondimensional time t = 5. The different
frames show the structure of density, pressure, radial ve-
locity, transverse velocity and temperature eigenmodes
for spherical harmonic mode N = 64. Adapted from
Crittenden and Balachandar [122], Phys. Fluids.

10.4. Simulations of RT and RM instabilities3766

High-fidelity simulations of explosions are challeng-3767

ing by nature - these flow are broadly multiscale, fully3768

three-dimensional, highly unsteady and turbulent; their3769

characteristic time scales are extremely short; and the3770

pressure and temperature ranges reach extreme values.3771

Therefore, despite the recent expansion of computing3772

power, fully-resolved, multiphysics simulations of ex-3773

plosions are still out of reach, and detailed studies of3774

the embedded RT and RM instabilities remain a diffi-3775

cult task.3776

10.4.1. Single phase flows3777

An early study of turbulent mixing in explosions was3778

proposed by Kuhl [285] in 1993. The work consisted of3779
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Figure 37: Comparison of numerically evaluated per-
turbation amplitude in log scale to Epstein’s theoretical
results for a spherical shock tube with an initial pressure
ratio of 22:1. Adapted from Crittenden and Balachandar
[122], Phys. Fluids.

two-dimensional simulations of the mixing taking place3780

in the fireball of an HE-driven blast wave, and the author3781

identified four mixing phases [13, 14, 286]: (i) a strong3782

blast wave phase, during which the fireball interface is3783

subject to the RM instability when the detonation wave3784

reaches the edge of the charge, causing the mixing width3785

to grow linearly; (ii) an implosion phase where the fire-3786

ball is subject to RT instability, and the mixing width3787

grows according to a power-law; (iii) a reshock phase3788

when a secondary shock interacts with the density struc-3789

tures in the fireball, causing another RM instability; and3790

finally (iv) an asymptotic mixing phase at late time, dur-3791

ing which the mixing layer achieves an asymptotically-3792

constant width. It was found that a small residual of3793

fluctuating kinetic energy driven by the vorticity field3794

remained at late times.3795

Balakrishnan et al. [36] investigated the flow fol-3796

lowing the detonation of Nitromethane, Trinitrotoluene,3797

and High-Melting Explosive. Using three-dimensional3798

simulations, they studied the role of hydrodynamic in-3799

stabilities on the blast effect of these explosives. To3800

promote instability growth, random density and energy3801

fluctuations were added to the inner edge of the initial3802

explosive charge. The authors reported the four mix-3803

ing phases and similar mix width timeline as described3804

in [285], resulting in afterburn/combustion between the3805

detonation products and the shocked air. At the onset3806

of the asymptotic phase, structures in the mixing layer3807

begin to merge, leading to a wrinkled appearance and3808

loss of memory of the initial perturbation. Nonethe-3809

less, the appearance of the fireball seemingly remained3810

unique. Therefore, the authors suggested that two simi-3811

lar explosive charges could result in the same energetic3812

characteristics post-detonation while appearing visually3813

distinct. They also observed the secondary shock wave3814

distorts as it passes through the mixing layer. Vortical3815

structures in the mixing layer cause local variations in3816

the level of afterburn, thus affecting the local speed of3817

sound. It follows that the secondary shock wave may3818

become faster or slower locally, leading to its distor-3819

tion. However, the secondary shock recovers its spher-3820

ical shape shortly after exiting the mixing layer. The3821

simulations suggested that the mixing and afterburn en-3822

ergy release lead to a stronger and faster secondary3823

shock and to a smaller decay rate of pressure behind3824

the primary shock. Finally, the authors observed that3825

enhanced mixing between the detonation products and3826

shock-compressed air leads to improved impulse char-3827

acteristics of the explosives that only three-dimensional3828

simulations can predict accurately.3829

Recently, Courtiaud et al. [120] reported a numeri-3830

cal and experimental study of mixing inside fireballs us-3831

ing the analogous non-reacting pressurized glass sphere3832

experiment illustrated in Figure 32. Removing the nu-3833

merical complication associated with the detonation and3834

subsequent combustion/afterburn of a high explosive3835

(HE), they were able to concentrate on mixing. First,3836

their two- and three-dimensional LES confirmed that3837

the glass sphere analog is a good approximation for the3838

flow of a HE fireball as all four characteristic mixing3839

phases discussed earlier [285, 36] were captured. Then,3840

their results suggested that the overall mixing layer de-3841

velopment qualitatively parallels the classic RT theory.3842

Indeed, their analysis indicated that the spectral content3843

of the initial perturbations directly influenced the mix-3844

ing layer growth. Notably, the initial perturbation am-3845

plitude dictated the development regime of the RT in-3846

stability. Finally, they observed that the mixing process3847

scales with the initial energy of the flow, while being3848
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susceptible to the initial density contrast between the3849

explosive products and air, reminiscent of the initial At-3850

wood number effect.3851

Annamalai et al. isolated the RT instability within the3852

explosion context [15]. They performed two- and three-3853

dimensional studies of an outward propagating but de-3854

celerating single-mode perturbation around the con-3855

tact interface, following a finite source cylindrical blast3856

wave. The RT instability in this context contrasts with3857

classical studies, since it involves a cylindrical geom-3858

etry, time-dependent acceleration, both radially inward3859

and outward displacement of the contact interface caus-3860

ing the wavelength under consideration to change in3861

time, and time-dependent and compressible background3862

flow. The authors narrowed the scope of their study to3863

cases of isolated circumferential modes, isolated axial3864

modes, and isolated circumferential-axial modes. Their3865

simulations show that in the linear regime, the instabil-3866

ity’s perturbation growth rate is proportional to the ex-3867

ponential of the square-root of the wave number. In the3868

nonlinear regime, they reported that the bubble height3869

grows as the inverse of the square root of the wavenum-3870

ber. They complemented their study with comparisons3871

against three variations of a buoyancy-drag flow model3872

of increasing levels of complexity. Although non-trivial3873

to initialize, the most exhaustive version of the models3874

considered accounted for unsteadiness, compressibility,3875

finite interface thickness, and linear-to-nonlinear transi-3876

tion and offered reasonable predictions of the numerical3877

simulations.3878

10.4.2. Multiphase flows3879

The heterogeneous explosive configuration where the3880

particles are embedded in the charge has been ex-3881

plored by Balakrishnan et al. [37]. Using an Eulerian-3882

Lagrangian formulation along with an extended version3883

of LES to handle dense flow fields, the authors stud-3884

ied the role played by a dense cloud of inert metal3885

particles in the mixing layer following the detonation.3886

Their three-dimensional spherical simulations showed3887

that Rayleigh-Taylor structures emerge from the mix-3888

ing layer prior to its interaction with the particles as3889

seen in Figure 38a. Interestingly, these are the same3890

particles that initially perturbed the flow-field between3891

the outer edge of the particle cloud and the contact in-3892

terface. The mixing layer growth is further enhanced3893

soon after as the solid particles overtake the contact sur-3894

face, Figure 38b. A familiar sequence of events follows3895

with a stretched RT-unstable mixing layer as the sec-3896

ondary shock moves inwards, Figure 38c, and then a3897

re-shocked mixing layer after the focusing of the sec-3898

ondary shock. The vorticity deposited further wrinkles3899

the mixing layer, Figure 38d. In this heterogeneous ex-3900

plosive configuration, the peak rms concentration fluc-3901

tuations reaches 23 - 30% in intensity, indicative of sig-3902

nificant mixing. Upon comparison with a homogeneous3903

configuration containing the same quantity of explosive,3904

it is concluded that the turbulence intensity is enhanced3905

by the presence of the solid particles and by the de-3906

layed re-shock. The action of the particles on the flow3907

causes the mixing layer to grow non-linearly from early3908

time. The momentum and energy absorption by the par-3909

ticles slow the mixing layer growth during the implosion3910

phase.3911

Figure 38: Contact front overtaken by particles in an
Eulerian-Lagrangian LES simulation. a) t= 0.13ms, b)
t= 0.58ms, c) t= 1.52ms, d) t= 4.02ms [37]. Repro-
duced with permission.

The above efforts were also extended to the prob-3912

lem of the propagation of a spherical explosive charge3913

(TNT) surrounded by a dilute cloud of reacting alu-3914

minum particles in [38, 39]. Results from the simula-3915

tions indicate that similar to the charge-embedded case,3916

the presence of particles seed the RT instability at the3917

CI, which promotes mixing and afterburn. The four3918

mixing phases characteristic of homogeneous explosive3919

flows are still observed. Particle size appears to play3920

no role in the amount of mixing and afterburn follow-3921

ing the blast wave, independent of the initial particle3922

distribution and particle-to-charge mass ratio. The au-3923

thors report that, due to the energy released by the af-3924
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terburn, the pressure diminishes relatively slowly be-3925

hind the main shock wave, while the secondary shock3926

becomes stronger as a result of the hydrodynamic in-3927

stabilities. The late-time energy release by the after-3928

burn appears nearly self-similar and independent of the3929

hydrodynamic instabilities. The authors also observed3930

that the radial trajectory of the aluminium particles was3931

deflected by the vortex rings surrounding the growing3932

instability features, thus causing lateral dispersion and3933

clustering. Preferential heating and combustion of par-3934

ticles were observed, in particular in the afterburn re-3935

gions. The initial particle mass loading appears to pro-3936

mote larger particle clusters in response to the formation3937

of stronger vortex rings. Particle size was conjectured to3938

play a key role in the clustering process during the sec-3939

ond interaction with the mixing layer.3940

An observation widely reported in the explosive dis-3941

persal of particles surrounding a HE charge is the forma-3942

tion of late-time aerodynamically-stable particle jets.3943

The mechanism for formation and evolution of these jet-3944

ting instabilities is still unclear. However, the important3945

role played by hydrodynamic instabilities in HE flows,3946

as illustrated in the discussions above, points to the RT3947

and RM instabilities as natural candidates for contribut-3948

ing toward late-time jetting. Milne et al. [363] numer-3949

ically studied the processes following the interaction of3950

an explosive with a surrounding layer of liquid or pow-3951

der. Their multiphase simulations showed that the HE3952

detonation causes a spall layer, and then an accretion3953

layer that can break up, thus seeding the conditions for3954

particle jet formation. These fragments follow a ballis-3955

tic trajectory while leaving a trail of debris. The au-3956

thors’ analysis of two-dimensional simulations coupled3957

with experimental data lead them to the conclusion that3958

the timescale of the RT instability was too long to suc-3959

cessfully initiate the formation of the particle jets. In3960

a comparable study, Ripley et al. [431] conjectured the3961

jet formation follows the shock-particle front interaction3962

near the charge’s surface and that the number of jets is a3963

function of shock pressure. In other words, the RM in-3964

stability is responsible for seeding the particle jets. The3965

subsequent growth of these jets was linked to transverse3966

displacement of particles induced by complex shock in-3967

teractions, inelastic collisions and particle wake inter-3968

actions that were qualitatively modeled with a particle3969

attraction force.3970

Recent efforts in furthering the understanding of the3971

late-time particle jet formation has focused on the ef-3972

fects of initial perturbations present in the explosive3973

charge or in the surrounding bed of particles. Anna-3974

malai et al. [16] investigated the effect of a single-mode3975

perturbation on the energetic dispersal of heavy inert3976

particles at low volume fractions. Their point particle3977

simulations indicated that initial perturbations in the ex-3978

plosively expanding detonation products did not have3979

a noticeable impact on either the gas phase or the par-3980

ticles. Conversely, a perturbation imposed on the ini-3981

tial particle bed leaves a clear signature in the particle3982

cloud volume fraction distribution. The innermost front3983

of the cloud shows a fingering instability pattern at the3984

same wavelength as the initial perturbation. Similarly,3985

the mixing layer exhibits instability structures with the3986

same dominant wavelength. Ouellet et al. [389] refined3987

this work by introducing combinations of two-mode3988

perturbations. Their simulations suggested that the bi-3989

modal perturbation causes an increase in the width of3990

the dispersed particle cloud. Overall, this dilute initial3991

particle cloud of heavy particles behaved similarly to a3992

bimodal fluid-fluid RT instability. Interestingly, the au-3993

thors noted that the particle cloud expands faster locally3994

in regions in lower initial volume fraction. Also, the un-3995

derlying mixing layer structure grew perturbations mir-3996

roring the particle cloud perturbations as seen in Figure3997

39.3998

10.5. Experiments of RT and RM instabilities3999

Carefully controlled experiments of explosively ex-4000

panding flows are difficult to design and hence remain4001

scarce. To date, few have presented a detailed view of4002

the hydrodynamic mixing that follows the primary blast4003

wave.4004

Courtiaud et al. [120] exercised the compressed bal-4005

loon method to study mixing inside a HE explosion by4006

analogy. This experimental setup consists of a pressur-4007

ized glass sphere sealed to a metallic base with gas in-4008

let enclosed in a steel vessel with optical access. Ex-4009

periments using this apparatus have been successful at4010

reproducing the characteristic features of blast-driven4011

flows and have provided results consistent with numeri-4012

cal simulation results available in the literature. The au-4013

thors conducted accompanying numerical simulations4014

that illustrated the impact of the initial perturbations and4015

resemblance of the mixing with the theory of RT insta-4016

bility, as reported in Section 10.4.1.4017

Recently, a new facility to study blast-driven RT and4018

RM at non-diffuse interfaces has been tested by Musci4019

et al. [376]. This experimental apparatus consists of4020

a 30◦ diverging chamber, allowing for testing in cylin-4021

drical coordinates. The explosive charge is located in4022

a reloadable cylindrical sleeve inserted at the bottom of4023

the chamber. This sleeve is sealed prior to a test to en-4024

sure the upward propagation of the blast wave in the test4025

chamber. The heavy gas is filled from the bottom and4026

the light gas from the top of the test chamber. A vacuum4027
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box gently pulls out the gases through a thin slot located4028

at the center of the chamber on the back wall, producing4029

a non-diffuse interface. Finally, a loudspeaker is used to4030

induce small disturbances at the interface. Initial test-4031

ing of this facility has suggested good repeatability and4032

controllability of the blast wave. In addition, the charac-4033

teristic mixing phases of a HE-driven blast wave appear4034

to have been observed.4035

An elegant experimental apparatus was designed by4036

Rodriguez et al. [439] to investigate the mechanisms4037

of the late-time particle jet formation following the ex-4038

plosive dispersal of a particle cloud by a blast wave.4039

In this experiment, a weak blast wave generated in an4040

open shock tube at the center of a packed bed of par-4041

ticles is confined to a Hele-Shaw cell. This allows for4042

clear visualization of the solid particle jet formation in a4043

quasi-two-dimensional geometry as illustrated in Figure4044

40 (a). Their experiments have shown that the particle4045

jets took shape following the shock-particle bed inter-4046

action. It appears that initial disturbances referred to4047

as filaments are seeded at the inner surface of the par-4048

ticle cloud. These filaments continue to migrate to the4049

outer particle cloud front and forming jets at late times.4050

The effects of other key parameters are also reported4051

in [437, 438]. Simulations by Osnes et al. [387] con-4052

curred with the findings reported by Rodriguez et al.4053

[437, 438, 439], with the exception of the trend in the4054

number of jets with the increasing strength of the blast4055

wave. Figure 40 (b) shows the result of a four-way cou-4056

pled simulation of a blast-induced dispersal of a dense4057

particle cloud in a Hele-Shaw cell (42% mean initial4058

volume fraction) [278]. This study indicates that the de-4059

position of vorticity through a multiphase analog of RM4060

instability plays a key role in channeling the particles4061

into well-defined jets at the outer edge of the particle4062

bed.4063

10.6. Summary4064

RT and RM instabilities in explosively expanding4065

flows are challenging to study both using experiments4066

and simulations. However, their important role in the4067

mixing processes that follow the detonation of an HE4068

explosive motivates the continuing efforts to further4069

their detailed understanding. Four stages of mixing at4070

the expanding material fronts have been observed and4071

these underlying linear and nonlinear processes remain4072

qualitative similar for both homogeneous and heteroge-4073

neous explosives. The addition of particles to the ex-4074

plosive, as metal inclusions inside as casing, or parti-4075

cle bed outside, introduces small wavelength random4076

initial perturbations, which tend to enhance the mixing4077

between the detonation products and shock-compressed4078

air in each phase. Clustering of particles that form co-4079

herent particle jets has been reported under both di-4080

lute and dense-packed initial concentrations of particles.4081

Complex interplay of shock-particle interaction, inter-4082

particle collisions and particle-wake interactions have4083

been conjectured to promote this late-time particle jet4084

formation. However, precise quantification and model-4085

ing of this jet formation process is still lacking. Most4086

studies have been limited to 2D because of the exces-4087

sive computing power requirement. Also, for the case4088

of particles surrounding an explosive charge, studies4089

have been limited to modest particle volume fraction.4090

Ingenious experiments have become available in recent4091

years and the increase in computing power has already4092

allowed for further refinement in calculations.4093

11. Magnetohydrodynamics: Governing Models4094

Magnetohydrodynamics is a fluid-mechanical formu-4095

lation in which the fluid medium is assumed to be elec-4096

trically conductive so that it can interact with magnetic4097

fields. In particular, the electromagnetic Lorentz force4098

appears as a body force which acts on a fluid parcel, in4099

addition to body forces such as gravity, while the mag-4100

netic field itself can change according to Faraday’s law4101

of induction, due to the motion of the fluid, which car-4102

ries charge.4103

In deriving any of the usual formulations of MHD,4104

several essential assumptions are made about the4105

medium, which can be viewed as a continuum of sepa-4106

rated positive and negative electrical charges. First, the4107

fluid is electrically quasineutral. In a given region of the4108

fluid, it may transpire that a group of positive charges4109

will separate from a group of negative charges, so that4110

one part of the region has a net positive charge and the4111

other has a net negative charge. This separation causes4112

a large electrical field that will tend to force the charges4113

back toward each other, so that large charge separations4114

cannot be sustained in the plasma. Despite this, how-4115

ever, local thermal effects may cause charge imbalances4116

on smaller scales which are characterized by the Debye4117

length. By assuming a quasineutral plasma with some4118

appropriate flow length scale, we are implicitly assum-4119

ing the Debye length scale is sufficiently small relative4120

to the flow scales to be neglected. We assume the same4121

with respect to the Larmor radius, which is the radius4122

of the circular trajectory a charged particle travels in a4123

uniform magnetic field. Finally, if we treat the electrons4124

and ions (which are really separate species) as a single4125

unified fluid, we arrive at MHD [202, 203, 595].4126

There are several different formulations of MHD, but
here we will focus primarily on ideal MHD. This is the
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most idealized model — it neglects viscosity, thermal
conduction 6 and electrical resistivity in the fluid. The
resulting equations are:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (72)

ρ

(
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u
)

+ ∇p − J × B + ρg = 0, (73)

∂p
∂t

+ u · ∇p + γp∇ · u = 0, (74)

∂B
∂t
− ∇ × (u × B) = 0, (75)

∇ · B = 0. (76)

where the pressure equation (74) is again obtained from
an ideal gas equation of state with specific heat ratio γ, J
is the electric current, B is the magnetic field (formally,
the flux density) and g is the gravity vector. Eq. (75)
is obtained from the induction equation coupled with
Ohm’s law for a perfect conductor. The electric current
J is defined as

J =
1
µ0
∇ × B, (77)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability in a vacuum. This4127

relation is obtained from Ampere’s law (in the limit4128

where relativistic effects are unimportant allowing the4129

displacement current to be neglected). The Gauss law4130

(76) simply states that there are no magnetic monopoles,4131

and serves as a constraint on the other equations.4132

The key aspect to note about the ideal MHD equa-
tions is that the magnetic field influences the velocity
field evolution in (73), and vice versa in (75); thus the
magnetic field and velocity fields are nonlinearly cou-
pled. This aspect leads to an important property of the
magnetic field in ideal MHD, which we present follow-
ing Goedbloed and Poedts [203]. The induction law
(75) can be written in Lagrangian form,

DB
Dt

= B · ∇u − B∇ · u, (78)

where D/Dt = ∂/∂t + u · ∇ is the Lagrangian deriva-
tive. By combining this with continuity (72), also in
Lagrangian form, one can write

D
Dt

(
B
ρ

)
=

(
B
ρ

)
· ∇u. (79)

6For details on the nature of viscosity and thermal conduction in a
magnetic field, the reader is referred to [76].

But this is exactly the form of the kinematic equation
for a line element dl embedded in the flow,

D
Dt

(dl) = dl · (∇u), (80)

which relates its Lagrangian derivative with the direc-4133

tional derivative of the flow gradient. Thus, the field4134

moves locally as if it were a line element with the same4135

orientation embedded in the flow: the magnetic field4136

lines are “frozen” into the fluid! They follow the motion4137

of the plasma. (This property is shared, incidentally, by4138

vorticity in an inviscid fluid.)4139

The Lorentz force, taking the form (J×B) in Eq. (73),
gives a force on the fluid perpendicular to both the mag-
netic field vector and the current vector (J). This force
can be decomposed into two components

J × B =

(
B
µ0
· ∇

)
B − ∇

(
B2

2µ0

)
. (81)

The first of these components is called the magnetic
tension force, and the second is called the magnetic
pressure force. A key parameter for measuring the im-
portance of the magnetic field in an MHD fluid is the
plasma β. This is defined as the ratio of gas to magnetic
pressure given by

β =
p

B2/(2µ0)
. (82)

When β � 1, in general the hydrodynamic forces dom-4140

inate the system, and in contrast when β � 1 the mag-4141

netic forces are expected to dominate the system. It is4142

important to note that because gravity scales differently4143

with length than these other forces, even in a low β sys-4144

tem gravity can be important. The magnetic RT insta-4145

bility is just such an example where this can happen.4146

When magnetic diffusion (ηD) is included, the mag-
netic field and the flow are no longer frozen in to each
other. Eq. (75) then becomes

∂B
∂t
− ∇ × (u × B − µ0ηDJ) = 0. (83)

Including diffusion in the induction equation also result4147

in the addition of the Ohmic heating term, taking the4148

form µ0ηDJ2. to the RHS of Eq. (74).4149

Since the diffusion term in Eq. (83) is in effect a
second-order differential operator on B, it is more ef-
fective at smaller scales. The importance of diffusion at
a given scale can be understood by calculating the mag-
netic Reynolds number (the ratio of the diffusion time
to the advection time) given by

Rm =
VL
ηD

, (84)
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where V is a characteristic velocity of the system, and L4150

a characteristic length scale. In a collisional plasma the4151

magnitude of ηD relates to the level the current is be-4152

ing reduced as a result of the current carriers (normally4153

electrons) colliding with other particles.4154

Using an ideal MHD system (no viscosity or diffu-
sivity) and taking possibly the simplest situation of an
isotropic, homogeneous plasma with density ρ at rest
that is permeated by a uniform, unidirectional magnetic
field with no gravity, we simply determine the wave
spectra of this system. However, before performing any
analysis it is common to absorb the factor of 1/

√
µ0 into

the B term seen in Eq. 73, leading to

ρ

(
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u
)

+ ∇p − (∇ × B) × B + ρg = 0. (85)

It is worth noting that if one is using the cgs unit sys-4155

tem, absorbing the factor of 1/
√

4π into the B results in4156

exactly the same equation.4157

In the situation we are studying, unlike hydrodynam-
ics where sound waves are the only waves that exist,
there are three kinds of waves in the system. Firstly
there is the Alfvén wave, which has frequency

ω2 = k2
x

B2
x,0

ρ
(86)

where we have assumed initially we have a uniform4158

magnetic field that is in the x direction and of magni-4159

tude Bx,0, and with kx the component of the wave vector4160

along the magnetic field. These waves are incompress-4161

ible and propagate along the magnetic field at phase4162

speed VA = Bx,0/
√
ρ.4163

Then there are two compressible waves, the slow and
fast-mode magnetoacoustic waves, which have frequen-
cies

ω2 =
1
2

k2(C2
s + V2

A)

1 ±
√

1 −
4C2

s V2
A cos2 θ

(C2
s + V2

A)2

 , (87)

where θ is the angle between the wave vector k and B,4164

k is the magnitude of k, and Cs is the sound speed. The4165

solution with the + sign is the fast mode, and that with4166

the − sign is the slow mode. This means that fast mode4167

waves propagate at the largest speed in the direction4168

across the magnetic field, while slow mode waves prop-4169

agate most quickly along it. Since ω is a linear function4170

of k, these waves are not dispersive. More information4171

on the MHD wave spectra can be found in [202], for4172

example.4173

12. The magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability4174

The previous section contained a discussion of the4175

coupling of a magnetic field, through the framework4176

of MHD, to the hydrodynamic body forces leading to4177

an additional body force, namely the Lorentz force. In4178

this section, we will explore the effect this additional4179

force, and the requirement to solve for the evolution of4180

the magnetic field under the constraint that the field has4181

zero divergence, has on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.4182

12.1. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability and magnetic4183

fields4184

In this subsection we present some of the key ideas4185

and results needed to understand how the presence of4186

magnetic fields alters RT. This instability was first in-4187

vestigated by Kruskal and Schwarzschild [282]. Here4188

we will focus on cases where the magnetic field vector is4189

perpendicular to the direction of gravity. The case with4190

the magnetic field parallel to gravity, and other interest-4191

ing examples, are presented in Chandrasekhar [97].4192

12.2. Studying the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability4193

in an incompressible 2D model4194

Our main investigation will focus on a simplified set-
ting of the linear stability of a discontinuous density in-
version with a uniform, horizontal magnetic field under
gravity in 2D. The initial conditions we study in this
section are

ρ0 =

ρ1 if z < 0
ρ2 if z > 0

, (88)

ux,0 = 0, uz,0 = 0, (89)
Bx,0 = Bx, Bz,0 = 0, (90)

p0(z) = p0(0) − ρ0gz. (91)

We also assume the system is inviscid, ideal and incom-4195

pressible (i.e. we solve the evolution using Eqs. 72, 75,4196

76, 85 and ∇ · u = 0, the last of which removes the re-4197

quirement to solve for the evolution of the gas pressure).4198

These assumptions and initial conditions result in the
following linear equations for the perturbed quantities
δρ, δu and δB

∂δρ

∂t
= −δu · ∇ρ0, (92)

ρ0
∂δu
∂t

= −∇δp + (∇ × δB) × B0 + δρg, (93)

∂δB
∂t

= ∇ × (δu × B0), (94)

∇ · δu = ∇ · δB = 0. (95)

4199
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12.2.1. Lagrangian displacements in linear MHD4200

There are several ways in which the above equations4201

can be manipulated to allow for further investigation of4202

the ideal MHD instabilities. Here, we will apply the use4203

of the Lagrangian displacement vector field, since it is4204

an effective way of reducing the equations to a mean-4205

ingful form.4206

The Lagrangian displacement, denoted by the vector
ξ, describes the difference in position of a fluid element
at a time t in two different flows where the fluid element
in each flow is at the same position a at time t = 0 (see
Figure 41). Taking the two flows to be the initial flows
u = u0 = 0 and the perturbed flows u = u0 + δu = δu,
then ξ describes the manner in which the instability dis-
places fluid elements. The change of ξ with time must
then be

δu =
∂ξ

∂t
. (96)

For a more detailed explanation of Lagrangian displace-4207

ments see, for example, Hillier [234].4208

We can insert this into Eqs. (92) and (94), and (with
the appropriate simplifications and choice of integration
constants) find

δρ = −ξ · ∇ρ0, (97)
δB = ∇ × (ξ × B0). (98)

This means our linear equations become

ρ0
∂2ξ

∂t2 = −∇δp + (∇ × ∇ × (ξ × B0)) × B0

− (ξ · ∇ρ0)g, (99)
∇ · ξ = 0, (100)

as we also note that due to the form of Eq. (98) the
solenoidal condition on the magnetic field is now au-
tomatically satisfied. Later, we will use Eq. (100) to
remove the pressure from Eq. (99). Once this is done,
what we have achieved is writing Eq. (99) in the form

ρ0
∂2ξ

∂t2 = F(ξ), (101)

i.e. the second derivative of ξ with respect to time (the4209

acceleration) relates to a force operator F that only de-4210

pends on ξ. This now gives us quite a general tool to4211

investigate instabilities (though not one we will apply4212

here). If for a given ξ, we have ξ ·F(ξ) greater than zero4213

somewhere, then the force in the system is working to4214

increase the displacement (i.e. we have instability). Oth-4215

erwise, the system is stable.4216

12.2.2. Derivation of the dispersion relation4217

Because of the initial conditions prescribed above,
there is no variation in the equilibrium in the horizontal
direction. This means that in these directions, a normal
mode decomposition can be used, so that perturbations
(both δp and the components of ξ) are taken to be of the
form

δ f (x, t) = f̃ (z) exp(ik · x − iωt). (102)

This results in the Lagrangian displacement given by

− iωξ = δu. (103)

In addition, this gives the following set of linear equa-
tions (dropping the ∼s from the eigenfunctions)

−ρ0ω
2ξx = −ikδp, (104)

−ρ0ω
2ξz = −

∂

∂z
δp + Bx,0

(
∂2

∂z2 − k2
)
ξz (105)

+ ξz
∂

∂z
ρ0g.

We also have the incompressible condition

ikξx = −
∂

∂z
ξz. (106)

Taking the x derivative of Eq. (104) allows ξx to be
eliminated from the equations,

−ρ0ω
2(ikξx) = ρ0ω

2 ∂

∂z
ξz = k2δp. (107)

Rearranging Eq. (107) and differentiating with respect
to z gives

∂

∂z
δp =

1
k2

∂

∂z

(
ρ0ω

2 ∂

∂z
ξz

)
. (108)

On substitution into Eq. (105) we obtain

ρ0ω
2ξz =

1
k2

∂

∂z

((
ρ0ω

2 − (kBx,0)2
) ∂
∂z
ξz

)
+ (kBx,0)2ξz − ξzg

d
dz
ρ0. (109)

Using this equation, we will now determine the varia-4218

tion of ξz with z and the dispersion relation.4219

Away from z = 0, Eq. (109) simplifies to(
ρ0ω

2 − (kBx,0)2
) ( ∂2

∂z2 − k2
)
ξz = 0. (110)

In the following, we will assume the non-trivial case:
ρ0ω

2 − (kBx,0)2 , 0. Therefore, Eq. (110) reduces to(
∂2

∂z2 − k2
)
ξz = 0, (111)
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to which the solutions are

ξz(z) = C0 exp(−kz) + C1 exp(kz). (112)

To maintain a finite energy in the system we require that
the as z → ±∞, ξz(z) → 0. Combining this condition
with the continuity of ξz at z = 0 leads to the solution

ξz(z) = C0

exp(kz) if z < 0,
exp(−kz) if z > 0

. (113)

With the full spatial distribution of ξz, ω can be deter-
mined. The next step is to integrate Eq. (109) from −ε to
ε and take the limit ε → 0. This means that any terms of
this equation that are continuous or form a step function
at z = 0 will not contribute to the integration in the limit
ε → 0. Therefore, we are only interested in terms con-
taining the derivatives of step functions (i.e. the first and
third terms of the right-hand-side of Eq. (109)). Upon
integration (and evaluation at z = 0±) we get

ω2k(ρ2 + ρ1) − 2k3B2
0 = −(ρ2 − ρ1)gk2. (114)

Finally, solving for ω gives

ω =

 2k2B2
0

(ρ2 + ρ1)
− gkA

1/2

(115)

=

k2ρ1V2
A1

ρ2 + ρ1
+

k2ρ2V2
A2

ρ2 + ρ1
− gkA

1/2

,

where VA1 and VA2 are the Alfvén speeds in the regions4220

below and above the discontinuity respectively.4221

The term inside the square root can either be posi-4222

tive or negative. The term that can drive the instability4223

is the same term that drives the hydrodynamic RT and4224

can be simply understood as the square of the inverse of4225

the free-fall time over a distance of 1/k with a modified4226

gravity of magnitude Ag. The positive term represents4227

the suppression of instability by magnetic tension and is4228

the square of the frequency of a surface Alfvén wave.4229

12.3. Beyond 2D – the role of 3D effects and additional4230

physics4231

We can now look at the dispersion relation produced
from more complex settings. Extending our previous
model to include perturbations that can also be perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field leads to a small change in
our dispersion relation. In this more general case, the
frequency is given as [97]:

ω =

[
2(k · B)2

ρ2 + ρ1
− gAk

]1/2

. (116)

The clear difference between this and the 2D case is that4232

since the magnetic field has a direction, and perturba-4233

tions perpendicular to that direction are allowed, the in-4234

fluence of the magnetic field is anisotropic.4235

We can understand more about the magnetic RT in-
stability by thinking about two fundamental perturba-
tions that can be applied to the system. These are the
interchange mode, where k · B = 0 and the undular
mode where k ‖ B (which is equivalent to the 2D set-
ting). The interchange mode removes the influence of
the magnetic field, resulting in the instability develop-
ing with the growth rate of the hydrodynamic instability
at the same wavenumber. The undular mode, so called
because it makes the magnetic field undulate, behaves
differently. As the magnetic field will work to suppress
the instability, there is a play-off between how quickly
gravity can drive the instability and how quickly mag-
netic tension can suppress it. For this mode, simply dif-
ferentiating with respect to k will reveal the k associated
with the fastest growing mode:

k =
(ρ2 − ρ1)g

4B2 . (117)

Therefore the stronger the magnetic field strength, the4236

smaller the wavenumber at which the most unstable un-4237

dular mode forms.4238

Due to the fact that the undular mode includes the in-4239

fluence of a suppression term, for the same magnitude4240

of k the interchange mode will always grow faster than4241

the undular mode. The most common mode to be ex-4242

cited in realistic conditions is the mixed mode, where4243

there is a component of k both parallel and perpendicu-4244

lar to B. For more information on the linear stage of this4245

instability see, for example, [230].4246

12.3.1. Variations in the direction of the magnetic field4247

at the interface4248

A well-known issue with the magnetic RT instability4249

is that certain perturbations (for example, perturbations4250

with k · B = 0) have a growth rate which is unbounded4251

with k. Simply put, for certain perturbations, as k goes4252

to infinity so does the growth rate. This issue also ex-4253

ists for the hydrodynamic problem, where the problem4254

is often regularized by the introduction of a region of4255

finite size over which the density transitions, or the in-4256

troduction of viscosity or surface tension.4257

Similarly, MHD terms can also be used to regularize
the problem. This can be achieved by allowing for the
magnetic field vector to be pointing in different direc-
tions above and below the density jump. Assuming a
uniform magnetic field strength, the growth-rate of the
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instability is given by [446, 230]:

ω =

[
2(kxBx)2 + 2(kyBy)2

ρ2 + ρ1
− gAk

]1/2

, (118)

where it has been assumed, without loss of generality,4258

that the magnetic field is of the form B = [Bx, By, 0]4259

above the discontinuity and B = [Bx,−By, 0] below (i.e.4260

the y component of the magnetic field changes sign but4261

not magnitude across the discontinuity whereas the x4262

component is the same on both sides).4263

It is clear from Eq. (118) that there is no longer any4264

wavevector that can be applied to the system that re-4265

moves the influence of the magnetic field. Therefore,4266

we know that when there is magnetic shear at the den-4267

sity jump, magnetic tension will always work to sup-4268

press the instability, with the higher wavenumbers ex-4269

periencing greater suppression. Figure (42) shows the4270

variation of the growth rate of the instability with the4271

inclusion of magnetic shear, highlighting the reduction4272

in the growth rate as a result of magnetic shear and the4273

anisotropic influence of the magnetic field overall.4274

The most unstable mode is calculated by maximiz-
ing the gravitational term which drives the instability
whilst minimizing the suppressive terms from the mag-
netic field. This can be done simply by determining
which of B2

x or B2
y is smaller. Without loss of gener-

ality, we can assume that B2
x is the smaller. Therefore,

to minimize the second term it is necessary to set ky to
be zero. Therefore, the kx that satisfies the following
equation

gA−
4kxB2

x

ρ2 + ρ1
= 0 (119)

is the kx that gives the fastest growing mode in this sys-4275

tem [230]. This result is the same as that of the fastest4276

going undular mode for a uniform magnetic field of4277

strength |Bx|.4278

12.3.2. Role of magnetic diffusion4279

The inclusion of diffusion has a few key effects on4280

the dispersion relation and its derivation. To solve4281

these systems, unfortunately the Lagrangian displace-4282

ment method is not applicable, so other methods have4283

to be employed. An example is the approach by Chan-4284

drasekhar [97] for the viscous Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-4285

ity.4286

The presence of the higher order derivative in the in-
duction equation results in there being more solutions
for the spatial dependence of the eigenfunction. It can
be shown that the equivalent of Eq. (111) for the diffu-

sive case (i.e. for 2D) is(
∂2

∂z2 − F2
) (

∂2

∂z2 − k2
)
δBz = 0, (120)

where

F2 = k2 +
iω
ηD
−

iω2
A

ηDω
, (121)

and ω2
A = k2B2

x,0/ρ0. This has solutions of the form

δBz = C0 exp(−kz) + C1 exp(kz) (122)
+ C2 exp(−Fz) + C3 exp(Fz).

Applying δBz → 0 as |z| → ∞ gives the solutions in4287

each layer. We can see, because of the form of F2, that4288

for large ηD, the eigenfunction behaves in exactly the4289

same way as the ideal eigenfunction, and that in cases4290

where ω has a real part F is complex.4291

The role of magnetic diffusion on the growth of the4292

instability is that it works to remove current from the4293

system. For a plane-wave perturbation, the larger the4294

wavenumber along the magnetic field of the perturba-4295

tion the larger the current, which means the larger the4296

diffusive term in the induction equation. Therefore,4297

perturbations with sufficiently large k will lose their4298

Lorentz force, which works to suppress the instability,4299

as diffusion will have removed all the current. The mag-4300

netic fields no longer suppresses the instability at high-4301

wavenumbers, on the contrary the fluid will no longer4302

feel the Lorentz force and the instability can grow at the4303

same rate as the hydrodynamic instability. However, at4304

small k where the diffusive term is unimportant, the re-4305

sult will be approximately the same as the ideal MHD4306

situation. This effect can be seen in the calculations of4307

Dı́az et al. [131], though note the diffusion used in their4308

calculations is modified from the simple diffusion dis-4309

cussed here. Finally, any wave solution to the system4310

will be under diffusion, so the wave should damp im-4311

plying we have complex solutions giving damped waves4312

instead of purely real frequencies as in the ideal MHD4313

case.4314

12.3.3. Compressibility4315

An important consideration is that the investigation4316

of the growth rate presented here has only been derived4317

for incompressible systems. In cases where the growth4318

rate s = iω is such that |s| > |ωcomp| where ωcomp is the4319

frequency of a compressible wave mode (either the slow4320

or fast-mode in MHD), then it is likely to result in com-4321

pressible effects becoming important. The result will be4322

that work has to be done to compress the fluid instead4323

of driving the instability, reducing its growth rate.4324
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A simple estimate of the conditions for which com-
pressible effects become important can be given by tak-
ing the ratio of the growth rate of the instability to the
frequency of a sound wave. In situations where this ratio
approaches or becomes greater than one, compressible
effects are likely to become important. Taking the RTI
growth rate in the incompressible limit we can calculate
this ratio

s2

k2C2
s

=
1

Hpk
A

γ
, (123)

where Hp is the pressure scale height defined by Hp =4325

kBT/µmMPg with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the4326

temperature, µm the mean molecular mass and MP is the4327

mass of a proton. This implies that hydrodynamic RTI4328

wavenumbers of scale k . A/Hp will naturally evoke4329

compressible effects, whereas much larger wavenum-4330

bers will be approximately incompressible.4331

There are two reasons why the inclusion of magnetic4332

fields further complicates this picture. Firstly, there are4333

two compressible wave speeds being maximised either4334

parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e. the4335

slow and fast mode waves. Secondly, the growth rate of4336

the instability depends on the angle of the wave vector4337

to the magnetic field direction.4338

We can extend these considerations on hydrodynamic4339

compressibility to that of MHD quite easily. We first4340

note that compressible wave speeds will be smaller in4341

the region at higher densities (which gives smaller VA4342

and Cs for the same magnetic field strength and gas4343

pressure). As such, it is this layer that is most likely4344

to be influenced by compressible effects. Therefore,4345

the influence of compressibility is reduced for wavevec-4346

tors associated with larger compressible wave speeds.4347

For low-β plasmas this implies that wavevectors per-4348

pendicular to the magnetic field (associated with the4349

MHD fast-mode) will be less compressible and poten-4350

tially grow faster. So compressibility is likely to create4351

new favored directions in the system.4352

This was observed in the investigation by Ruderman4353

[447], who performed a compressible extension to the4354

incompressible study of Ruderman et al. [446]. Their4355

study showed that compressibility does not change the4356

critical wavevector for the instability. This can be un-4357

derstood as the growth rate of the instability is 0 for4358

this perturbation, so the compressible effects modify-4359

ing the instability are also 0. They also found a new4360

favoured direction in the system for instability growth,4361

as explained above, something that does not appear in4362

the incompressible growth rate, e.g. see Eq. (118).4363

12.4. The nonlinear phase of the magnetic Rayleigh-4364

Taylor instability4365

Having covered some key aspects of the linear stabil-4366

ity of the magnetic RT, we now turn our attention to the4367

effect of the magnetic field on the nonlinear regime of4368

RT instability.4369

Here, we discuss the different terms of the momen-
tum equation that can lead to the nonlinear saturation of
a magnetic RTI. Our starting point is the linear eigen-
function for the vertical Lagrangian displacement ξz, i.e.

ξz(x, t) = ξz(0, 0) exp (ik · x − k|z| − iωt) , (124)

where ξz(0, 0) is the value of ξz at x = y = z = t = 0. The4370

scaling in the vertical (z) direction is 1/k, highlighting4371

an inherent spatial scale for the vertical displacement of4372

the linear instability. That is to say, once the density4373

jump has undergone a vertical deformation of distance4374

|ξz| > 1/k, then the instability has driven the system be-4375

yond the linear regime.4376

We can further this argument by investigating a sim-4377

ple model of nonlinear development. From the equation4378

of motion, Eq. (73), nonlinear terms exist for both the4379

velocity and the Lorentz force. Therefore, we can ex-4380

pect that saturation of the instability could be caused by4381

either of these terms. Here, we follow some of the argu-4382

ments laid out in references [230] and [234].4383

Nonlinearities in hydrodynamic systems can result in
the occurrence of large shear flows that allow parasitic
instabilities, e.g. the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, to de-
velop. In MHD systems, these saturation mechanisms
are still present. If we balance the temporal derivative
of the velocity with the advective derivative, we have
the following scaling,

∂2ξ

∂t2 =s2ξ ∝ s2ξ · ∇ξ ∼ s2kξ2 (125)

=⇒ ξ ∼
1
k

(126)

Therefore, it can be predicted that velocity shear created4384

by the growth of the instability will saturate the linear4385

stage of the instability when the boundary has been per-4386

turbed through a distance of approximately 1/k.4387

Alternatively, the role of magnetic forces in halting
the further evolution of the instability can be given by,

s2ξ =
∂2ξ

∂t2 =
1
ρ0
∇ × δB × δB ∼

k2
xB2

0

ρ0
ξ2, (127)

=⇒ ξ ∼
1
k

s2

ω2
A

, (128)
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where ωA is the frequency of a surface Alfvén wave.4388

Therefore, when |ωA| ' |s| we would expect that mag-4389

netic forces will be important in the nonlinear saturation4390

of the instability.4391

12.5. MHD extensions to the self-similar mixing model4392

In previous sections of this paper, and in many other4393

articles [see, for example, 593], the nonlinear evolu-4394

tion of the hydrodynamic Rayleigh-Taylor instability4395

has been discussed. A key property of the nonlinear4396

regime is that the thickness of the mixing layer grows at4397

late time following Eq.(38), e.g. h ≈ αAgt2. Therefore,4398

when considering the magnetic RT instability, we are in-4399

terested in (i) whether the thickness of the mixing layer4400

grows at the late-time still scales t2, and (ii) whether the4401

value of the α parameter will be different from that of4402

the fluid turbulence cases.4403

To study the nonlinear magnetic RT instability, nu-4404

merical simulations are generally employed. The par-4405

ticular case of nonlinear mixing has thus far been ad-4406

dressed by few groups, with studies by Stone & Gar-4407

diner [500, 501], and Carlyle et al. [93]. A set of sim-4408

ulations of the mixing process is shown in Figure 43,4409

[taken from 93], where the effect of increasing the4410

field strength on the development of the mixing layer4411

is investigated. The simulation with the weakest field4412

strength is shown at the top with progressively stronger4413

fields further in the images below. It is clear that the4414

increase in field strength results in the creation of elon-4415

gated structures along the magnetic field due to the in-4416

creasing significance of magnetic tension.4417

Using these simulations, the value of α as it depended4418

on the strength of the magnetic field (in this case the4419

non-dimensional parameter J0, defined as J0 ≡ V2
A/gL,4420

was used) has been calculated. The α values found in4421

these simulations (∼ 0.04)[93, 500, 501] are larger than4422

the hydrodynamic value of α ∼ 0.025 found in com-4423

parable simulations[500, 501]. At the lower J0 val-4424

ues (J0 ∼ 0.03), a suggestion for the increase in α4425

compared to hydrodynamic mixing is the suppression4426

of secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz instability by the mag-4427

netic field. This increases the efficiency with which the4428

boundary can be distorted as suggested by Stone & Gar-4429

diner [500, 501]. However, increasing the field strength4430

further results in a decrease in the α value, but it is un-4431

clear if α ever approaches the hydrodynamic value. It is4432

clear that there are many open questions in this area.4433

One question that needs to be answered still is if mix-4434

ing in MHD flows has a self-similar phase or if the4435

changing importance of gravity against the magnetic4436

field over lengthscale (as seen in the linear dispersion re-4437

lation) means that the mixing is fundamentally a func-4438

tion of system size? If a broadband perturbation was im-4439

posed on the system, large wavelengths along the mag-4440

netic field would grow, and were likely to be associated4441

with the thicker mixing layers. This would imply that4442

the J0 parameter would vary with layer width, so that4443

α could also be expected to vary with the width. Also,4444

the corresponding evolution when narrowband pertur-4445

bations are imposed is a question that still remains to be4446

investigated.4447

In this section we have looked at a case when a coher-4448

ent horizontal magnetic field influences the mixing evo-4449

lution. Another possible case is where a very weak mag-4450

netic field is enhanced through the turbulence driven by4451

the RT instability (this would be in a regime where the4452

instability behaved in a fluid like way). This possibility4453

is discussed in Section 13.34454

13. The magnetic Richtmyer-Meshkov instability4455

13.1. Shock waves4456

Like gases, plasmas support shock waves. The con-
ditions on the shock waves can be determined in a man-
ner similar to the corresponding gas dynamic case. For a
surface of discontinuity in MHD, the conservation prop-
erties of (72)-(76) (neglecting gravity) yield [203],

JρunK = 0, JBnK = 0,
ρun JutK = Bn JBtK

ρun

s
Bt

ρ

{
= Bn JutK ,

s
ρu2

n + p +
1
2

B2
t

{
= 0,

ρun

s
1
2

(u2
n + u2

r ) +
p

(γ − 1)ρ
+

p
ρ

+
B2

t

ρ

{

= Bn Jut · BtK . (129)

In order, these state conditions for conservation of mass,4457

solenoidal magnetic field, and conservation of tangen-4458

tial momentum, tangential magnetic flux, normal mo-4459

mentum, and energy.4460

While the character of MHD shock waves is thus de-4461

rived in a similar way to that of their gas dynamic coun-4462

terparts, the situation here is much richer. This is be-4463

cause in non-conducting gases, information is transmit-4464

ted throughout the fluid only through sound waves, and4465

the shock Mach number which is defined in terms of4466

the sound speed characterizes the shock jump condi-4467

tions. That is, the jumps (A.2) are controlled by only4468

one parameter, which we usually define as the Mach4469

number. By contrast, there are three types of waves that4470

can travel through MHD fluids; these are the Alfvén4471

wave, and the fast and slow magnetosonic waves (see4472
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Section 11 for more details), each travelling at a dif-4473

ferent characteristic speed; thus there are three parame-4474

ters that control the jump conditions (129). Hence, we4475

can define three different Mach numbers for the MHD4476

shock in terms of each speed, say M f ,MI ,Ms respec-4477

tively, the I representing the intermediate wave speed.4478

We thus encounter a situation where, in the shock frame,4479

six different configurations are permitted by the jump4480

conditions. Assuming the characteristic speeds are dis-4481

tinct, these configurations are shown in Table 1, where4482

F, S and I designate the fast magnetosonic, slow magne-4483

tosonic, and intermediate shock types respectively, and4484

the numbering indicates where in the ordering of char-4485

acteristic speeds the upstream and downstream veloci-4486

ties in the shock frame are placed.4487

Each of these shocks has its own unique character.4488

The intermediate shocks in particular are controversial4489

in the literature, and it is a subject of debate whether4490

they can develop physically [559, 560, 541, 167]. By-4491

passing this important but rather complicated discussion4492

for the moment, it will suffice for us to discuss the first4493

type (fast shocks). As can be seen from the first line of4494

Table 1 the shock jump for this type of shock crosses4495

only the fast magnetosonic speed (and is generally un-4496

controversial). For the other five shock types, they do4497

not cross the fast magnetosonic speed, but may cross4498

one or both of the other characteristic speeds. In the case4499

of a vanishing field, the gas dynamic conditions (A.2)4500

are reproduced. In fact, as the field strength approaches4501

zero, the Alfvén and slow magnetosonic speeds also ap-4502

proach zero, and in this limit, the only remaining shock4503

type is the fast magnetosonic, which degenerates to the4504

familiar gas dynamic shock. Of the MHD shocks, the4505

fast magnetosonic type is then the most similar to the4506

gas dynamic counterpart.4507

However, regardless of the the shock type, it is clear4508

from the third and fourth relations in (129) that in con-4509

trast to gas dynamic shocks, the presence of a magnetic4510

field will generally require a jump in both the tangential4511

Table 1: Types of MHD shocks.

Type Upstream Downstream
F(1-2) Ms > MI > M f > 1 Ms > MI > 1 > M f

I(1-3) Ms > MI > M f > 1 Ms > 1 > MI > M f

I(1-4) Ms > MI > M f > 1 1 > Ms > MI > M f

I(2-3) Ms > MI > 1 > M f Ms > 1 > MI > M f

I(2-4) Ms > MI > 1 > M f 1 > Ms > MI > M f

S(3-4) Ms > 1 > MI > M f 1 > Ms > MI > M f

field components Bt and the tangential velocity compo-4512

nents ut, and that these jumps tend to occur together.4513

So, unlike gas dynamic shocks, MHD shocks can sup-4514

port tangential velocity jumps (hence vorticity).4515

In the case of zero mass flux, we again get density4516

interfaces as in gas dynamics. Arbitrary jumps in tan-4517

gential velocity, however, are only supported in the case4518

where the magnetic field does not penetrate the inter-4519

face, that is Bn = 0. In this case, a pressure jump is4520

supported provided the total pressure p + B2
t /2 remains4521

continuous. This is the MHD tangential discontinuity.4522

However with a finite Bn, all quantities except density4523

must remain continuous on the interface, which is clas-4524

sified as an MHD contact discontinuity; that is, MHD4525

contact discontinuities do not support vorticity.4526

The resulting situation is in general exactly the oppo-4527

site of the gas dynamic case: while gas dynamic shocks4528

cannot carry vorticity and tangential discontinuities can,4529

MHD shocks can carry vorticity and contact discontinu-4530

ities cannot. This has a fundamental impact on the RT4531

and RM instabilities in MHD.4532

13.2. The RM instability in MHD4533

We are now equipped to discuss the two main features4534

of RM in magnetohydrodynamics: suppression of the4535

instability, and amplification of magnetic fields.4536

13.2.1. Suppression of the instability4537

As with the RT instability, the RM instability can be4538

suppressed by a magnetic field in MHD. This was in fact4539

shown for RT by Chandrasekhar [97] in his monograph4540

on hydrodynamic stability, in a linear stability analysis4541

(see also the details of the previous section).4542

It was only much more recently that RM suppression4543

was discovered by Samtaney [456], who showed numer-4544

ically, under the vorticity paradigm, that an oblique in-4545

terface with an applied magnetic field in MHD did not4546

exhibit the instability. Figure 44 depicts this situation.4547

After the initial passage of the shock, the interface re-4548

mains coherent unlike the gas dynamic (that is, unmag-4549

netized) case which is indeed unstable. The magnetized4550

case is suppressed even though the total generated cir-4551

culation is similar between the two cases.4552

How then is the RMI suppressed? In the gas dy-4553

namic case, the incident shock hits the interface and4554

produces, via shock refraction, a transmitted shock and4555

a reflected shock. Neither of these shocks carries vor-4556

ticity, unlike the interface, which is accordingly un-4557

stable as discussed previously. In MHD, the interac-4558

tion produces four waves: transmitted fast and sub-fast4559

slow shocks, and reflected fast and sub-fast shocks (see4560
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Figure 45). Each of these shocks can carry vorticity,4561

but the interface itself cannot. Hence, even though the4562

incident shock deposits baroclinic vorticity on the in-4563

terface, this vorticity is immediately transported away4564

from the interface by the transmitted and reflected MHD4565

waves. With the vorticity removed from the interface,4566

the growth agent has disappeared, and the interface is4567

stable.4568

As the Mach number M in one sense determines the4569

severity of the RM instability, so the strength of the4570

magnetic field influences the extent of suppression ob-4571

served in MHD. This is usually quantified using the pa-4572

rameter β = 2p0/B2
0 (see Eq. 82), which measures the4573

reference magnetic pressure (with the permeability con-4574

stant scaled out) compared to the thermodynamic pres-4575

sure. Thus, gas dynamic behavior is reproduced in the4576

limit β → ∞, while small values of β correspond to4577

strong magnetic fields. The MHD shocks arising from4578

the interaction, particularly the sub-fast waves, tend to4579

travel with higher velocities in relatively stronger fields4580

(lower β), since the corresponding characteristic speeds4581

are faster.4582

In general, the precise nature of the sub-fast shocks4583

depends on the relative magnetic field strength, and can4584

be quite complex in certain cases, as determined by4585

Wheatley et al.[541]. A large part of this discussion4586

again involves the consideration of which shocks can4587

be considered physically admissible. While the insta-4588

bility is suppressed, the interface itself does also grow4589

to an extent, since intuitively, the vorticity is removed4590

from the interface at only a finite speed by the refracted4591

waves and hence has some limited effect [540, 542].4592

The extent of the instability suppression was also
quantified in a solution to the incompressible linear
problem with impulsive acceleration, in the form of
an initial value problem solved with Laplace transform
techniques (that is, without using the method of normal
modes), by Wheatley et al. [540]. In the incompressible
model, only the Alfvén waves arise, and these are the
agents by which vorticity is transported away from the
interface. In this case, the initial growth rate of the in-
terface is identical to the hydrodynamic case; however,
at asymptotically large time t → ∞, they found that the
interface a extended to its asymptotic value,

a∞ = a0

[
1 + V

(
1

VA1
−

1
VA2

)]
, (130)

where a0 is the initial amplitude, V is the impulsive4593

velocity increment, and VA1,VA2 are the Alfvén speeds4594

in the two media separated by the interface. This result,4595

and the solution otherwise obtained to the initial value4596

problem, compared well at early times with the fully4597

nonlinear, compressible problem solved numerically.4598

Generally, the mechanism requires that the vortic-
ity is transported away from the interface more quickly
than the interface grows; Sano et al. [460] point out that
this constitutes a critical condition for the instability to
be suppressed. If 3lin indicates the linear perturbation
amplitude growth rate in the hydrodynamic case, then
the authors introduce the condition that the Alfvén ve-
locity must be greater than some factor of this speed,

VA2 ≥ Cα3lin, (131)

where they estimate Cα ' 0.1 based on numerical re-
sults. Since the Alfvén speed is determined by the field
strength, the critical magnetic field strength is,

Bcrit =

√
ρ+

2 Cα3lin, (132)

where ρ+
2 is the postshocked density in the dense fluid.4599

(In the study of Sano et al., a normalization of the4600

MHD equations based on Gaussian units is used, and4601

hence includes a factor of 4π; here, we remain consis-4602

tent with the SI-normalization used in the rest of the4603

article.) Since 3lin can be estimated directly [556, 557],4604

a critical β can thus be computed for a particular plasma4605

configuration.4606

The above discussion is pertinent to magnetic fields4607

oriented normal to the mean interface profile. The de-4608

scription of the above mechanism can be generalized to4609

the situation when the field is oblique to the interface,4610

so that the vorticity is transported roughly in the direc-4611

tion of the field lines [544]. In the case where the field4612

is transverse to the interface, the vorticity never leaves4613

the interface, but self-interferes in a way that causes the4614

interface amplitude to oscillate [543]. Cao et al.[91]4615

considered an alternative transverse-field case where the4616

field is also perturbed along with the interface, so that4617

no field lines cross it; in this case, the RMI is also sup-4618

pressed, but the mechanism is attributed to the Lorentz4619

force directly rather than vorticity transport. In fact, the4620

interface oscillates due to this effect even in the absence4621

of shock-acceleration.4622

MHD suppression of RT and RM is important be-4623

cause it suggests that inertial fusion techniques, such as4624

ICF or pinch techniques, which feature cylindrical and4625

spherical geometries, could be stabilized by applying a4626

magnetic field (see Fig 6 of [395] that indicates suppres-4627

sion of RT instability in ICF with an imposed magnetic4628

field). The above planar results might be interpreted as4629

applying to a differential element of a cylindrical inter-4630

face with vanishing curvature. A linear stability analysis4631
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and numerical solution for such a cylindrical configura-4632

tion was carried out by Bakhsh et al.[34], who found4633

that indeed the RMI remained suppressed during the4634

cylindrical implosion. Now, fields that are simply ex-4635

tended from a planar context to a cylindrical or spherical4636

context, however, generally imply magnetic monopoles4637

at the origin of the cylinder or sphere. These are forbid-4638

den by the Gauss law and have never been observed in4639

nature, and they certainly are not produced in fusion re-4640

actors. Therefore, plausible magnetic field geometries4641

must be devised that satisfy physical and engineering4642

constraints while continuing to suppress RM.4643

The first step in such a study is to properly understand4644

the base MHD flow. Since the magnetic field is gener-4645

ally not radially symmetric, there will be variations of4646

field orientation to both the density interface and the di-4647

rection of shock propagation. Mostert et al. [368, 371]4648

investigated a set of plausible field configurations in two4649

and three dimensions, the latter of which are shown in4650

Figure 47, focusing on the symmetry of the shock struc-4651

ture during the implosion process, and concluded that4652

more symmetrical choices in the field configuration re-4653

sult in similarly symmetrical shock structures. This is4654

important since the inertial fusion technique relies on4655

symmetry of the imploding shock to generate the hot4656

spot.4657

Symmetry is not the only consideration, however. In4658

other two-dimensional (that is, cylindrical) cases, a rota-4659

tionally symmetric azimuthal field configuration, which4660

could be generated by a current-carrying wire aligned4661

with the cylinder’s axis, exhibits a magnetic field which4662

becomes singularly strong on the axis. This implies that4663

the ambient fast magnetosonic characteristic speed in-4664

creases to infinity approaching the axis. Since Mach4665

number depends on the local ambient characteristic4666

speed and is a measure of the shock strength (and hence4667

its ability to heat and compress fuel), it was found that4668

the imploding MHD shock actually weakens as it im-4669

plodes [411] which defeats the purpose of the endeavor.4670

This effect could be mitigated by tuning the electrical4671

current on the wire to decay to zero sufficiently quickly4672

during the implosion, thereby limiting the characteristic4673

speed at the position of the shock [370]. Studies such as4674

these show that given the pervasive and often counterin-4675

tuitive effect of magnetic fields on such systems, there is4676

a risk of destroying the efficacy of the process by choos-4677

ing the field symmetries injudiciously even before RM4678

considerations are introduced.4679

RM is itself indeed suppressed in many plausible4680

magnetic field configurations [369]. The suppression4681

mechanism is locally unchanged from the planar case,4682

as shown in Figure 48, while the key global qualitative4683

features of the suppression are shown in Figure 49 for4684

the candidate configurations in three dimensions [370].4685

The suppression mechanism, determined theoretically4686

in the planar cases, is clearly visible in these converg-4687

ing geometries when visualizing vorticity, as in Fig-4688

ure 49d,e; it is transported away from the interface,4689

roughly along magnetic field lines. Where the field lines4690

are parallel to the interface, the vorticity moves along4691

the interface in a way that allows the perturbations to4692

oscillate around zero without growth. The RT instabil-4693

ity, while not the main focus of these studies, is also4694

suppressed; at late times in the simulations, there is a4695

gradual formation and transport of vorticity away from4696

the interface. Again, the symmetry of the field configu-4697

ration is reflected in the RM suppression patterns, sug-4698

gesting that the best and most consistent performance4699

might be obtained by maximizing the symmetry planes4700

of the field configurations.4701

There are many additional aspects of the MHD RMI4702

in cylindrical and spherical geometries that deserve in-4703

terest, and subsequent studies have investigated some4704

of these. Mostert et al.[371] found that a field configu-4705

ration with an octahedral symmetry group better main-4706

tains symmetry in the base flow, without compromising4707

the extent of RM suppression. Li et al.[302] found that4708

using a double density interface also shows suppression,4709

but that the separation distance between the interfaces4710

affects the quality of the suppression. In one context fea-4711

turing explosions, possibly applicable to supernovae or4712

other chemically reacting gas eruptions, RM is affected4713

by the field according to local orientation as in the im-4714

ploding cases, with Lin et al.[303] numerically showing4715

orientation-dependent suppression in exploding cylin-4716

drical and spherical SF6 gas clouds, as shown in Fig-4717

ure 50. The RM suppression effect was also observed4718

by Black et al.[66] with simulations of a cylindrical gas4719

cylinder being shocked by a planar incident wave. One4720

particular feature of the configuration of Black et al. is4721

the ease of eventual experimental comparison, for ex-4722

ample in shock tubes.4723

13.3. Magnetic field amplification in the MHD RM and4724

RT4725

As we have shown previously, in both RM and RT,4726

the magnetic field must be sufficiently strong to sup-4727

press the instability, and for field strengths below some4728

critical value the suppression effects are muted or ab-4729

sent [460]. In this circumstance, the magnetic field can4730

be amplified by RT- or RM-induced mixing. Moving4731

away from the inertial fusion context, this phenomenon4732

has been used to explain some large magnetic fields in4733

supernova remnants (SNRs).4734
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The essential mechanism for magnetic field amplifi-4735

cation for both RM and RT follows from the same prop-4736

erty of magnetic flux conservation in MHD, and is re-4737

lated to the magnetic dynamo effect [287]. Figures 514738

and 52 show the development of the RM instability for4739

the cases where the field is oriented horizontally (Fig-4740

ure 51) and obliquely (Figure 52)[459]. The shock trav-4741

els vertically from top to bottom. After the shock pas-4742

sage, the unstable interface develops into its character-4743

istic mushroom shape and eventually leads to turbulent4744

mixing. As this develops, magnetic field lines which are4745

embedded in the fluid close to the interface on one side4746

are dragged along with the interface. As the complex-4747

ity of the interface grows, the field lines are stretched4748

and compacted next to each other, which increases the4749

flux density locally. Clusters of field lines thus take4750

on a filamentary character, which is strikingly shown4751

in the right of Figure 52. These strong-field filaments4752

are structured along the mushroom-shaped density in-4753

terface, and the magnetic fields inside can be magnified4754

by orders of magnitude, up to the point where the (ini-4755

tially very weak) magnetic pressure balances the ther-4756

mal pressure. The field strength may be locally greater4757

than the critical value identified by Sano et al.[460] in4758

which case further development of secondary Kelvin-4759

Helmholtz instability may be inhibited. The discussion4760

for RT instability is essentially similar, as described in4761

the extensive earlier study by Jun et al.[257], except4762

that the RT system typically persists within an accel-4763

eration field such as gravity. Both studies, among oth-4764

ers, suggest that this amplification phenomenon may ex-4765

plain the high magnetic fields observed in the filamen-4766

tary structures of SNRs. Sano et al.[459] note however4767

that in the presence of plasma resistivity, the amplifica-4768

tion property cannot continue indefinitely as magnetic4769

dissipation will counteract the very high field gradients.4770

Generally, MHD turbulence tends to lead to local4771

field amplification by this same mechanism [193, 215],4772

particularly in the presence of shocks [365, 366], but4773

the particular role played by RT and RM instabilities in4774

these processes is also an active research topic and their4775

field amplification properties have been used in subse-4776

quent studies concerned especially with SNRs. For ex-4777

ample, a study on the development of vortical structures4778

downstream of the shocked interface described the mag-4779

netic field amplification analytically [174], and Inoue4780

et al. [250] used the MHD RM amplification property4781

to describe why magnetic fields are oriented radially in4782

young SNRs.4783

Some of the similarities between vortex dynamics4784

and magnetic fields in MHD have been exploited in the4785

further study of vortex sheets which arise in models of4786

RM as well as KH instability. Matsuoka et al. devel-4787

oped a model for two-dimensional vortex dynamics in4788

MHD [347], reminiscent of the classic Birkhoff-Rott4789

equation, and which was subsequently used to model4790

the nonlinear evolution of these two instabilities for the4791

case where the field does not penetrate the interface4792

[348].4793

13.4. Beyond Ideal MHD4794

While the ideal MHD results discussed thus far are4795

promising with regard to understanding the RM and4796

RT instabilities in plasmas, they are limited in their4797

physical application by the assumptions underlying the4798

MHD model, particularly the assumption that the var-4799

ious plasma length scales are much smaller than the4800

smallest lengths of interest in the MHD problem. How-4801

ever, at least one ICF experiment has featured a plasma4802

with at least one of these length scales larger than the4803

hot spot radius at the implosion center [238]. More-4804

over, self-generated magnetic fields, which are not ac-4805

counted for by ideal MHD models, can arise in inertial4806

implosions [332]. Observations like these lead to more4807

sophisticated MHD models, such as Hall MHD [492]4808

and especially two-fluid models, in which the ions and4809

electrons are considered as separate fluid species which4810

interact with each other and with the electromagnetic4811

environment. This increased complexity brings with it4812

significant theoretical and numerical challenges, such as4813

the explicit appearance of the speed of light in the result-4814

ing calculations. The wave environment is also much4815

expanded in this framework and the picture of shocks4816

and interface jump conditions in the previous discus-4817

sion, complicated as it was, again needs revision [69].4818

Nonetheless, it is possible to make direct comparisons4819

between two-fluid and MHD models regarding the sup-4820

pression mechanisms discussed above [70] and more4821

fundamentally, to investigate where the various MHD4822

models sit mathematically, with respect to the two-fluid4823

models [480]. We briefly discuss two recent results of4824

interest, both of which involve self-generated magnetic4825

fields in plasmas.4826

One key effect introduced by the use of a two-fluid4827

model is that the scales on which charge separation (for4828

example, between ion and electron species) occurs are4829

explicitly modelled. This is done by the introduction4830

of finite values for the Larmor and Debye lengths dL4831

and dD, which are reference plasma length scales, the4832

vanishing limit of which contains the single-fluid MHD4833

equations. In two-fluid models, since the sound speed4834

for electron species is considerably higher than for typ-4835

ical ion species, electron shocks will typically outrun4836

ion shocks. In a study of the two-fluid RM instability4837
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without an applied magnetic field, [69] shows numer-4838

ically using a Riemann problem initialization that this4839

effect leads to rapid charge separation between species4840

along with a corresponding counteracting Lorentz-force4841

acceleration on both species. This acceleration leads4842

to oscillatory motion on the species and can result in4843

RT instability on ion and electron interfaces, including4844

the shocked interface. The complex nonlinear interplay4845

between electron and ion species can even destabilize4846

the (ion) shock surfaces themselves. The overall effect4847

can be seen in Figure 53, noting particularly the faceted4848

appearance of the ion shock at late times and the fine4849

structure induced in the ion and electron species number4850

densities. The complexity of the physics and the mathe-4851

matical structure of the model make the two-fluid RM4852

instability a challenging research area. Nevertheless,4853

for now it appears that RM suppression is retained in4854

the presence of an applied magnetic field, and the MHD4855

behavior is approached in the limit of vanishing dL, dD,4856

providing confidence in the use of MHD to model the4857

phenomenon [70].4858

Another effect not observable in ideal or resistive4859

MHD models is the appearance of self-generated mag-4860

netic fields via the Biermann battery effect, which ap-4861

pears through the inclusion of electron physics in some4862

measure [492]. The generated field arises from density4863

and pressure (or temperature) gradient misalignment in4864

the flow [166, 492, 69], typically entering into Hall-4865

MHD or two-fluid formulations. This is a baroclinic4866

generation term and can thus be linked to vorticity gen-4867

eration in the flow [166], and has been seen to arise in4868

plasmas featuring the RTI [332, 492]. This has possi-4869

ble implications with respect to electron thermal con-4870

ductivity inhibition, which has been observed in magne-4871

tized inertial flows [238], and may affect transport pro-4872

cesses in z-pinches [452]. The extent of effects beyond4873

MHD, for example Hall effect and the Biermann battery,4874

in astrophysical flows is also of ongoing interest [294].4875

While we do not attempt a review of the rich literature4876

on this topic here, the appearance of this effect in these4877

models commends their usefulness in modeling plasma4878

flows beyond RM and RT contexts.4879

Finally, the increased physical resolution afforded by4880

such models is also likely to complicate the vorticity4881

paradigm picture outlined in the previous section; for4882

example, the mechanism of MHD waves carrying vor-4883

ticity away from the density interface may need to be4884

revised. Hence, to understand the RM and RT instabili-4885

ties fully in plasma flows – not merely ideal MHD flows4886

– further investigation into these models is necessary.4887

14. RT instability in Solar prominences4888

Having detailed the effect of magnetic fields on the4889

development of the RTI and RMI, we now turn our focus4890

to ”real-world” examples where magnetic fields influ-4891

ence the development of these instabilities. Out first ex-4892

ample is the development of RTI plumes in solar promi-4893

nences.4894

The high density material that constitutes solar4895

prominences is suspended against gravity by the mag-4896

netic field of the solar atmosphere. When buoyant bub-4897

bles of magnetic field rise beneath prominences, the4898

high-density material of the prominence finds itself sit-4899

uated above material of much lower density. Recent ob-4900

servations have shown that, unsurprisingly, RTI devel-4901

ops in this situation. In this section the information re-4902

quired to understand these observations, and the quirks4903

of RTI in this context, will be presented.4904

14.1. Prominences and their dynamics4905

Prominences, an example of which is shown in Fig-4906

ure 54, are one of the most striking features of the solar4907

atmosphere. Seen clearly when the light from the Sun’s4908

disk is obscured during solar eclipses, prominences ap-4909

pear as colorful clouds in the solar corona. These4910

“clouds” are composed of, what is relatively speaking,4911

cool and dense plasma (in fact prominences are com-4912

posed of neutral atoms, ions and electrons dominated4913

by the neutral hydrogen component) surrounded by the4914

hot and tenuous solar corona. To give a more precise4915

statement of these quantities, the characteristic temper-4916

ature and density of the solar corona are ∼ 106 K and4917

∼ 10−12 kg m−3, while for prominences we have ∼ 104 K4918

and ∼ 10−10 kg m−3 [506, 318] (note that these values4919

can vary depending on where exactly in the solar atmo-4920

sphere they are being measured).4921

The density and temperature of the prominence mean4922

that the black-body radiation from prominences is neg-4923

ligible compared to their total radiation, therefore they4924

are generally observed as a result of absorption or emis-4925

sion of photons in specific atomic spectral lines. In4926

emission (how prominences are seen during eclipses),4927

these include the hydrogen Lyman (transitions from4928

higher levels to the ground energy level of the atom) and4929

the Balmer (transitions from higher levels to the second4930

level) lines including H-alpha as well as lines emitted at4931

prominence temperatures and densities by magnesium,4932

calcium and helium atoms and ions, for example. The4933

fact that many of the spectral lines produced by these el-4934

ements are at wavelengths that appear in the visible light4935

spectrum gives prominences their colorful tinge when4936

seen during an eclipse.4937
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Though prominences are observed at the solar limb,4938

as the Sun rotates, they will rotate around from the so-4939

lar limb onto the solar disk. On disk, the material that4940

forms the prominence absorbs some of the light radiated4941

from the solar surface below. As a result in the spec-4942

tral lines where prominences can be observed, on disk4943

they can be seen as dark features known as filaments4944

(see Figure 55). This multi-angle view of prominences4945

means that characteristic dimensions can be measured,4946

which are (note that there can be large variances de-4947

pending on the prominence measured): length of 6×104
4948

to 6×105 km, height of 1.5×104 to 105 km and thickness4949

5 × 103 to 1.5 × 104 km [506].4950

The positions on the solar surface where the fila-4951

ments, and obviously with that the prominences, form4952

strongly depend on the distribution of the magnetic field4953

at the solar surface (see right panel of Figure 55). When4954

the magnetic field at the photosphere (the base of the so-4955

lar atmosphere) is measured, the positions where promi-4956

nences have formed strongly correlate with the positions4957

of what are known as polarity inversion lines (the strips4958

on the solar surface where the radial component of the4959

magnetic field at the changes its polarity). It may be the4960

case that the polarity inversion line is found in a group4961

of sunspots associated with a shorter, low-lying active4962

region of prominence, or with the polar-crown type qui-4963

escent prominences that form at the large-scale polarity4964

inversion lines that occur when the magnetic polarity of4965

the solar poles changes as a result of the solar cycle.4966

As well as its position on the solar surface, the height4967

of a prominence in the solar atmosphere is also deter-4968

mined by the magnetic field. The height of a promi-4969

nence is large compared to its pressure scale height (as4970

defined in Section 12.3.3) Hp ∼ 300 km. Therefore,4971

there has to be a force beyond gas pressure gradients4972

to levitate the material. The low plasma β (defined in4973

Eq.(82, and is . 0.2 in the solar corona) means that the4974

Lorentz force in particular the magnetic tension compo-4975

nent, see Eq. 81 and related discussion, becomes crucial4976

for supporting the prominence material. The combina-4977

tion of magnetic tension being crucial for prominence4978

support and the position a prominence may form being4979

dictated by the magnetic field of the photosphere pro-4980

vide important constraints for global prominence mod-4981

els. The basic understanding now is that prominence4982

material collects in dipped regions of the coronal mag-4983

netic field [e.g.] [29], so that the tension force can work4984

upwards to support the material. The implication of this4985

is that the magnetic field in prominences is measured4986

to be close to horizontal (strengths of this horizontal4987

field are regularly found to be between 3 and 30 G or4988

0.0003 to 0.003 T), as confirmed by measurements [e.g.]4989

[298, 300]. For a review of prominence models see, for4990

example, [318].4991

There are a number of different classifications of4992

prominences, and one of the most informative ways4993

of making this classification is based on their proxim-4994

ity to the active regions (the regions in the solar atmo-4995

sphere surrounding sunspots that are filled with strong4996

magnetic fields). Based on this classification, there are4997

quiescent (see Figure 56), intermediate and active re-4998

gion prominences (see Figure 54). A key aspect of this4999

classification is the strength of the photospheric mag-5000

netic field. Active region prominences are associated5001

with the polarity inversion lines of the strong magnetic5002

fields that manifest as sunspots and active regions. This5003

type of prominence is often short-lived and can un-5004

dergo the violent eruptions that produce strong flares5005

and coronal mass ejections. For regions where the pho-5006

tospheric magnetic field is weak, i.e. far from active5007

regions, the visible characteristics of the prominence5008

change, and as their eruptions are less frequent and less5009

violent - these are known as quiescent prominences. On5010

smaller scales (O(103km)) these prominences display a5011

wide range of flow dynamics [235], with strong mo-5012

tions both in and against the direction of gravity, e.g.5013

[96, 226], as well as flow instabilities and turbulence,5014

e.g. [297, 175, 231, 232]. Many of the flows in promi-5015

nences reach speeds of O(10 km s−1), close to the sound5016

speed in the prominence material (8 to 10 km s−1), but5017

lower than the Alfvén speed (the characteristic speed of5018

magnetic waves) which for a β = 0.1 prominence be-5019

comes ∼ 30km s−1.5020

To understand the difference in dynamics, it is impor-
tant to look at the relative importance of the key forces
in the system. For a magnetohydrostatic balance, we
would look for gravity (FG), where

FG = ρg, (133)

to be balanced by magnetic tension (FT), where

FT =
Bx

µ0

∂Bz

∂x
∼

B2

µ0L
(134)

with L the radius of curvature of the magnetic field. Tak-
ing the ratio of these two, and assuming an ideal gas
(p = ρkBT/µmMP), gives:

FG

FT
∼ ρg

µ0L
B2 =

p
B2/2µ0

gµmMP

kBT
L
2

=
β

2
L

Hp
. (135)

This highlights that even for β < 1, gravity can be an im-5021

portant force if the system size is much larger than the5022

pressure scale height (as is possible in prominences).5023
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The L value required to set this ratio to unity, given5024

the pressure scale height of the prominence material is5025

Hp ∼ 300 km, is L ∼ 3 × 105km for an active region5026

prominence (which is much bigger than the scale of an5027

active region) but shrinks to ∼ 3 × 103 km for a quies-5028

cent prominence (which is much smaller than the promi-5029

nence global scale). This implies gravity can be dynam-5030

ically important in quiescent prominences.5031

14.2. Prominence plumes as observational evidence of5032

the magnetic RTI5033

Now that the arguments behind the importance of5034

gravity in the quiescent prominence system have been5035

laid out, we move to the main focus of this part of the5036

paper, i.e. the observations of the magnetic Rayleigh-5037

Taylor instability in quiescent prominences. These fea-5038

tures are observed as dark plumes that rise upward5039

through the prominence. An example of plumes in a5040

prominence is shown in Figure 56 (note this is a nega-5041

tive image so the dark plumes appear light).5042

The first observations of plumes were presented by5043

Stellmacher and Wiehr [498]. In these observations a5044

large bubble (22, 000 km in size) that was dark in the5045

cool spectral lines in which a prominence can be ob-5046

served formed beneath the prominence. From this bub-5047

ble, a plume broke off and then rose at approximately5048

12 km s−1 through the prominence before fragmenting.5049

By analyzing the spectra, the authors observed that the5050

lack of cool emission in the plume was a result of a5051

dearth of cool, prominence material, and argued that5052

the observed dynamics were created by an instability.5053

These observations did not garner much attention at the5054

time of publication, and interest in them grew only when5055

the plumes were rediscovered by two research groups in5056

2008 [129, 56]5057

In [56], the authors presented as an example, a promi-5058

nence from 30 November 2006 that underwent the for-5059

mation of multiple plumes of width ∼ 800 km which5060

formed from a bubble that developed at the base of5061

the prominence and buoyantly rose through the promi-5062

nence. The plumes propagated a large way through the5063

body of the prominence before breaking up and mix-5064

ing into the prominence. The authors also noted the5065

brightenings that formed at the plume head and their5066

connection to downflows of prominence material. Fur-5067

ther investigations into the bright material at the plume5068

head showed that it represented a Dopplershift variation5069

along the head of the plume [58, 502] which is expected5070

when the plumes push the prominence material out of5071

the way as they rise [229].5072

Berger et al. [57] performed observational analy-5073

sis of three different prominences to determine some5074

more general characteristics of the plumes. They found5075

that for most of its lifetime, the plume rose through the5076

prominence material at a constant velocity with mean5077

speeds of approximately 16 km s−1 (note that these are5078

supersonic speeds, but are sub-Alfvénic). Following the5079

period of constant rise, the plumes were often found to5080

breakup coincident with a deceleration of the structure.5081

Plumes were found to have a wide range of widths from5082

500 km to 5, 000 km. Some of the observations show not5083

only the rising plumes, but falling spikes of the dense5084

prominence material between two rising plumes [57].5085

The majority of the plumes are observed to develop5086

from large bubbles (as with the plumes, the bubbles are5087

dark in the cool spectral lines used to observe promi-5088

nences [498]) that form beneath the prominence, and5089

are also called voids and cavities in the literature. It5090

is from the boundary between the prominence and the5091

bubble that the plumes develop and then rise up through5092

the prominence. This has made the nature of the bub-5093

bles one of the key issues for understanding how the5094

plumes are formed. Measurements show there is sig-5095

nificantly less cool material in the bubbles than in the5096

prominences e.g. [222], though the presence of any ex-5097

cess hot material compared to the corona is still a matter5098

of dispute [58, 214]. Thus, the possibility that this ma-5099

terial may be observed is likely to vary based on various5100

conditions in and around the bubble. It is generally ac-5101

cepted that the bubbles are formed by the emergence of5102

magnetic field underneath the prominence from beneath5103

the solar surface [58, 148].5104

These observations can be summarized as follows:5105

We have relatively dense material of the prominence5106

supported above a low density bubble. The bound-5107

ary between these two systems can become unstable5108

to the formation of rising plumes and falling spikes.5109

As the prominence system is threaded with a magnetic5110

field, and the magnetic field is understood to be gener-5111

ally horizontal where the prominence material is found5112

[300],the classic scenario for magnetic RTI is realized5113

[e.g.] [282, 97]. It was Ryutova et al. [454] who was the5114

first to realise that this instability could be key to plume5115

formation, with Berger et al. [57] developing this idea5116

further.5117

14.3. Linear and nonlinear modeling of prominence5118

plumes5119

For plumes formed by the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor5120

instability, both linear and nonlinear theory can be used5121

to understand the dynamics of prominences, while ob-5122

servations of prominences can in turn be used to ad-5123

vance our understanding of the theory of magnetic RT5124

instability. In this section, we introduce some of the key5125
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theoretical results that have been developed to under-5126

stand the plumes, and the physics that underpins these5127

results.5128

14.3.1. Linear behavior5129

There have been numerous attempts to use the lin-5130

ear dispersion relation of the magnetic RTI to inves-5131

tigate prominence plumes. In general, simple mod-5132

els for the linear stability assuming an incompressible5133

plane-parallel system have been applied [454, 57, 59]5134

These models use a classical dispersion relation similar5135

to those found in e.g. [97] (see also, Eq. 115).5136

By assuming a fixed angle between the magnetic field5137

and the wave vector, [454] used Eq. (115) to estimate5138

the strength of the magnetic field of the prominence. By5139

using observations to measure the growth rate of the in-5140

stability as ∼ 8×10−3 s−1 and a wavelength in the plane-5141

of-sky of ∼ 1.2× 106 m observed in a prominence on 305142

November 2006, the authors of Ryutova et al. [454]5143

determined the magnetic field strength to be 6 G. This5144

value is consistent with those measured for quiescent5145

prominences [298]. These ideas were further developed5146

by [59], and applied to a case where there was also a5147

shear flow at the boundary (used as a potential addi-5148

tional source of instability). Again, a similar magnetic5149

field strength was inferred.5150

14.3.2. Theoretical developments connected to promi-5151

nence plume observations5152

Though the dispersion relations directly applied to5153

prominence dynamics to make estimates of the promi-5154

nence magnetic field strength are relatively simple, the5155

observations of prominence plumes have inspired fur-5156

ther development of the theory behind the instability.5157

There have been a number of developments in under-5158

standing the role of shear in the magnetic field (the5159

change in direction of the magnetic field around the5160

density jump) on the stability of the prominence bub-5161

ble boundary [446, 230]. The general conclusion from5162

these studies is that the presence of this magnetic shear5163

implies there is no longer a wave vector k such that5164

the tension force can be reduced to zero, so that growth5165

rates are reduced. There have also been developments5166

in including compressible effects [447], which are im-5167

portant at the length scales that the instability develops5168

in prominences.5169

Since the lengthscales over which the instability de-5170

velops are generally greater than the pressure scale5171

height of the prominence material, compressibility may5172

become important in the development of the instability.5173

Furthermore, as the boundary between the prominence5174

and the bubble beneath it is created by the interaction of5175

two different magnetic systems, it is likely that the di-5176

rection of the magnetic field above the boundary is dif-5177

ferent from that below. As such, we would also expect5178

this shear of the magnetic field across the prominence-5179

bubble boundary to be an important factor in determin-5180

ing the stability of the boundary.5181

An area of development we will highlight is the mod-
eling of the effect of the predominantly neutral material
(which is not directly affected by the magnetic forces)
that makes up prominences on the stability of the sys-
tem. One of the standard methods of accounting for
this physics into a MHD model is by using a general-
ized Ohm’s law, which includes the ambipolar diffusion
term in the induction equation, i.e.:

∂B
∂t

= ∇ ×

(
u × B + ηA

J × B × B
|B2|

)
, (136)

where ηA = ξ2
n |B|/νn,iρn ξn is the neutral fraction, ρn is5182

the density of the neutrals and νn,i is the collision fre-5183

quency between the neutrals and the ions (i.e. the num-5184

ber of collisions per second between a neutral particle5185

and an ion). It is worth noting that in some fields they5186

use Cowling resistivity or Pedersen conductivity which5187

are conceptually similar but take slightly different forms5188

to the ambipolar diffusion presented here. Also note5189

the name ambipolar diffusion has a different meaning5190

in other branches of plasma physics.5191

In the small wavenumber limit, the growth rate of5192

the RT instability was found to be similar to the ideal5193

MHD limit. However, at larger wavenumbers where the5194

magnetic field could suppress the instability in the ideal5195

MHD case, instability was still observed [131]. In this5196

case the growth rate s was found to be complex (i.e., an5197

over-stable wave) instead of purely real (direct instabil-5198

ity).5199

This result can be easily understood from a simple5200

thought experiment. In a hot bubble region, there are no5201

neutrals and only a low-density plasma, but the dense5202

prominence material is roughly made up of only 5%5203

ionized species. Therefore, we can say we have a neu-5204

tral fluid that has an Atwood number of unity, and will5205

always be unstable. Whereas thinking of only the ion-5206

ized species as a fluid, we can expect that it may be5207

stable because of the reduced density contrast that ex-5208

ists when only considering this component of the fluid.5209

Therefore, the neutral component of the fluid is always5210

unstable, meaning that even though the collisions be-5211

tween the species will slow down the instability the neu-5212

trals will always be able to slip across the magnetic field.5213

There have been studies that look at the full problem5214

(i.e. treating the two fluids separately, but coupling them5215
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through collisions) [130], and nonlinear simulations of5216

the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability including am-5217

bipolar diffusion which show that the neutral and ion5218

flows can have large (order of a few km s−1) differences5219

in the velocities between them [272]. Details of the5220

formulation behind ambipolar diffusion and multi-fluid5221

modeling can be found in [271].5222

14.3.3. Nonlinear modeling5223

The basic level at which it is necessary to model the5224

nonlinear phase of this phenomenon is by the compress-5225

ible, ideal MHD equations with gravity included (see5226

Section 11). In general, because the diffusive and vis-5227

cous scales are many orders of magnitude smaller than5228

the dynamic scales, they can be assumed to be negligi-5229

ble as a starting point for modeling (i.e. the Reynolds5230

and magnetic Reynolds numbers become infinite).5231

There are a number of key components a nonlinear5232

model of the instability occurring in prominences would5233

have to include. The most basic of these is that there5234

needs to be dense material supported against gravity5235

by the Lorentz force, preferably the magnetic tension5236

component of that force. These models must also in-5237

clude a low density bubble beneath the prominence ma-5238

terial. Since this observed phenomena occurs in the so-5239

lar corona, it should be expected that the plasma β of the5240

model is less than unity, with reasonable values ranging5241

between 0.01 to 0.2. We can divide the nonlinear mod-5242

eling approaches of the plume dynamics into roughly5243

three categories: local models, simple global models5244

and “realistic” global models.5245

The first attempt at plume modeling was the lo-5246

cal model of [227, 228]. They used the Kippenhahn-5247

Schlüter (KS) model as the starting point, which pro-5248

vides an analytic solution for mass collecting in the5249

dips of the magnetic field, so that it can be supported5250

against gravity. For these calculations, a buoyant bub-5251

ble was created by extracting mass from a localised vol-5252

ume. The plasma β used for this model is < 0.5. On5253

perturbing the system, RT plumes rose from the bubble5254

through the simulated prominence. Due to the strong,5255

predominantly horizontal magnetic field, the plumes are5256

forced to align with the direction of the magnetic field5257

(see Figure 57), so that when we observe the plumes5258

in the prominence we are looking approximately along5259

the direction of the magnetic field. This happens be-5260

cause the instability grows while working to minimize5261

the bending of the magnetic field (as can be understood5262

from the linear growth rate, i.e. see Eq. (115)). The5263

plumes rose at speeds of ∼ 8 km/s through the promi-5264

nence body. One reason that explains the smaller rise5265

speed compared to the observations is that the maxi-5266

mum density contrast used in these simulations is only5267

one order of magnitude, whereas the contrast between5268

the prominence and corona is about two orders of mag-5269

nitude. Figure 57 shows a 3D rendering of the density,5270

with magnetic field lines included, of the initial condi-5271

tions (showing the buoyant bubble beneath the promi-5272

nence) and at late times when rising plumes and falling5273

spikes of dense prominence material had developed.5274

Before addressing the details of more complex nu-
merical simulations of plume formation, it is worth-
while to look at some simple nonlinear modeling of
plume rise to understand the particular flow speeds ob-
served. Based on simulation results showing the plume
heads can be approximated by cylindrical structures
aligned with the magnetic field [228] the plume is mod-
elled as a circular cylinder rising through the promi-
nence. By matching the buoyancy with aerodynamic
drag, we find the rise speed of the plume (3rise) should
be:

3rise =

√
2rplumeg

cD

∆ρ

ρprom
≈ 23 km s−1, (137)

where rplume is the radius of the plume head, g is the5275

solar gravity, cD is the drag coefficient (here taken to5276

be 0.5), ∆ρ is the density contrast between the plume5277

and the prominence and ρprom is the prominence density.5278

The ratio of the density contrast to the prominence den-5279

sity is taken to be ∼ 1. Note that this estimate, crude as it5280

may be since it does not include the effects of magnetic5281

tension or compression, does appear to nicely match the5282

higher values in the range of observed the plume rise5283

velocities, providing further evidence that these plumes5284

can be driven by buoyancy.5285

So-called global models, which represent the next5286

level of complexity in modeling prominence plumes,5287

can be seen as reproducing the plume dynamics. These5288

models include the prominence plume dynamics by em-5289

bedding the prominence in a hot, tenuous corona with5290

the height and width (but not necessarily the length)5291

of the prominence contained within the calculation do-5292

main. As seen in the simulations presented in [267] and5293

[563] the plume dynamics produced are similar to the5294

local models.5295

An important extension to these models was given5296

in [510], where the magnetic field of the prominence5297

model was rooted in the solar photosphere, mimick-5298

ing the solar atmosphere, where the high density of the5299

photosphere can act like a fixed boundary for the coro-5300

nal magnetic field when studying dynamics that are fast5301

compared to the evolutionary timescales of the photo-5302

sphere. In these calculations, the magnetic RT instabil-5303
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ity developed, although the instability was suppressed5304

as the angle between the magnetic field of the promi-5305

nence and the direction of the spine of the prominence/-5306

filament system was reduced. One way in which this5307

suppression could be understood is through the ratio5308

of gravity to magnetic tension shown in Eq. (135). In5309

the model of [510] the magnetic field strength was in-5310

creased as the angle was increased, so that even though5311

changing this angle of the magnetic field effectively in-5312

creased the length “L” of the system, the plasma β be-5313

came smaller at a faster rate making the system more5314

dominated by the magnetic tension force that is trying5315

to suppress the instability. Since a prominence size that5316

was about a factor of 5 smaller than those observed was5317

used in this study, the relative importance of the mag-5318

netic field of the full scale of the system was modelled5319

(through the increase in L) reducing the role of instabil-5320

ity dynamics in their model.5321

To go beyond these “simple” global models, extra5322

physics should be included to model the physical con-5323

ditions of the solar corona where a prominence might5324

form. These include a (artificially determined) heating5325

source, energy losses from the atmosphere via radiation,5326

and thermal conduction that is dominated by the con-5327

duction of heat along the magnetic field (as this is the di-5328

rection in which the electrons have the greatest freedom5329

to transport heat). The inclusion of these processes will5330

allow for material to be evaporatedfrom the dense layers5331

of the lower atmosphere into the corona, and if the situa-5332

tion becomes favorable, the cooling of this material can5333

then overpower the heating, resulting in run-away cool-5334

ing of coronal material, forming the cool prominence5335

material inside the corona [e.g.] [563].5336

The work of Kaneko and Yokoyama [261] can be5337

viewed as the most complete modeling of the instability5338

in a prominence setting to date, as it was able to re-5339

produce magnetic RT dynamics as a result of the for-5340

mation of the prominence. In this model material con-5341

densed in the corona to form a prominence. However,5342

due to mass of the material that condensed, the mag-5343

netic RTI developed driving highly turbulent motions in5344

the prominence (as shown in Figure 58). This closely5345

mimics many of the observations of quiescent promi-5346

nences which show the material is highly dynamic and5347

turbulent. The authors found the mass loss from the5348

prominence to be balanced by fresh material condens-5349

ing to reform the prominence.5350

14.4. Discussion and outlook5351

To summarize what has been learnt from these stud-5352

ies, the conditions for the magnetic RT instability are5353

satisfied in solar prominences creating plumes that rise5354

through the prominence body. Given the high resolution5355

and temporal cadence of plume observations, these ob-5356

servations are quite possibly the highest quality obser-5357

vations of the magnetic RT instability in any astrophys-5358

ical system. Note that observations of the RT instability5359

in prominences are not only restricted to prominence5360

plumes: there have been some clear observations of5361

the instability in erupting prominences, e.g. [93], which5362

show the breakup of the dense prominence material as it5363

falls back to the solar surface. These observations have5364

also driven new areas of study, both for linear instabil-5365

ity analysis and for the nonlinear modeling. If the reader5366

is interested in additional details of the phenomenon of5367

prominence plumes and our current understanding of5368

them, they are directed to [233].5369

Though there has been significant progress in both5370

modeling the plumes by the magnetic RTI and devel-5371

oping RTI theory to describe the physical environment5372

of a prominence in the solar corona, there are still ar-5373

eas where development and further investigation is re-5374

quired. The vast majority of the linear stability mod-5375

els used are highly simplified, so more advanced mod-5376

els will allow for the possibility of the RT instability to5377

be used to accurately characterize the prominence sys-5378

tem. Numerically, the nonlinear simulations are becom-5379

ing very advanced. However, a clear area to investigate5380

further is the effect the inclusion of the separate dynam-5381

ics of the ions and neutrals has on the physical process5382

under study. Finally, observationally there is still the ne-5383

cessity for a wide-ranging statistical study of the plumes5384

to determine the relation between key instability charac-5385

teristics — for example, the dependence of the growth5386

rate on the wavenumber. An additional case of interest5387

is one in which the magnetic field, and with it the plume5388

structure, is perpendicular to the line of sight.5389

15. Space physics: Ionospheric Flows5390

Space physics encompasses the study and monitor-5391

ing of Earth’s space environment and solar- terrestrial5392

relationships. The field is critical to advancing and pro-5393

tecting the nation’s economic, defense, and scientific in-5394

terests. Its strategic importance has led to the creation5395

of the National Space Weather Program (academic-5396

industry-government partnership [379]) and the publi-5397

cation of The National Space Weather Strategy and Ac-5398

tion Plan [380]. Multi-scale physics-based predictive5399

modeling, data assimilation and computation of iono-5400

spheric dynamics and turbulence are major frontiers of5401

space sciences and space weather research. A range of5402

scales, from mesoscale to ionospheric microscale, needs5403
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to be included in a three- dimensional modeling frame-5404

work to capture physical mechanisms associated with5405

RT instabilities and turbulence in ionospheric flows.5406

The ionosphere is a dynamic mixture of ions, elec-5407

trons and neutral gases surrounding the Earth in the al-5408

titude range from approximately 90 km to beyond 10005409

km. The ionosphere can also be viewed as a transi-5410

tion region from the earth’s lower atmospheric regions5411

(i.e., troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere) to the outer5412

space environment (i.e., the magnetosphere). As such,5413

the ionosphere acts to mediate and transmit external5414

forces and drivers from below and from above (Figure5415

59.a).5416

The ionosphere involves interactions between phe-5417

nomena of varying scale sizes. Large-scale variations,5418

like solar cycle, seasonal and tidal effects, drive large-5419

scale changes in global structure. Such changes de-5420

fine the mean state (climate) of the ionospheric sys-5421

tem. These processes have characteristic spatial scales5422

greater than a thousand kilometers and time scales from5423

several hours to a few years. General circulation mod-5424

els have been developed to simulate these large-scale5425

structures (e.g., [132, 179, 180, 435]). These global5426

models, together with the large observational datasets5427

that have been accumulated over the years, have led to5428

a much greater understanding of large-scale structures5429

in the ionosphere and the response of these structures to5430

variations in geophysical inputs.5431

Space weather is the perturbation of the ionosphere5432

and thermosphere from its long-term global mean state.5433

These perturbations involve not only large-scale varia-5434

tions, but also mesoscale and small-scale processes that5435

occur locally and may have short periods. Mesoscale5436

and small-scale processes, such as RT instabilities and5437

turbulence, affect not only local plasma and neutral dis-5438

tributions, but also large-scale structures through dy-5439

namical and energetic coupling. Such coupling between5440

processes of different scales occurs in the equatorial re-5441

gion, mid- and high latitudes. Dynamics of large and5442

mesoscale winds is often characterized by the presence5443

of zonal jets, layers and anisotropic turbulence (i.e.,5444

[127, 194, 221, 248, 393, 413, 426, 427, 473, 474, 495,5445

554, 504, 565]). Improving our understanding of neu-5446

tral/plasma interactions and RT physical processes at5447

ionospheric meso/microscales is a challenge for iono-5448

spheric science studies.5449

15.1. Equatorial Spread F5450

The F region is the terrestrial plasma environment be-5451

tween an altitude of 120 and 800 km. The F region5452

is bounded by the E region below and the exosphere5453

above, and together these three regions form the the5454

terrestrial ionosphere [488].7 The RTI was first pro-5455

posed in [150] as the process driving Convective Equa-5456

torial Ionospheric Storms (Equatorial Spread F, or ESF).5457

Using analogy with the hydrodynamic RT instability5458

when a light fluid supports a heavier fluid against grav-5459

ity, it was suggested that lower (higher) density iono-5460

spheric plasma is advected upward (downward), creat-5461

ing a larger perturbation, and the system is unstable. In5462

the ionospheric case, the ‘light fluid’ is the low- den-5463

sity plasma, which carries a gravity-driven current that5464

provides the J × B force, preventing the plasma from5465

freely falling. The system is unstable when the vectors5466

g and ∇n are oppositely directed. Here n is the electron5467

number density of plasma [264]. See the illustration in5468

Figure 60.5469

Plasma irregularities and inhomogeneities in the F5470

region caused by RT plasma instabilities manifest as5471

spread F echoes. The scale sizes of the density irreg-5472

ularities range from a few meters to a few hundred kilo-5473

meters, and the irregularities can appear at all latitudes.5474

However, spread F in the equatorial region can be par-5475

ticularly severe. At night, fully developed spread F is5476

characterized by plasma bubbles, which are vertically5477

elongated wedges of depleted plasma that drift upward5478

from beneath the bottomside F layer (Figure 59.b). A5479

density perturbation can trigger the RT instability on the5480

bottomside of the F layer under certain conditions. Once5481

triggered, density irregularities develop, and the field-5482

aligned depletions then bubble up through the F layer.5483

The east-west extent of a disturbed region can be sev-5484

eral thousand kilometers, with the horizontal distance5485

between separate depleted regions being tens to hun-5486

dreds of kilometers. The plasma density in the bubbles5487

can be up to two orders of magnitude lower than that5488

in the surrounding medium. When spread F ends, the5489

upward drift ceases and the bubbles become fossilized.5490

Equatorial plasma bubbles (EPBs) are irregular plasma5491

density depletions in the post-sunset ionosphere that de-5492

grade communication and navigation signals.5493

15.2. Spacecraft and general circulation model data5494

The electron density in the ionosphere varies diur-5495

nally, geographically and seasonally with sunspot num-5496

ber, and other solar phenomena. The total electron con-5497

tent (TEC) can vary by two orders of magnitude depend-5498

ing on the time and location of observations. Apart from5499

7These rather pedantic names have a curious history, according
to Kelley [264]. The E region received its name from the electric
field in the radio wave reflected by the “Heavyside” layer (the first
name for the ionosphere). The other layers were simply alphabetical
extensions.
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the variation with altitude, the electron density varies5500

with the activity level of the sun, time of the year, time5501

of the day, and geographical position.5502

As an example, Gentile et al. [191] have estab-5503

lished a statistical database of more than 14,400 equa-5504

torial plasma bubble (EPB) observations after inspect-5505

ing evening sector plasma density measurements from5506

polar-orbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite Pro-5507

gram (DMSP) spacecraft for 1989–2004. DMSP space-5508

craft fly in circular, Sun-synchronous polar orbits at an5509

altitude of 840 km and an inclination of 98.7◦. Solar cy-5510

cle, seasonal, and longitudinal effects are evident in the5511

data (Figs. 61–62).5512

Using the National Center for Atmospheric Research5513

Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General5514

Circulation Model (TIEGCM) [428], Figure 62 shows5515

the RT growth rate at 270 km altitude for different lon-5516

gitudes and local time for different seasons [561]. The5517

large growth rate occurs near 18:00 local time (LT),5518

which can be attributed to the large upward ion drift re-5519

lated to the vertical ion drift pre-reversal enhancement5520

(PRE) near dusk [169]. The upward ion drift is directly5521

related to the RTI growth rate. To illustrate the solar5522

effect, the RT growth rates at 18:00 LT. Figure 61a, b5523

illustrated the RTI growth rate for the cases of the so-5524

lar minimum year (2009) and maximum (2003), respec-5525

tively [562]. The RT growth rates during the solar max-5526

imum (2003) are much larger compared to those of the5527

solar minimum case. The TIEGCM model utilizes the5528

field line integrated growth rate with both neutral wind5529

and ion drift [503]. The model calculation, in general,5530

agrees with observations.5531

The evolution of ESF is a strongly nonlinear phe-5532

nomena with multiscale interactions for ionospheric dy-5533

namics. The large-scale primary RT mode can pro-5534

mote a hierarchy of smaller scale plasma instability pro-5535

cesses that give rise to a wide spectrum of irregularities.5536

The presence of these small-scale irregularities was ev-5537

idenced from observations that showed the coexistence5538

of kilometer and meter scale disturbances in the night-5539

time equatorial F region [44, 324]. In addition, a num-5540

ber of stochastic effects and scintillations play an impor-5541

tant role in the influence of the ionosphere on electro-5542

magnetic wave propagation. At low latitude, an impor-5543

tant scintillation source is F-spread. F-spread is caused5544

by rod-shaped magnetic field- aligned plasma bubbles,5545

which are formed in the F-layer just after sunset and5546

have lifetime of 2-3 hours. The edges of the bubbles of5547

F-spread are highly unstable and can be the source of5548

intensity scintillations. F-spread is more prevalent dur-5549

ing equinoxes and summers, occurs preferentially dur-5550

ing magnetically quiet periods, and increases with sun5551

activity.5552

15.3. Nested simulation studies5553

Since the discovery of the plasma instability phe-5554

nomenon that occurs in the nighttime equatorial F-5555

region ionosphere, and which is revealed by rising5556

plumes identified as large-scale depletions or bubbles,5557

considerable efforts have been made in the development5558

of computer models that simulate the generation and5559

evolution of the Equatorial Spread F (ESF) dynamics5560

[3, 44, 128, 244, 245, 246, 100, 155, 156, 265, 279, 280,5561

323, 321, 388, 507, 508, 570, 571, 572]. Here, analyses5562

and simulations of primary and secondary RT instabili-5563

ties in the equatorial spread F (ESF) triggered by the re-5564

sponse of plasma density to neutral turbulent dynamics5565

and wave breaking in the lower region of ionosphere are5566

discussed for coupled systems (ions, electrons, neutral5567

winds), thus enabling studies of mesoscale/microscale5568

dynamics for a range of altitudes encompassing iono-5569

spheric E and F layers. Thus, simulations using coarse5570

and fixed resolutions cannot resolve the small-scale dis-5571

turbances. Poor resolution of these scales can in turn5572

affect the accuracy of the larger scales due to nonlinear-5573

ity. Obviously, one can design a computer model with5574

a very high spatial resolution everywhere. But then, the5575

simulations will be prohibitively expensive, particularly5576

in three dimensions.5577

In this subsection, nested numerical simulations of5578

ionospheric plasma density structures associated with5579

nonlinear evolution of the primary and secondary RT in-5580

stabilities in ESF are discussed. For the limited domain5581

and nested simulations, the lateral boundary conditions5582

are treated via implicit relaxation techniques applied in5583

buffer zones where the density of charged particles for5584

each nest is relaxed to that obtained from the parent do-5585

main. The high resolution in targeted regions offered by5586

the nested model is able to resolve scintillation produc-5587

ing ionospheric irregularities associated with secondary5588

RT instabilities characterized by sharp gradients of the5589

refractive index at the edges of mixed regions. The scin-5590

tillation effects induced by trapping of electromagnetic5591

(EM) waves in parabolic cavities created by the refrac-5592

tive index gradients along propagation paths were ana-5593

lyzed [259, 324, 327, 349, 350].5594

The three-dimensional equations for ionospheric dy-5595

namics include coupling of neutral fluid, ion gas, elec-5596

tron gas, and electromagnetic equations. For brevity,5597

these equations will not be presented here, but they are5598

documented in standard books on Earth’s Ionosphere5599

[264, 472]. The extent of the nested domain simula-5600

tion is [-200km; 200km] in the horizontal and [300km;5601

550km] in the vertical, with a grid spacing of 4km, and5602
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2.5km in horizontal directions and vertical respectively.5603

Figure 65 shows 3D, large-domain simulation of ESF.5604

The neutral wind is 125 m s−1, and the imposed exter-5605

nal electric field is given by Eo/B = 100, where B is5606

the magnetic field. The horizontal axis represents the5607

east-west range (a) and (b); the north-south range (c)5608

and (d). The solid curves represent the iso-density con-5609

tours after 2000 s. The simulation is initialized with5610

a small 3D density perturbation superimposed to the5611

background density profile. The x-z cross-sections are5612

at (a) y = 0 km, (b) y = 109 km. The y-z cross-sections5613

are at (c) at x = 0, (d) x = 31 km. The development of5614

the ESF as a large scale bubble is evident. The top of5615

this bubble reaches a high altitude and is located below5616

500 km.5617

Figure 66 shows the field of iso-density contours sim-5618

ulated by the nested model at a later time. The results5619

show that in addition to the main spread F bubble, there5620

is a generation of secondary Rayleigh-Taylor instabili-5621

ties or secondary bubbles. In addition, the primary (the5622

large scale) disturbance is more developed and reaches5623

higher altitudes. We note that by increasing the res-5624

olution of the parent model, the secondary instability5625

is resolved in the nested simulation (Figure 66). Also,5626

the primary disturbance is more developed and reaches5627

higher altitude above 500 km. Thus, the high resolution5628

in targeted regions offered by the nested model is found5629

to be critical for the resolution of ionospheric plasma5630

density structures and the large-scale bubble associated5631

with the evolution of primary and secondary Rayleigh-5632

Taylor instabilities in the Equatorial Spread F.5633

In summary, analyses and simulations of primary and5634

secondary RT instabilities in the equatorial spread F5635

(ESF) triggered by the response of plasma density to5636

neutral turbulent dynamics and wave breaking in the5637

lower region of ionosphere are discussed for coupled5638

systems (ions, electrons, neutral winds), thus enabling5639

studies of mesoscale/microscale dynamics for a range5640

of altitudes encompassing ionospheric E and F layers.5641

New research efforts focus on combining data-driven5642

and physics- predictive modeling techniques with appli-5643

cations to ionospheric dynamics including studies of ex-5644

treme space weather events such as geomagnetic storms5645

and turbulence driven by RT instabilities.5646

15.4. Challenges5647

The ionosphere plays a major role in space sciences5648

due to its important influence on the propagation of5649

electromagnetic (EM) waves (radio waves, microwaves,5650

lasers). The ionospheric environments can significantly5651

impact communication, navigation and imaging sys-5652

tems primarily through the development of electron5653

density irregularities and plasma turbulence, often in the5654

vicinity of large electron density gradients created by5655

RT instabilities and turbulence. Associated irregulari-5656

ties and inhomogeneous, anisotropic, non-Kolmogorov5657

and patchy ionospheric dynamics can have a spatial5658

range from tens of kilometers through meter scales. A5659

wide variety of physical processes occur on these dis-5660

parate scales, and this has posed a considerable chal-5661

lenge to the goal of a truly self-consistent, comprehen-5662

sive model-based understanding of irregularity dynam-5663

ics and morphology.5664

Recent studies have demonstrated the importance of5665

a full 3D, high-resolution nested approach for local5666

studies of limited area ionospheric environments and5667

for understanding the impact of mesoscale and small-5668

scale ionospheric processes on EM propagation. New5669

research efforts focus on combining data-driven and5670

physics-predictive modeling techniques with applica-5671

tions to ionospheric dynamics and space weather in-5672

cluding studies of extreme events such as geomagnetic5673

storms [156]. The lower ionospheric altitudes are chal-5674

lenging to model, because they are too low for orbiters5675

and too high for radiosondes to take direct measure-5676

ments. In recent years, computer simulations of the5677

earth’s ionosphere have become a prevailing tool to ob-5678

tain properties of plasma flows in the ionosphere, es-5679

pecially at low altitudes. Numerical models have been5680

developed to study RT instabilities in equatorial spread5681

F and ionospheric responses to neutral atmospheric mo-5682

tions in the mid-latitude. In these studies, the neutral5683

dynamics are prescribed as idealized velocity fields such5684

as a constant drift flow or empirical shear flow models;5685

specifically for mid-latitude simulations, linear models5686

of inertial gravity waves (IGW) or data sets from other5687

atmospheric models are influenced by many dynamical5688

processes associated with ionospheric layers.5689

Sporadic E layers are ionization enhancements in the5690

E region at altitudes between 90 and 120 km. The layers5691

tend to occur intermittently and can be seen at all lati-5692

tudes. Sporadic E layers at mid-latitudes are primarily5693

a result of wind shears but they can also be created by5694

diurnal and semi-diurnal tides. The layers are formed5695

when the vertical ion drift changes direction with alti-5696

tude, occurring at the altitudes where the ion drift con-5697

verges. In the E region, the zonal neutral wind is pri-5698

marily responsible for inducing vertical ion drifts which5699

result from a dynamo action. A reversal of the zonal5700

neutral wind with altitude results in ion convergence and5701

divergence regions.5702

In contrast to sporadic E layers, intermediate layers5703

are broad (10–20 km wide), and occur in the altitude5704

range of 120–180 km. They frequently appear at night5705
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in the valley between the E and F regions, but they5706

can also appear during the day. They tend to form on5707

the bottomside of the F region and then slowly descend5708

throughout the night toward the E region. As with spo-5709

radic E layers, intermediate layers can occur at all lati-5710

tudes, can have a large horizontal extent, and an order of5711

magnitude density enhancement relative to background5712

densities. Intermediate layers are primarily a result of5713

wind shears connected with the semi-diurnal tide. In the5714

E-F region valley (130–180 km), the meridional neutral5715

wind is mainly responsible for inducing the upward and5716

downward ion drifts. When the wind blows toward the5717

poles, a downward ion drift is induced, whereas when5718

it blows toward the equator, an upward ion drift is in-5719

duced. If the wind changes direction with altitude (a5720

helical wind shear), the plasma will either diverge and5721

decrease its density or converge and increase its density5722

(layer formation). When a null in the wind shear moves5723

down in altitude, the ion convergence region, and hence5724

intermediate layer, also descend.5725

Many “active experiments” have been conducted to5726

excite plasma instabilities by creating artificial plasma5727

density gradients and observing the resulting layered5728

structures and their nonequilibrium dynamics. The ac-5729

tive technique is to inject large amounts of tracer (bar-5730

ium gas) into the ionosphere from a rocket. The bar-5731

ium is ionized by sunlight and, if released at sunset or5732

sunrise, results in a long-lived plasma made visible by5733

resonant scattering of sunlight. Figure 6.17 from [264]5734

shows visualization of F-layer Rayleigh-Taylor plasma5735

instabilities using Lagrangian tracer techniques. The5736

ionosphere flow pattern is seldom laminar but rather is5737

usually turbulent. The effect of this turbulence is to mix5738

any existing density gradient due to solar production or5739

particle impact ionization. It was noticed that the spec-5740

tra of turbulent electric field show evidence for slopes5741

encompassing -3 and -5/3 power laws ([264]). Unfortu-5742

nately, very few turbulent field data exist in the literature5743

due to technical challenges and expenses in ionospheric5744

data collection campaigns. Turbulent mixing induced5745

by the RT instabilities in ionospheric flows is an impor-5746

tant area of current research.5747

5748

16. Z-pinch, pulsed-power experiments and other5749

applications5750

16.1. Z-pinch5751

If a current is passed through a cylindrical column5752

of conducting material, then the resulting Lorentz force5753

perpendicular to the current stream acts to constrict the5754

column in a cylindrical collapse. This configuration,5755

called a z-pinch, was considered and analyzed before5756

the development of such concepts as ICF (for example5757

see Bennett [55] and Tonks [523] for early analyses of5758

the z-pinch). Its potential for controlled fusion, by con-5759

stricting the interior plasma to the required temperature5760

and pressure, was developed in the 1950s [64].5761

Z-pinches are important in certain classes of fusion5762

schemes and, as we will see below, in the reproduc-5763

tion of astrophysical phenomena in the laboratory. They5764

do however feature an interesting array of challenges.5765

The traditional z-pinch is formed into an equilibrium5766

where the plasma column is sustained by a balance be-5767

tween thermodynamic and magnetic pressures. This5768

equilibrium is susceptible to various instabilities, most5769

famously the sausage and kink instabilities. The kink5770

instability, for example, arises from the amplification of5771

helical perturbations, caused by an unbalanced increase5772

of magnetic pressure on the perturbations and resulting5773

in a runaway growth and disruption of the pinch. The5774

growth rates of these instabilities are such that the use5775

of z-pinches for magnetically confined fusion is imprac-5776

tical, and this is a major reason for the relative lack of5777

interest in z-pinches until recently [452].85778

In an alternate configuration enabled by more recent5779

developments in pulsed-power technology, the current5780

pulse may be rapid so that an equilibrium of the above5781

type is never reached. If the timescales of the process5782

are sufficiently short, it may be able to run to comple-5783

tion before these instabilities, whose growth rates are5784

known, can spoil the effort [203]. These are called fast5785

z-pinches [452]. There is some further variation on the5786

essential concept, including quasi-spherical wire arrays5787

or even X-shaped wire crossings [453].5788

Fast z-pinches are however susceptible to the RT in-
stability, which is a particularly pernicious destabilizing
influence on the cylindrical collapse, featuring a free ac-
celeration across a nonuniform density plasma. In this
context, it is sometimes called the magnetic Rayleigh-
Taylor instability (MRT) given the integral role of the
magnetic field generated by the z-pinch. A simple linear
analysis for an imploding shell configuration, in the pla-
nar approximation, shows [452] that a perturbation of
wavenumber k on the z-pinch shell thickness h (which
is small), aligned at an angle of ℘ to the magnetic field,
is unstable if k is smaller than the critical value,

k0 =
1

2h cos2 ℘
. (138)

Hence, long wavelengths (small k) are unstable and5789

8For recent publications, see references [341, 485, 583].
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small wavelengths (large k) are stable. However, in the5790

case where the perturbations are aligned with the axis5791

(hence perpendicular to the magnetic field) cz = π/25792

and k0 is not defined: all wavenumbers are unstable.5793

Perturbations at this orientation are sometimes called5794

flute modes [452]. On the other hand, the longest stable5795

wavelengths are permitted when the perturbations are5796

aligned with the field (℘ ' 0). Figure 67 shows an inter-5797

pretation of the cylindrical, nonlinear instability. At the5798

top, a longitudinal cross section of the perturbed cylin-5799

drical shell is shown. In the perturbation “valleys”, the5800

magnetic field is stronger and reinforces perturbation5801

growth. At the bottom, an axial cross-section suggests5802

the magnetic field does not necessarily “fall into” the5803

valleys of the perturbations, so that their amplitudes do5804

not grow, provided their wavelengths are not too long.5805

This description, while simplistic, indicates the stabil-5806

ity of perturbations in this case depends on their wave-5807

lengths and orientations relative to the axis of the pinch.5808

Nevertheless, some ideas have been suggested to at-5809

tempt to stabilize the RT instability appearing in these5810

pinches, including introducing a velocity shear, a rota-5811

tion around the pinch axis, or an axial magnetic field5812

in addition to the existing azimuthal field [452]. The5813

latter idea in particular, of applying an additional mag-5814

netic field to a z-pinch configuration, has led to the de-5815

velopment of magnetized liner inertial fusion (MagLIF)5816

[487] and magnetized target fusion (MTF) [304], al-5817

though with the stated aim of inhibiting electron heat5818

transport rather than hydrodynamic stabilization. How-5819

ever, the unstable flute modes associated with the MRT5820

instability were found in one series of MagLIF studies5821

to recede in favour of another helical instability [31],5822

which has since been identified as yet another manifes-5823

tation of MRT [477]. Understanding and perhaps con-5824

quering RT in z-pinch contexts remains a challenge.5825

Pulsed-power facilities have also proved useful for5826

reproducing aspects of astrophysical phenomena in a5827

laboratory setting by moving beyond the most basic5828

z-pinch configurations. The plasmas generated by z-5829

pinches can often be modelled by ideal MHD if care5830

is taken in the setting of the various pinch parameters5831

[453], and may also resemble the plasmas in these as-5832

trophysical contexts. By an appropriate arrangement of5833

wire arrays in conical, spherical, or planar settings, it5834

has been possible to investigate jets emitted from young5835

stellar objects (a review of is given by Reipurth and5836

Bally [420]), jet interactions with interstellar plasma5837

“winds” [109], astrophysical shock waves, and even to5838

some extent, the accretion disks which form around ce-5839

lestial objects [408]. A review of experimental efforts5840

in this regard is given by Lebedev et al.[294]. Many5841

of these astrophysical phenomena can be investigated5842

in terms of resistive or ideal MHD, and likewise feature5843

hydrodynamic instabilities such as RTI. Examples of the5844

RT instability in particular can be found in the linear,5845

highly collimated plasma-jets mentioned above [451],5846

and in arch-shaped jets strongly guided by magnetic5847

field [51]. The experiments generated using pulsed-5848

power facilities can in turn be used to validate numer-5849

ical models, particularly in MHD, of these phenomena,5850

providing a powerful investigative tool for understand-5851

ing astrophysical flows often in the absence of direct5852

observational data [294].5853

16.2. Supernovae5854

The motion of material surfaces and interfaces in5855

supernovae has been a topic of interest for a long5856

time. Supernova dynamics has seen much intense re-5857

search from the astrophysics community across a broad5858

spectrum of topics (see for example studies by Ar-5859

nett et al.[18, 19, 20] regarding Supernova 1987A, a5860

well-known Type-II core-collapse supernova), so that5861

a full survey of the results cannot be given here (see5862

[374, 593]). However, we can discuss briefly the role5863

that RM and RT has in these flows, and the role of MHD5864

in the modeling of the shock and wave dynamics. Two5865

particular examples are the role of hydrodynamic mix-5866

ing in the stellar model during the supernova explosion,5867

and the subsequent dynamics of stellar material (super-5868

nova remnants, or SNRs) long after the initial explosion.5869

Numerical modeling of the early stages of supernova5870

explosion hydrodynamics, particularly core-collapse5871

supernovae, has often been hydrodynamic with radia-5872

tive effects; that is, without magnetic field contribu-5873

tions (there are many studies, but a discussion is pro-5874

vided in Hammer et al.[218]). Core-collapse super-5875

novae form following the successive fusion of heavier5876

elements up to silicon (into iron and nickel) by very5877

large stars. Eventually, the huge gravitational pressure5878

on the resulting nickel-iron core is large enough to over-5879

come the electron degeneracy pressure, causing in turn5880

the core to collapse into itself and resulting in electron5881

capture, thereby emitting an enormous quantity of neu-5882

trinos. The core continues to collapse into itself away5883

from the outer layers of the stars. Subsequent to this –5884

and the precise mechanism is debated – a shock wave is5885

formed which explodes out from the star. The bright-5886

ness of this event has a particular luminosity evolu-5887

tion over time called a light curve. From the partic-5888

ular smoothness of these light curves, especially from5889

SN 1987A, it has become evident that some kind of5890

hydrodynamic mixing occurs inside the star during the5891

core collapse and subsequent explosion [20]. Indeed, it5892
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was found that at least two-dimensional models were re-5893

quired to capture the mixing that occur inside a star prior5894

to supernova, with three-dimensional models properly5895

required to capture the correct physics [218]. Large-5896

scale convection effects inside the star cause large per-5897

turbations on density interfaces within the star, which in5898

turn act as triggers for RT [218], while the importance5899

of RM during this process remains a topic of discussion5900

[273, 274, 218]. Incorporating flame physics compli-5901

cates the physics further [183, 268].5902

Supernova explosions exist in complex electromag-5903

netic environments, and fully understanding them re-5904

quires among other things a proper accounting of the5905

electromagnetic effects [252]. The magnetorotational5906

mechanism [355], is one candidate to explain the core-5907

collapse supernova explosion. While the magnetic field5908

inside the star is amplified to a great extent during grav-5909

itational collapse, this amplification alone is not enough5910

to allow it to appreciably affect the hydrodynamics of5911

the star. However, as the star collapses and loses grav-5912

itational energy, its rotational energy increases due to5913

conservation of angular momentum. This increased ro-5914

tation rate can boost the magnetic energy density fur-5915

ther by “wrapping” the lines around the core in an in-5916

creased number of windings [295, 546]. MHD mod-5917

els have also been used, for example, in the study5918

of type Ia supernovae (featuring white dwarves which5919

undergo catastrophic runaway thermonuclear fusion),5920

to develop propagation models of nuclear combustion5921

fronts [423, 424].5922

RT, RM and MHD effects really combine together in5923

the dynamics of supernovae remnants (SNRs). The un-5924

even shape of SNRs is due to RT and RM resulting from5925

perturbations in the stellar structure during the initial ex-5926

plosion (for example [22]). The SNRs move within a5927

magnetic field, which significantly affect their dynamics5928

[80]. Moreover, SNRs are known to greatly accelerate5929

cosmic rays which pass through them, resulting from5930

MHD waves produced by these rays [529], but this phe-5931

nomenon may be best understood in terms of the mag-5932

netic field amplification which can occur precisely in5933

the MHD RM and RT instabilities [257, 459].5934

16.3. Inertial fusion5935

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a small,5936

millimetre-scale capsule containing a deuterium-tritium5937

fuel mixture is irradiated with high-intensity laser en-5938

ergy, causing the shell material to vaporize abruptly,5939

which in turn forces a shock wave to implode radially5940

into the fuel mixture. As the shock travels through the5941

mixture and reaches the centre, it heats and compresses5942

the mixture to hundreds of millions of Kelvin and bil-5943

lions of atmospheres pressure, causing the fuel to ignite5944

in a nuclear fusion reaction. The surrounding fuel, hav-5945

ing been accelerated inward by the shock, is confined5946

close to the ignition point by its own inertia – hence the5947

name – and can thus maintain the fusion burn. However,5948

since the density of the fuel mixture is not uniform, RT5949

and RM instabilities are excited and can promote mix-5950

ing between the different layers, disrupting the spheri-5951

cal symmetry of the system and inhibiting confinement5952

and fusion burn. These instabilities are two of the pri-5953

mary culprits for ICF not having been able to produce5954

net positive energy in the laboratory, despite significant5955

sophisticated efforts [307]. A detailed discussion can be5956

found in Zhou et al. [593].5957

In inertial fusion, the fluids are in fact plasmas, which5958

interact with magnetic fields, and there is the prospect5959

of using this fact in some way to control or otherwise5960

influence the development of the RT and RM insta-5961

bilities. One idea is to use the implosion to amplify5962

the magnetic field, in a process called flux compres-5963

sion, to inhibit electron transport near the hot spot at5964

the center, increasing its ability to retain heat. Using5965

the OMEGA laser at the University of Rochester, it5966

has been shown experimentally that embedding a strong5967

magnetic field in an ICF-type capsule could yield an in-5968

crease in ion temperature by 15% and neutron yield by5969

30%, a greater increase than even predicted by a par-5970

allel one-dimensional numerical code [98, 238]. This5971

discrepancy was attributed to the inability of the code to5972

capture higher-dimensional effects. The magnetic field5973

may also affect performance in other aspects. However,5974

the reduced electron conductivity afforded by field line5975

electron confinement may also be detrimental to per-5976

formance because of a reduced coupling between drive5977

laser energy and the capsule [332]. Another line of re-5978

search, relevant to our discussion, has focused on the5979

hydrodynamic aspects of the plasma motion using mag-5980

netohydrodynamics (MHD); this idea is based on the5981

observation that RM can be suppressed altogether in5982

MHD [456], along with the long-known similar obser-5983

vation regarding RT [97]. As we have seen, fundamen-5984

tal numerical investigations in MHD along these lines5985

have been promising for the possibility of instability5986

suppression in these problems. Along with the property5987

of flux compression [98, 238], RM and RT instabilities5988

can also amplify the magnetic field during their devel-5989

opment [257, 459], which can further inhibit electron5990

transport [493]. While not all physical effects in ICF5991

can be captured by ideal MHD, some of its essential5992

aspects are necessary to understand the principles that5993

allow these strategies to work. We have discussed these5994
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aspects in the sections above.5995

.5996

17. Conclusion5997

Each year, over a thousand publications that focus5998

on either the physics or applications of Rayleigh-Taylor5999

(RT) and Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities are6000

published. Often, these works are motivated by seeking6001

to understand the physical processes at play in super-6002

novae detonations or inertial confinement fusion (ICF).6003

While these fascinating scientific and technological ap-6004

plications are indeed significant (the interested reader is6005

referred to a comprehensive description in recent com-6006

prehensive reviews [589, 590, 593]), the RT and RM in-6007

stabilities also play key roles in several other interesting6008

engineering applications and natural phenomena, which6009

are rarely considered in the literature.6010

Given the vast diversity of fields in which these ap-6011

plications occur, the individual researcher may not be6012

aware of the entire gamut of rapidly evolving applica-6013

tions in which RT and RM flows are relevant: astro-6014

physics, space physics, geophysics, inertial confinement6015

fusion, high-energy-density physics, combustion, turbu-6016

lent mixing, and many engineering processes. Thus, the6017

goal of this work is to bring attention to the interdisci-6018

plinary nature of the field and to illustrate the underly-6019

ing physical principles that can be applied to a far wider6020

range of problems, with length scales ranging from mi-6021

crons to hundreds of kilometers and time scales rang-6022

ing from nanoseconds to seconds. This pedagogical re-6023

view is written to make these applications accessible to6024

a broad and heterogeneous audience.6025

Specifically, we illustrate the different phases of time-6026

dependent development these instabilities share in com-6027

mon, starting from the linear and advancing to non-6028

linear, transition, and turbulent states. We also review6029

the various numerical methods designed specifically to6030

tackle these challenging problems in order to allow the6031

sharp interface separating the fluids to be captured with6032

fidelity. Along the way, we present the multi-faceted6033

approaches that have been taken, using numerical sim-6034

ulations, theories, observations, or laboratory and laser6035

experiments.6036

We further show how these instabilities have revealed6037

themselves in chemically reactive and explosively ex-6038

panding flows, with important applications in pulsed6039

detonation engines, Type 1a supernovae, and SCRAM-6040

JETs. RT and RM instabilities have also been utilized6041

to investigate the properties of material strength. The6042

effects of RM instability can also be seen in the pro-6043

duction of particulate ejecta in many contexts. We also6044

stress the role of magnetic fields and their role in the6045

development of the instability growth in solar promi-6046

nences, supernovae, and pulsed-power experiments. We6047

conclude the paper by discussing the instrumental role6048

the RT instability plays in the plasma environment of6049

ionospheric flows in space.6050
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Appendix A. Surfaces of discontinuity6088

We discuss shocks and discontinuous surfaces in ad-
ditional detail. Shock waves are nearly discontinuous
surfaces in space which move faster than the speed of
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sound in the medium, and carry jumps in pressure, den-
sity, and velocity. In gas dynamics, they are derived
from the Euler equations, which express conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy, where in the latter case
the ideal gas law was used to write the evolution equa-
tion for pressure. Unfortunately, shock waves are, in the
ideal limit, discontinuous surfaces of the flow variables
featuring jumps in density, pressure, etc. Across shocks
and material discontinuities, the Euler equations fail to
satisfy existence properties, since they involve deriva-
tives of discontinuous functions. However, when writ-
ten in conservation form,

∂

∂t
U + ∇ · F (U) = 0, (A.1)

for the appropriate conserved quantities signified by
U and with flux functions F, it is straightforward to
integrate them over an infinitesimally small region in
space covering the discontinuous surface. Effectively,
the differential system (A.1) is transformed to an inte-
gral (weak) form over a control volume that contains
the discontinuities. Thus, the integral form can be in-
terpreted as an algebraic description for the magnitudes
of the jump discontinuities. These relations lead to
the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions when applied to shock
waves, but in their basic form are really conservation
law statements for any discontinuous surfaces,

JρunK = 0, ρun JutK = 0,
q
ρu2

n + p
y

= 0,

ρun

s
1
2

(u2
n + u2

r ) +
p

(γ − 1)ρ
+

p
ρ

{
= 0, (A.2)

where JΦK indicates the difference between the up-6089

stream and downstream values of Φ. The subscript n6090

indicates the component normal to the shock, r tangen-6091

tial to the shock. All variables are taken in the reference6092

frame in which the shock is stationary. These condi-6093

tions assert that some quantities remain continuous even6094

across a discontinuous surface. For example, a jump in6095

the shock-normal velocity component across the shock6096

requires corresponding jumps in density and pressure6097

such that the bracketed quantities in (A.2) remain con-6098

tinuous. The magnitude of these jumps is controlled by6099

the Mach number. Provided ρun is nonzero, the second6100

condition states that gas dynamic shocks do not support6101

jumps in tangential velocity. In particular, they cannot6102

act as vortex sheets. Now, in a coordinate frame moving6103

with a gas dynamic shock, the upstream is supersonic6104

and the downstream subsonic. In this sense, a gas dy-6105

namic shock “crosses” the sonic speed. This is what is6106

expressed by the Mach number: in the shock frame, the6107

upstream (normal component of velocity) is supersonic6108

(M > 1), and downstream is subsonic (M < 1). This is6109

the only type of shock wave in gas dynamics.6110

In the special case where there is no mass flux across6111

the discontinuity, the first condition of (A.2) is triv-6112

ially satisfied and the remaining conditions reduce to6113

JpK = 0, with discontinuities allowed in density and6114

tangential velocity. This interface is called a tangential6115

discontinuity if the tangential velocity jump is not zero,6116

and for constant velocities is highly unstable as a re-6117

sult of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In the case of RM6118

and RT instability, a perturbed density interface is sub-6119

jected to a shock or a non-impulsive acceleration. Baro-6120

clinic generation will then generate a tangential veloc-6121

ity jump at the interface, but here the tangential velocity6122

will be non-uniform away from the interface. In partic-6123

ular, when a shock and tangential discontinuity collide,6124

as in RM, instability arises at the contact discontinuity6125

because it can carry a tangential velocity jump, which6126

the transmitted and reflected shock waves cannot.6127

Appendix B. Definitions6128

Appendix B.1. Abbreviations6129

ALE Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (fluid dy-
namics code methodology)

BC Boundary Condition
BW Blast Wave
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (fluid dynamics

timestep limit)
CD Contact discontinuity
CI Contact interface
CJ Chapman-Jouguet (detonation wave state)
DDT Deflagration-to-detonation transition
DL Darrieus-Landau (flame instability)
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Pro-

gram
DNS growth rate Simulation
DTF Distorted tulip flames
EM Electromagnetic
ESF Equatorial Spread F
EPB Equatorial Plasma Bubble in ionosphere
EW Expansion wave
HE High explosive
I Incident shock

6130
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ICF Inertial Confinement Fusion
IGW Inertial Gravity Waves
ILES Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
ISS Incident Slow Shock
KHI Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
KS Kippenhahn-Schlüter
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LMS Livermore Multiscale (strength model)
LT Local time in ionosphere measurements
MHD Magnetohydrodynamics
MRT Magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor
MagLIF Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion
MTF Magnetized Target Fusion
PAWCM Parallel Adaptive Wavelet Collocation

Method (fluid dynamics code methodol-
ogy)

PDF Probability Density Function
PETN Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (explosive)
PPM Piecewise Parabolic Method (fluid dy-

namics code methodology)
PS Primary shock
PTW Preston-Tonks-Wallace (strength model)
RD Rotational Discontinuity
RF Reflected Fast wave
RFS Reflected Fast Shock
RM Richtmyer-Meshkov
RMI Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
RS Reflected Shock
RS Reflected Sub-fast wave
RSS Reflected Sub-fast Shock
RT Rayleigh-Taylor
RTI Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
SBI Shock-bubble interaction
SDMI Shock-driven multiphase instability
SG Steinberg-Guinan (strength model)
SGL Steinberg-Guinan-Lund (strength model)
SN Supernova
SNR Supernova Remnant
SS Secondary shock
TCD Tuned Centred-Difference (fluid dynam-

ics code methodology)
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TF Transmitted Fast wave
TFS Transmitted Fast Fhock
TIEGCM Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynam-

ics General Circulation Model
TS Transmitted Sub-fast wave
TSS Transmitted Sub-fast Shock
UCC Ultra-compact combustor
WENO Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory

(fluid dynamics code methodology)
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Appendix B.2. Notations6133

x̂ Unit vector
ζ̂ Value at interface
J·K Change across interface
f̃ Spatial fourier transform of function f
〈·〉 Plane average in homogeneous direction
f Result of applying LES low-pass filter to

function f
δφ Value of φ perturbed from steady solution
φ′ Fluctuation in φ, i.e. difference from en-

semble mean
φ+ Post-shock value of φ
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Appendix B.3. Symbols6135

Throughout this manuscript, we use the following6136

definitions for common symbols.6137

α Linear amplitude growth rate scaling fac-
tor

αb, αs Scaling constants for growth of RT bub-
bles, spikes

αRM Scaling constant in RM layer growth
αRT Scaling constant in RT layer growth
β Plasma parameter, β = 2p/B2

βB Scaling between density and concentra-
tion fluctuations, ρ′ = βBφ

′

βW Work hardening parameter
γ Adiabatic index of equation of state
γ Mean adiabatic index of equation of state
δρ Density perturbation
∆ρ Density difference, ρ2 − ρ1
∆ LES filter width
δp Pressure perturbation
∆u Shock velocity jump
∆x, ∆y,
∆z

Grid spacing

6138
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ε Material strain
εδ Small scaling parameter
ε Penalty function on the divergence of the

velocity field [210]
ζ Bulk viscosity
η Kolmogorov scale
ηc Compression factor, ηc = ρ/ρ0
η∞ Late-time asymptotic interface amplitude
ηA Ambipolar diffusivity
ηD Magnetic diffusivity
θ RM power law exponent
θ Angle between B and k
θb, θs RM power law exponent for bubble and

spike
Θ Molecular mixing fraction
κ Interface curvature, κ = ∇ · n
κT Thermal conductivity
λ Wavelength
λc Stabilization length scale for DL instabil-

ity
λν Inner viscous scale
λD Diffusion layer scale
λh Analogous diffusion length for the mixing

region
λLT Leipmann-Taylor scale
λT Taylor microscale
λmin Minimum perturbation wavelength
µ Shear viscosity
µm Mean molecular mass
µ0 Magnetic permeability in a vacuum
ν Kinematic viscosity
νn,i Neutral-ion collision frequency
ξ Lagrangian displacement
ξ Interface position when the magnetic field

is present
ξn Fraction of a fluid that is composed of

neutral particles
ρ Density
ρ′ Density fluctuation
ρ0 Unperturbed density
ρ0 Mean density, (ρ1 + ρ2)/2
ρ1, ρ2 Unperturbed density either side of an in-

terface
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ρ+
1 , ρ+

2 Post-shock density either side of an inter-
face

ρu, ρb Unburnt and burnt densities
ρn Neutral density
ρplume,
ρprom

Plume and prominence density

σ Cauchy stress tensor
σ Standard deviation
σr Unburned-to-burned density ratio
ς External sources of the general system,

Eq. ??
κ Coefficient of thermal expansion
ζ Constant of proportionality in absorbed x-

ray intensity
τ Deviatoric stess tensor
τh Analogous diffusion time scale for the

mixing region
τr Characteristic reaction timescale
φ Velocity potential, u = ∇φ
φ Generic conserved scalar
φ0 Unperturbed generic conserved scalar
φ′ Generic conserved scalar fluctuation
φ Level set function
Φ Generic flux function
ω Angular frequency, perturbations vary as

exp (iωt) (or exp (−iωt) for MHD)
ωA Alfvén wave frequency
a Interface perturbation amplitude
a0 Initial interface perturbation amplitude
ak Mode amplitude
a+

0 Post-shock amplitude
A Atwood number, (ρ2 − ρ1)/(ρ2 + ρ1)
A+ Post-shock Atwood number
B Magnetic field
B0 Initial magnetic field
Bn Normal component of magnetic field
Bcrit Critical magnetic field for RM suppres-

sion
Bt Tangential component of magnetic field
c Speed of light
cD Drag coefficient
cp Constant pressure specific heat capacity
cRT Constant in a RTI mixing layer equation

from a mass flux and energy balance ar-
gument [89]
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c3 Constant volume specific heat capacity
C Colour function (volume fraction of refer-

ence fluid)
Cα Constant in the condition for the growth

of interface perturbation where the Alfvén
velocity must be greater than some factor
of this speed

℘ Angle between perturbation of wavenum-
ber k on the z-pinch shell thickness h and
magnetic field

Cs Sound speed
C0, C1 Integration constants for Lagrangian dis-

placement
C0, C1 Integration constants for magnetic field
D Material diffusivity
DT Thermal diffusivity,DT = κT/(ρcp)
D
Dt Advective or material derivative, ∂

∂t +u ·∇
dl Path element
dD Debye length
dL Larmor length
e Specific internal energy
E Specific total energy
E Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic en-

ergy
Eo Imposed electric field
fb External body force
f1, f2 Volume fractions of materials 1 and 2
F Force operator (MHD)
F Wavenumber factor in resistive MHD
FG Gravitational force
FT Magnetic tension
g Gravity
g(t) Time-varying acceleration
g0 Standard gravity, g0 ' 9.8 m s−2

G the number of wavelength doublings or
“generations”

G Shear modulus
G(r, x) LES filter kernel
GF Perturbation growth factor
h Mixing layer width
h Mesh spacing
h z-pinch shell thickness
hb, hs Bubble and spike heights
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hk Specific enthalpy of species k
Hp Pressure scale height
I Identity tensor
I0 Incident x-ray intensity
Iabs Absorbed x-ray intensity
Itrans Transmitted x-ray intensity
Jk Flux of material k
J Electric current
j Perturbed electric current
J0 Magnetization parameter, J0 = V2

A/gL
kr Span-wise wavenumber, k2

r = k2
x +k2

y , kr =

2π/λ
kx, ky, kz Components of wavenumber
k Total wavenumber (Kolmogorov spec-

trum)
kB Boltzmann constant
k0 Maximum wavenumber for shell instabil-

ity
kc Cutoff wavenumber
k̃ Span-wise wavenumber, k̃ ≡ kr

kmin Minimum perturbation wavenumber
kmax Maximum perturbation wavenumber
K Pre-formed ripple wavenumber
L Characteristic length scale
L Radius of curvature of the magnetic field
L11 Integral length scale
Le Lewis number
LM Markstein scale length
LP Dislocation segment length
M Mach number
Me Electron mass
M f Fast Mach number
Mi Ion mass
MI Intermediate Mach number
MP Proton mass
Ms Slow Mach number
Ms Shock Mach number
n Time step index
n Work hardening parameter
n Electron number density
n Wavenumber (explosively-driven expan-

sion)
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N Wavenumber (explosively-driven expan-
sion)

n Interface normal
p Pressure
p0 Unperturbed pressure
Pr Prandtl number, Pr = ν/DT
qc Diffusive thermal flux
qd Enthalphy diffusion flux
rplume Plume radius
Rm Magnetic Reynolds number, Rm = VL/ηD
Re Reynolds number, Re = LU/ν
Re? Critical Reynolds number for scale de-

coupling
r Radial coordinate
s Growth rate, s = iω
S Symmetric strain rate tensor
Sc Schmidt number, Sc = ν/D
S f Flame speed
S f ,∞ Laminar flame speed
S t (RT flames)
t Time
tc Characteristic timescale for the promi-

nence system
T Temperature
T0 Initial temperature
u Fluid velocity
un Normal component of velocity
ur Tangential component of velocity
uz0 constant from the solution of a linearlized

equation for the normal component of ve-
locity

U Characteristic velocity scale
Ul laminar flame speed
Us Incident shock speed
3 Velocity of individual fluid particles
Vk Diffusion velocity of species k
V Characteristic velocity scale
VA Alfvén wave speed
3rise Plume rise speed
3lin Linear amplitude growth rate
3 Impulse, 3 =

∫
f (t) dt

W Mixing layer integral width
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Wb, Ws Mixing layer integral bubble and spike
widths

w Vorticity, w = ∇ × u
x Spanwise direction §2
x Position vector
x Perpendicular direction §4.2
xc Mixing layer position §4.2
xn Neutral fraction
y Spanwise direction §2
Y Material (yield) strength
Y0 Material (yield) strength at standard con-

ditions
YP Peierls stress
YT Thermally activated material strength
Y1, Y2 Mass fractions of materials 1, 2
z Perpendicular direction §2
z1, z2 Position of interfaces 1, 2
zrma3 Mean interface position
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Figure 39: Top: Initial particle volume fraction contour
(close up view). A baseline uniform volume fraction
of 5% is modified by the addition of perturbation wave
numbers 2 and 9. The local maximum particle volume
fraction is 7% and local minimum is 3%. Middle: Gas
density contours only at t = 500µs. Bottom: Gas den-
sity contour and computational particles at 500µs [389].
Reproduced with permission.

(a)

(b)

Figure 40: (a). Initially packed bed of flour parti-
cle dispersed by a blast wave in a hele-shaw cell at
late time (experiment) [438]. (b). Four-way coupled
point-particle particle simulation with discrete element
method collision model of a blast-driven dense parti-
cle bed in a hele-shaw cell (42% mean initial volume
fraction) [278]. The upper part of the figure displays
particle volume fraction, while the lower part shows the
particles colored by their radial velocity. Reproduced
with permission.
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Figure 41: The schematic diagram of the Lagrangian
displacement ξ for two flows; one which takes the fluid
parcel from position a to position x at time t and one
which takes it to x̂.

Figure 42: Growth rate s = iω of the uniform field
(in the x direction) magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ity (solid line), the sheared field case (dashed line)
for the same field strength and the hydrodynamic case
(dot-dashed line). For this calculation we have ρ1 =

10−12kg m−3 and ρ2 = 10−10kg m−3. We take a wave-
length of 2 × 106 m and θ giving the angle between the
wavevector and the x direction. In both magnetic cases,
the magnitude of B is |B| = 5 × 10−4 T, for the sheared
field case By = 0.1Bx. For the uniform field case, only
modes close to the interchange mode grow. The in-
clusion of the sheared field, in this case only a small
amount of shear, noticeably reduces the growth rate.
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Figure 43: Images of the development of magnetic RTI mixing layers over time for different field strengths, going
from weak at the top to strong at the bottom. Fig. 2 of [94], with permission.
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Figure 44: Development of the shock-accelerated inter-
face, with zero magnetic field (a1, b1, c1) and a finite-
strength, horizontally oriented applied magnetic field
(a2, b2, c3) with β = 2 and a Mach number M = 2 (see
text for β definition). After the shock initially traverses
the interface (a1, a2), the RM instability develops in the
unmagnetized case (b1, c1) but remains suppressed in
the presence of the magnetic field (b2, c2) [456]. Re-
produced with permission.

Figure 45: MHD shock refraction diagram [541] for the
magnetized configuration described in Figure 44 show-
ing contours of (a) density and (b) transverse (vertical)
magnetic field component. As the incident shock (I) tra-
verses the interface (contact discontinuity, CD), then re-
fracts into a system of waves including the transmitted
fast and sub-fast waves (TF, TS), the shocked interface
(SC), and reflected fast and sub-fast waves (RF, RS).
Vorticity not shown. Reproduced with permission.
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Figure 46: Numerical results of Sano et al.[460] show-
ing the importance of critical field strength for RM sup-
pression, after passage of the shock. Contours show
density distribution on the left and vorticity on the right.
Magnetic fields lines are shown on the left. Shock re-
fraction process produces a transmitted (TFS) and re-
flected (RFS) fast shock, and the contact discontinuity
(CD). (a): For a weak magnetic field, the vorticity re-
mains on the CD as the RM growth rate outstrips the
Alfvén speed, so that RM is not suppressed. (b) For
magnetic field above the critical strength, for the param-
eters chosen in the study, the vorticity is transported off

the interface by rotational discontinuities (RD), which
are a type of intermediate shock, suppressing RM. Note
the deflection of the field lines at the vortex sheets. Re-
produced with permission.
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(c) (d) (e)

Figure 47: Example field configurations for converging flows showing density interface and magnetic field lines in
three dimensions from [371]. (a) Three-dimensional uniform unidirectional field; (b) Three-dimensional “two-loop”
field, notionally generated by two current loops placed above and below the target; (c) Three-dimensional “six-loop”
field with octahedral symmetry, notionally generated by six current loops placed on the principal axes around the
target.

Figure 48: Vorticity contour of shock refraction for
(left) unmagnetized, and (right) MHD flow with a field
penetrating the interface from a portion of a converging
MHD RM problem [302]. In the unmagnetized case,
shock refraction on the density interface (DI1) produces
a transmitted (TS) and reflected (RS) shock with vortic-
ity remaining on the interface. In MHD, the transmitted
and reflected sub-fast shocks (TSS, RSS) carry vorticity
off the interface. The incident slow shock (ISS) results
from details of the initialization. Reproduced with per-
mission.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 49: RM suppression in two-dimensional converging flows [369]. (a) Density contour showing unsuppressed
RM after passage of a converging cylindrical shock. (b) Density contour of MHD RM suppression with a two-
dimensional field analogous to Figure 47a. (c) Density contour of MHD RM suppression with field analogous to
Figure 47b. (d) Vorticity contour and density isoline for a uniform initial field, β0 = 4, showing the transmitted fast
(TF), transmitted sub-fast (TS), reflected sub-fast (RS) and reflected fast (RF) waves, and the incident slow shock
(ISS) resulting from the initialization and not directly related to the initial shock-interface interaction. (e) Vorticity
contour for a uniform field β0 = 32 but otherwise similar to (d) after appearance of RT instability. RT vorticity is
generated on the interface, but continually advected away from it. In all cases, the initial sonic shock Mach number
' 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 50: Density contours for an explosion of a
cylindrical SF6 cloud of diameter 0.1 m in air (a) with-
out a magnetic field, (b) in the presence of a forward-
diagonally oriented magnetic field of strength 0.1 T.
Initial air ambient pressure and density are 101.3 kPa,
1.205 kg/m3 respectively [303]. Reproduced with per-
mission.

Figure 51: Density (left) and magnetic field (right) con-
tours of the MHD RM instability [459]. The initial weak
magnetic field is oriented horizontally, but is swept up
in the nonlinear evolution of the RM instability and am-
plifies in filamentary structures. Reproduced with per-
mission.

Figure 52: Magnetic field strength contour (left) and
magnetic field lines (right) of the MHD RM instabil-
ity [459]. The initial weak magnetic field is oriented
obliquely to the interface. Reproduced with permission.
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Figure 53: Ion and electron species number densities
in two-fluid RM problem without an applied magnetic
field, with hydrodynamic interface position overlaid, for
reference Larmor and Debye lengths dL = dD = 0.1
relative to the flow length scales [69]. Reproduced with
permission.
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Figure 54: An example of an active region of prominence (panel a) observed on the 8th Feb. 2007 at 17:24UT
(observations performed using Hinode Solar Optical Telescope).

Figure 55: H-alpha filaments on the solar disk (left) with the spine (central axis of the filament) and a bard (a prong
the protrudes from this axis) for a particular filament (observed on 21 Dec. 2010 using SMART T1, Hida Observatory,
Kyoto University). Also shown is its position in relation to the photospheric magnetic field (right) with the positive
polarities shown in white and the negative shown in black. The outline of the H-alpha filaments are shown in blue,
showing they form on the polarity inversion lines observed with the HMI instrument onboard SDO. Axes units are in
arcseconds, with one arcsecond ∼ 730 km at the Sun-Earth distance.
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Figure 56: A quiescent prominence observed by Hinode SOT on 29th Sept. 2008 at 10:02UT showing the intensity
in the Ca II H broadband filter, a plume and three downflowing knots are marked on the figure.

(a)
~1Mm

(b) (c)

Figure 57: Evolution of plumes driven by the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the KS prominence model
presented in [228]. Reproduced with permission.
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Figure 58: Development of the RTI in a global prominence model [261]. Reproduced with permission.

Figure 59: Typical profiles of neutral atmospheric temperature and ionospheric plasma density with the various
layers designated [264]. Reproduced with permission. c©Elsevier
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Figure 60: Schematic diagram of the plasma analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the equatorial geometry.
[264]. Reproduced with permission. c©Elsevier

Figure 61: Contour plot of equatorial plasma bubble (EPB) rates for solar maximum 1999–2002 on a month versus
longitude grid. EPB rates are fairly symmetric, high in the America-Atlantic-Africa sector both early and late in the
year. [191]. Reproduced with permission. c©AGU
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Figure 62: Contour plot of EPB rates for solar minimum 1994–1997 in the same format as Figure 61. EPB rates
were generally 5%. Highest rate (21%) occurred in the Africa sector in March. [191]. Reproduced with permission.
c©AGU
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Figure 63: Local time and longitudinal variations of
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth rate (10−5s−1)
during the March equinox, solstice, September equinox,
and December solstice (from top to bottom). [561]. Re-
produced with permission. c©AGU

Figure 64: Seasonal and longitudinal variations of the
field line-integrated Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth
rate (10−5s−1) at 18:00 LT simulated with non-migrating
tides for solar minimum year 2009 (a) and maximum
2003 (b). The peak height for the field lines is at pres-
sure level 1.75, which is 264 (298) km during solar min-
imum (maximum). The black lines are days and longi-
tudes match the Tsunoda condition [562]. Reproduced
with permission. c©Elsevier
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Figure 65: 3D-Large domain simulation of ESF. The neutral wind is 125m/s, and the imposed external electric
field is given by Eo/B = 100, where B is the magnetic field. The horizontal axis represents the east-west range
(a) and (b); the north-south range (c) and (d). The solid curves represent the iso-density contours after 2000 s. The
simulation is initialized with a small 3D density perturbation superimposed on the background density profile. The
x-z cross-sections are at (a) y = 0 km, (b) y = 109 km. The y-z cross-sections are at (c) at x = 0, (d) x = 31 km.
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Figure 66: (a) Nested domain simulation of ESF. The lateral boundary conditions use the implicit relaxation applied
in buffer zones where the density of charged particles is relaxed to that interpolated from the parent domain. The neu-
tral wind magnitude is 125m/s, and the imposed external electric field is given by Eo/B=100, where B is the magnetic
field. The horizontal axis represents the east-west range. The cross-section is taken at y=0. The curves represent the
isodensity contours after 2000s. The simulation is initialized with a small density perturbation superimposed on the
background density profile. Note that the nested simulation resolves secondary RT instabilities. (b) Large domain
simulation shows several secondary RT instabilities (bubbles) resolved by the nested simulations.
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Figure 67: Taken from [452]. Unstable flute modes (a;
z-pinch axis runs vertically through centre) and more
stable, small-wavelength modes (b; z-pinch axis runs
normal to page) of the RT instability in z-pinches. Re-
produced with permission.

Figure 68: Magnetic field application to an ICF-type
target at the University of Rochester, with an aim to
improve performance by magnetic flux compression.
Taken from [238]. Reproduced with permission.
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